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Abstract 

Outbreaks caused by the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus 

(MERS-CoV) are ongoing in the Arabian Peninsula. Patients with severe 

MERS can experience fatal pulmonary disease due to a massive infiltration 

of immune cells into the lungs, exacerbating lung injury. Bats and camelid 

species are the natural reservoirs of MERS-CoV, being dromedary camels 

the primary source of human infection. Camelids trigger robust and timely 

innate immune responses thought to resolve MERS-CoV infection and 

prevent disease development. A high induction of type I and III IFNs by 

MERS-CoV-infected nasal epithelium during the peak of infection would 

likely activate downstream antiviral responses along the respiratory tract. 

Here, we evidenced that alveolar macrophages from camelids could be 

important mediators of MERS-CoV clearance without eliciting pro-

inflammatory responses. Outside the respiratory tract, MERS-CoV is 

carried to secondary lymphoid organs, but viral replication does not occur 

in these compartments as we determined in vitro. Cervical lymph nodes 

induced innate and adaptive cellular immune responses (i.e., IFNs, ISGs, 

Th1-like responses) to a secondary MERS-CoV exposure, but not 

inflammatory responses. Like bats, dampened inflammation in key 

anatomical compartments of camelids allows transient replication, 

shedding and transmission of MERS-CoV while remaining asymptomatic. 

Moreover, field data revealed waning adaptive immunity in dromedaries, 

allowing for rapid MERS-CoV reinfection. Thus, endemicity of MERS-

CoV in dromedary camels drives viral evolution, whereas humans are 

merely terminal hosts suffering from zoonotic disease. 

Currently, clade B strains are prevalent in the Arabian Peninsula and are 

being repeatedly introduced into the human population, whereas clade C 
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strains are restricted to African dromedaries. Although MERS-CoV is 

widespread in the latter ones, human disease of zoonotic origin has only 

been reported in the Arabian Peninsula. Serological and molecular 

evidence of MERS-CoV infection have been found in camel handlers, but 

no zoonotic MERS has been reported across Africa. Despite a continuous 

dromedary trade from Africa to the Arabian Peninsula, African clade C 

viruses are not found in this region. This Ph.D. thesis provides 

experimental evidence for extended Arabian clade B shedding in a camelid 

model compared to African clade C counterparts. Increased replicative 

fitness and differential transmission patterns between MERS-CoV clades 

support the dominance of clade B strains in the Middle east. These results 

might explain why MERS-CoV clade C strains fail to establish in the 

Arabian Peninsula. Importantly, our work recommends that the 

introduction of clade B strains to Africa must be avoided, as they might 

outcompete African clade C strains and pose a greater zoonotic threat in 

Africa. 

Vaccination of livestock reservoir species is a recommended strategy to 

prevent spread of MERS-CoV among animals and potential spillover to 

humans. To date, there is a lack of commercial vaccines against MERS-

CoV, although some prototypes for human use are being examinated in 

regulatory pathways. We explored the capacity of two different vaccine 

candidates to curtail MERS-CoV transmission among camelids, using a 

llama direct-contact transmission set up to mimic MERS-CoV natural 

infection. Prototypes were based in the S1 subunit or the receptor-binding 

domain (RBD) of the Spike protein formulated using a registered adjuvant 

for animal use. Both vaccine candidates induced high levels of MERS-

CoV-neutralizing antibodies. RBD vaccination only provided protection 

in one out of three vaccinated llamas. In contrast, immunization with the 
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S1 candidate elicited both mucosal and systemic protective immunity, 

conferring protection against MERS-CoV infection. This vaccine 

candidate completely prevented infectious viral shedding. Our data 

provide further evidence that vaccination of the reservoir host may be an 

economical solution to impede MERS-CoV zoonotic transmission to 

humans.  

The present Ph.D. thesis contributes to the understanding of disease 

resistance mechanisms in camelid reservoir species and propose strategies 

to prevent MERS-CoV spillover. 
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Resum 

El coronavirus de la síndrome respiratòria de l’Orient Mitjà (MERS-CoV) 

continua causant brots a la península aràbiga. Els pacients greus pateixen 

una pneumònia que pot ser fatal, caracteritzada per una infiltració massiva 

de cèl·lules immunitàries als pulmons que agreugen la malaltia. Els 

ratpenats i els camèlids són els reservoris naturals del MERS-CoV, mentre 

que els dromedaris són la principal font d’infecció d’humans. Es creu que 

els camèlids generen una resposta immunitària oportuna per contrarestar 

la infecció eficaçment i prevenir el desenvolupament de malaltia 

respiratòria. L’epiteli nasal infectat per MERS-CoV indueix IFNs tipus I i 

III durant el pic de la infecció, els quals activen respostes immunitàries 

antivirals al llarg del tracte respiratori. Aquest treball evidencia que els 

macròfags alveolars dels camèlids poden ser importants per l'eliminació 

del MERS-CoV sense desencadenar respostes pro-inflamatòries. Fora el 

tracte respiratori, el MERS-CoV és transportat cap a òrgans limfoides 

secundaris, on no hi ha replicació viral in vitro. Els nodes limfàtics 

cervicals produeixen respostes immunitàries cel·lulars innates i 

adaptatives (p. ex., IFNs, ISGs o respostes tipus Th1) en l’exposició 

secundaria al MERS-CoV, però no respostes inflamatòries. Com els 

ratpenats, els camèlids inhibeixen la inflamació en diferents 

compartiments anatòmics que permeten la replicació transitòria, excreció 

i transmissió del MERS-CoV. A més, els dromedaris desenvolupen una 

immunitat adaptativa minvant que ràpidament permet la re-infecció viral. 

Per tant, la endemicitat del MERS-CoV en dromedaris guia l’evolució 

viral, mentre que els humans només són hostes terminals que pateixen la 

malaltia zoonòtica. 
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Actualment, les soques del clade B circulen per Aràbia i són introduïdes a 

la població humana contínuament, mentre que les del clade C són 

àmpliament detectades en dromedaris africans. Tot i evidències 

serològiques i moleculars de la infecció d’humans exposats a dromedaris 

africans, mai s’han descrit casos de MERS zoonòtica a l’Àfrica. Hi ha un 

flux comercial de dromedaris des d’Àfrica cap a l’Orient Mitjà, però els 

virus del clade C no es troben en la darrera regió. Aquesta tesi doctoral 

aporta evidències experimentals de l’excreció perllongada de virus aràbics 

(clade B) en camèlids, en comparació amb soques africanes (clade C). La 

replicació i transmissió diferencial entre soques del MERS-CoV podrien 

explicar la dominància del clade B a l’Orient Mitjà. Remarcablement, 

aquest treball recomana evitar la introducció de soques del clade B a 

l’Àfrica, ja que podrien desplaçar les soques del clade C i incrementar 

l’amenaça zoonòtica en aquest continent. 

La vacunació del bestiar és l’estratègia recomanada per impedir la 

propagació del MERS-CoV entre animals reservori i la potencial 

transmissió a humans. Avui en dia no existeixen vacunes contra el MERS-

CoV, encara que alguns prototips per ús humà s’estan avaluant en afers 

regulatoris. En aquest treball hem explorat la capacitat de dos prototips de 

vaccí per reduir la transmissió viral entre camèlids, utilitzant un escenari 

de contacte directe entre llames per simular la infecció natural per MERS-

CoV. Els candidats vacunals s’han basat en la subunitat S1 o el domini 

d’unió a receptor (RBD) de la proteïna S, combinats amb un adjuvant 

registrat per ús animal. Ambdós prototips indueixen nivells alts 

d’anticossos neutralitzants contra MERS-CoV. L’RBD només va protegir 

una llama de tres vacunades. Contràriament, la vacunació S1 va 

proporcionar immunitat sistèmica i a la mucosa respiratòria, va protegir 

els animals contra la infecció per MERS-CoV i va impedir l’excreció de 
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virus infecciós. Els nostres estudis evidencien que la vacunació de 

l’espècie reservori pot ser una solució econòmica per prevenir la 

transmissió zoonòtica del MERS-CoV a humans. 

La present tesi doctoral proporciona coneixement sobre la resistència a la 

malaltia causada pel MERS-CoV en camèlids reservori i proposa 

estratègies per prevenir la infecció zoonotica. 
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Resumen 

El coronavirus del síndrome respiratorio del Oriente Medio (MERS-CoV) 

continúa causando brotes en la península arábiga. Los pacientes graves 

sufren una neumonía que puede resultar fatal, caracterizada por una 

infiltración masiva de células inmunes en los pulmones que agravan la 

enfermedad. Los murciélagos y los camélidos son los reservorios naturales 

del MERS-CoV, mientras que los dromedarios son la principal fuente de 

infección en humanos. Se cree que los camélidos generan una respuesta 

inmune oportuna para contrarrestar la infección eficazmente y prevenir el 

desarrollo de enfermedad respiratoria. El epitelio nasal infectado por 

MERS-CoV induce IFNs tipo I y III durante el pico de la infección, los 

cuales activan respuestas inmunes antivirales a lo largo del tracto 

respiratorio. Este trabajo evidencia que los macrófagos alveolares de los 

camélidos pueden ser importantes para la eliminación del MERS-CoV sin 

desencadenar respuestas proinflamatorias. Fuera del tracto respiratorio, el 

MERS-CoV es transportado hacia órganos linfoides secundarios, dónde no 

hay replicación viral in vitro. Los linfonódos cervicales producen 

respuestas inmunes celulares innatas y adaptativas (p.ej., IFNs, ISGs o 

respuestas tipo Th1) ante la exposición secundaria al MERS-CoV, pero no 

respuestas inflamatorias. Como los murciélagos, los camélidos inhiben la 

inflamación en diferentes compartimentos anatómicos que permiten la 

replicación viral transitoria, excreción y transmisión del MERS-CoV. 

Además, los dromedarios desarrollan una inmunidad adaptativa 

menguante que permite la reinfección viral rápidamente. Por lo tanto, la 

endemicidad del MERS-CoV en dromedarios guía la evolución viral, 

mientras que los humanos solamente son huéspedes terminales que sufren 

enfermedad zoonótica. 
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Actualmente, las cepas del clado B circulan por Arabia y son introducidas 

continuamente en la población humana, mientras que las del clado C se 

detectan ampliamente en dromedarios africanos. A pesar de evidencias 

serológicas y moleculares de la infección de humanos expuestos a 

dromedarios infectados, nunca se han descrito casos de MERS zoonótico 

en África. Existe un flujo comercial de dromedarios desde África hacía el 

Oriente Medio, pero los viruses del clado C no se encuentran en esta última 

región. La presente tesis aporta evidencias experimentales de la excreción 

prolongada de viruses arábigos (clado B) en comparación con cepas 

africanas (clado C). La replicación y transmisión diferencial entre cepas 

de MERS-CoV podrían explicar la dominancia del clado B en el Oriente 

Medio. Remarcablemente, este trabajo recomienda evitar la introducción 

de cepas del clado B en África, ya que podrían desplazar las cepas del e 

incrementar la amenaza zoonótica en el continente. 

La vacunación del ganado es la estrategia recomendada para impedir la 

propagación del MERS-CoV entre animales reservorio y la potencial 

transmisión a humanos. Hoy en día no existen vacunas contra el MERS-

CoV, aunque algunos prototipos para uso humanos se están evaluando en 

vías regulatorias. En este trabajo hemos explorado la capacidad de dos 

prototipos vacunales para reducir la transmisión viral entre camélidos, 

utilizando un escenario de contacto directo entre llamas para simular la 

infección natural por MERS-CoV. Los candidatos vacunales se han basado 

en la subunidad S1 o el dominio de unión a receptor (RBD) de la proteína 

S, combinados con un adyuvante registrado para uso animal. Ambos 

prototipos inducen niveles altos de anticuerpos neutralizantes contra 

MERS-CoV. El RBD sólo protegió una llama de tres vacunadas. 

Contrariamente, la vacunación S1 proporcionó inmunidad sistémica y 

mucosal, protegió los animales contra la infección por MERS-CoV e 
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impidió la excreción de virus infeccioso. Nuestros estudios evidencian que 

la vacunación del reservorio animal puede ser una solución económica 

para prevenir la transmisión zoonótica del MERS-CoV a humanos. 

La presente tesis doctoral proporciona conocimiento sobre la resistencia a 

la enfermedad causada por el MERS-CoV en camélidos reservorio y 

propone estrategias para prevenir la infección zoonótica. 
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1.1 Emerging infectious diseases and zoonotic coronaviruses 

The frequency of emerging and re-emerging diseases with pandemic 

potential has been increasing over the last decades globally, driven by 

different socio-economic, environmental, and ecological factors 1. More 

than 60% of them are of zoonotic origin 2, firstly appearing in a naïve 

population or have previously existed but increasing in incidence or 

geographical range. Zoonotic emerging diseases are caused by pathogenic 

agents that are naturally transmitted from vertebrate animals to humans, or 

vice versa, including viruses, bacteria, parasites, fungi, and prions. They 

emerge unpredictably, particularly viruses, and can spread efficiently 

across countries. In the current globalized world, pathogens with high 

epidemic potential pose a health risk to humans and animals of any 

geographical location. Furthermore, they are of huge economic impact and 

their rise is expected to continue in the coming years, favoured by the 

current climate change crisis 3. In absence of specific vaccines and 

treatments to fight against most of known zoonotic diseases, the recent 

pandemic H1N1 influenza and coronavirus infectious disease 2019 

(COVID-19) pandemics evidenced the need to investigate, anticipate, 

prevent, and control emerging zoonotic diseases. 

Many of the recent epidemics with high fatality rates in humans are caused 

by zoonotic viruses, such as filoviruses (e.g., Ebola and Marburg viruses), 

henipaviruses (e.g., Nipah and Hendra viruses) or coronaviruses (e.g., 

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus [SARS-CoV] and Middle 

East respiratory syndrome coronavirus [MERS-CoV]). In the last two 

decades, three emerging coronaviruses (CoVs) crossed the species barrier 

to cause severe respiratory diseases and human fatalities. The capability of 

CoVs to jump between species is mediated by complex host-pathogen 
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interactions 4,5. Bats are thought to be the origin of these CoVs, although 

intermediate host species have been discovered before eventual human 

spillover 6. SARS, MERS and now COVID-19, it is very likely that the 

next CoV epidemic outbreak is only a matter of time; the challenge 

remains in determining when and where it will occur. Therefore, it is 

critical to identify and investigate reservoir hosts of CoVs, such as bats 

and other wildlife species or livestock, to prevent future viral introductions 

to the human population. Organizational issues arise once they are 

identified, such as monitoring their populations and understanding their 

overlapping niche with humans, as well as controlling and interrupting 

zoonotic spillover of CoVs. Moreover, reservoir species possess specific 

mechanisms to control CoVs infection, since they have evolved to be 

virus-tolerant animals 7,8. By studying natural host-pathogen interactions 

occurring in reservoir hosts, we can understand unique processes leading 

to viral infection in the absence of clinical disease. Thereafter, the ultimate 

and complex obstacle would be to translate their ‘tolerance’ mechanisms 

into human medicines. Thus, exploring the source of emerging viruses and 

exploiting their inherent biology, according to the ‘One Health ‘concept, 

would aid in finding immunological pathways critical for the control of 

CoVs infections in humans. 

1.2. MERS-CoV: an overview 

1.2.1. Discovery and history of MERS-CoV 

In 2012, a 60-year-old man hospitalized in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, 

developed acute pneumonia and renal failure before dying due to multi-

organ failure. The disease was caused by a previously unknown 

coronavirus identified in his sputum 9, which was later named Middle East 
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respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) 10. Phylogenetic analyses 

evidenced that MERS-CoV could have originated in bats 11–15. However, 

dromedary camels are the main reservoir hosts of MERS-CoV 16 and the 

primary source of transmission to humans 17–22. MERS-CoV actively 

circulates among dromedaries from the Middle East and Africa 23, where 

it is endemic, but primary human cases seem restricted to the Arabian 

Peninsula 24. In the Middle East, zoonotic spillovers continue to cause 

intermittent outbreaks with potential to spread globally through sustained 

human-to-human transmission. As of March 2022, 2,589 infections and 

893 deaths (∼34.5% case-fatality rate) were reported in 27 countries 25. 

MERS-CoV caused sporadic, nosocomial, and community-wide 

outbreaks, including travel-associated clusters of transmission. In 2015, a 

single infected traveller from the Middle East to the Republic of Korea 

caused a major outbreak of 186 cases and 38 fatalities 26, evidencing that 

MERS-CoV is of worldwide public health concern. Nonetheless, the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) had the highest incidence recorded so 

far, with 2,184 cases and 813 deaths (∼37.2% case-fatality rate) 25, and 

outbreaks continue to appear in Middle Eastern endemic countries. 

Preparedness and efforts to prevent zoonotic spillover from dromedary 

reservoirs and controlling human outbreaks were implemented to impede 

MERS-CoV spread 27,28 in the current absence of prophylactic treatments 

and vaccines. 

1.2.2. Taxonomy and phylogeny 

According to the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, 

MERS-CoV belongs the order of Nidovirales, family Coronaviridae, 

subfamily Orthocoronavirinae, Betacoronavirus genus and Merbecovirus 

subgenus 29. Phylogenetic studies identified three different MERS-CoV 
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clades identified as A, B and C 16,30,31. Clade A strains were circulating in 

the Arabian Peninsula during early epidemic outbreaks but became extinct 

and were eventually replaced by clade B strains, which currently dominate 

the Middle East 16,32. Five different lineages of clade B strains (B1 to B5) 

have been found in Arabian dromedaries and humans 16. On the other hand, 

clade C strains were only found in African dromedary camels, and lineages 

from West and North Africa (C1) are distinct from those of Eastern Africa 

(C2) 30,33,34. Evolutionary studies support that African and Arabian strains 

diverged before MERS-CoV was identified 30,33. Furthermore, a 

retrospective serological study indicated that MERS-CoV has been 

circulating in African dromedary camels for decades at least 17,22. 

1.2.3. Genome organization, replication, and viral gene expression 

MERS-CoV possess a large single-stranded positive-sense RNA genome 

composed of ∼30.1 kilobases, which contains a 5’ cap structure followed 

by a leader sequence, ten polycistronic open-reading frames (ORFs) and a 

3’ poly(A) tail (Figure 1.1a). Two-thirds of the genome is occupied by the 

replicase ORF1a and ORF1b, which encode for two large polyproteins 

(one requires a ribosomal frame shift) that are eventually cleaved into 16 

non-structural proteins (nsps) 35. These genes code for the viral replication 

and transcription complex interacting with the host cellular machinery 36. 

Downstream, in the remaining third of the genome, nine ORFs are found 

encoding for structural and accessory proteins, along with multiple stem 

loop structures required for RNA replication and transcription 37. 

Functional transcription-regulating sequence (TRS) motifs, AU-rich motif 

of ∼10 nucleotides, are found adjacent to the 5’ leader sequence (TRS-L) 

and upstream to most ORF 38. 
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A full-length negative-sense RNA genome copy is generated during viral 

genomic replication, which work as a template for the synthesis of new 

positive-sense RNA genomic copies. Concomitantly, a discontinuous viral 

transcription occurs during the synthesis of the negative-sense RNA 

strand. The replication and transcription can be interrupted upon encounter 

of TRS and is resumed at the TRS-L, generating nested subgenomic RNAs 

(sgRNAs) containing the genomic 3’ and 5’ co-terminal ends 38,39. Eight 

different MERS-CoV sgRNAs are produced from negative-strand RNA 

templates 40, as shown in Figure 1.1b. Structural and accessory genes are 

translated from sgRNA. Accessory proteins are not essential for MERS-

CoV replication or transcription, although some have crucial roles in viral 

pathogenesis by inhibiting innate immune responses 41–45. 
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Figure 1.1. Genomic organization of MERS-CoV and subgenomes generated 

during viral replication. (a) A structural scheme of the single-stranded, positive 

sense MERS-CoV RNA genome is shown. A leader transcription-regulatory 

sequence (TRS) and a ribosomal frame shift are shown in yellow (square and 

circle, respectively). The genomic arrangement of the 16 non-structural proteins 

encoded by ORF1a and ORF1b are displayed in blue colors. The genomic layout 

of the S protein is shown in light red, including the S1 (and its subdomains) and 

S2 subunits. (b) The MERS-CoV subgenomic RNAs formed during viral 

replication are schematically represented. During viral replication, subgenomic 

RNAs are generated by TRS-L (yellow) joining with TRS sequences (green) 

found upstream each open reading frame. Created with BioRender.com. E, 

envelope gene; M, membrane gene; N, nucleoprotein gene; NTD, N-terminal 
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domain; ORF, open reading frame; PLpro, Papain-like protease; pp, polyprotein; 

RBD, receptor-binding domain; S, spike gene; TRS-L, leader transcription-

regulatory sequence. 

1.2.4. Virion structure 

MERS-CoV virions are spherical particles of ∼80 nm in diameter 

surrounded by a ‘corona’ or spike peplomers emanating from the viral 

surface 46. Virions are composed of four structural proteins encoded by the 

viral genome: spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M) and nucleocapsid 

(N) proteins. Each protein plays a key role in assembling the viral particle, 

as represented in Figure 1.2a. The S is a transmembrane trimeric 

glycoprotein expressed on the surface of the viral envelope, which has 

critical roles in binding, fusion, and entry into host cells. The E and M 

proteins form the viral core and shape the virion, besides being involved 

in essential functions, such as intracellular trafficking, viral assembly, or 

virus budding. The N protein constitutes a helical protein that binds 

genomic RNA molecules and allow their packaging inside the assembled 

virus progeny 37,42. 
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Figure 1.2. MERS-CoV virion structure and spike (S) protein interaction with 

dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) receptor. (a) MERS-CoV is a spherical enveloped 

virus that contains a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome. Viral particles 

consist of four structural proteins: the S, envelope (E) and membrane (M) proteins 

confer its characteristic crown shape, while the nucleocapsid (N) proteins packs 

the RNA genome inside the virion. (b) The infectivity of MERS-CoV is mediated 

by the S protein interaction with the cellular receptor DPP4 expressed in target 

cells. The S protein located on the virion surface consists of the S1 and S2 

subunits. The S1A subdomain (green) facilitates viral attachment to sialoglycans 

found on the host cell surface, and the S1B subdomain (blue) mediates the binding 

to the DPP4 (red). Subsequently, the S2 subunit (grey) allows viral and cellular 

membrane fusion and viral genome release into the cytoplasm. Created with 

BioRender.com. NTD, N-terminal domain; RBD, receptor-binding domain. 

1.2.5. Replication cycle 

The attachment of MERS-CoV to the host cell is mediated by interactions 

of the S protein and the dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 (DPP4, also called CD26), 

its cellular receptor 47. DPP4 is a cellular membrane-bound exoprotease 

found in a variety of tissues and cell types that cleaves a wide range of 

substrates including growth factors, chemokines, neuropeptides, 

vasoactive peptides, and glucose metabolism hormones 48–50. The S protein 
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located on the virion surface consists of two subunits, the S1 and S2 

(Figure 1.2b). The N-terminal domain of S1 (or S1A) binds to sialic acids 

(α2,3- and, to a lesser extent, α2,6-linked sialoglycans) found on mucins 

of the host cell surface and enhances infection by facilitating viral 

attachment 51–53. The C-terminal part of S1 (or S1B) contains the receptor-

binding domain (RBD; aa residues 358–588) that binds the DPP4 receptor 

expressed by target cells 47,54. Indeed, molecular studies revealed that the 

RBD of MERS-CoV is composed of a core subdomain and a receptor-

binding motif (RBM) that mediate DPP4 receptor recognition 55. The S2 

subunit contains an internal fusion peptide and two heptad repeat (HR1 

and HR2) regions that allow viral fusion to the cellular membrane 56–59. 

After attachment of the RBD to DPP4, an essential step for MERS-CoV 

entry requires the activation of the S protein by TMPRSS2 or endosomal 

cathepsins 60,61. Their proteolytical cleavage activates the S protein and 

separates the RBD and S2 domains. Then, the S2 subunit undergoes 

structural changes that enable viral and cellular membrane fusion 59,62, 

eventually releasing the viral RNA into the cytoplasm. 

Thus, MERS-CoV S protein interaction with DPP4 at the cellular surface 

is the primary determinant of viral infection. Therefore, receptor binding 

competence determines host species range and tissue tropism. MERS-CoV 

RBD can bind DPP4 from several animal species beside humans, such as 

non-human primates (NHP), camelids, bats, and less efficiently, pigs and 

rabbits 63–70. Key aa residues of DPP4 restrict species susceptibility 71–73; 

for instance, wild-type mice, golden Syrian hamsters and ferrets are 

resistant to MERS-CoV infection 71,74,75. Different DPP4 distribution in 

tissues govern MERS-CoV pathogenicity and transmission capacity in 

susceptible species 76. 
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The genome released into the cytosol directly acts as a template for mRNA 

translation of the replicase and other accessory genes (ORF1a and 

ORF1b), due to the 5’ cap structure along with a 3’ poly(A) tail. Among 

others, nsps remodel cell membranes derived from the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum (RER) to form double-membrane vesicle (DMV) structures, 

which shelter and support viral RNA replication and translation 36,77–80. 

Viral genomic and subgenomic mRNAs are exported to the cytoplasm 

through transmembrane pores found in DMVs 78,81. S, M and E structural 

viral proteins are mainly expressed at the RER and progress to the 

endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) 37,82,83. 

RNA genomes are encapsidated by the N protein, which bud into the 

ERGIC membranes containing MERS-CoV structural proteins, 

assembling new virions 37,77,82. Finally, progeny viruses are transported to 

the host cell surface via exocytosis and released to the extracellular space 

37,77. 

1.3. Epidemiology and geographical distribution 

Bats are known reservoirs of many viruses, including betacoronaviruses 

84. Some hypotheses point to bats as the potential origin of MERS-CoV. 

Phylogenetic studies showed that MERS-CoV is genetically close to Bat 

CoVs HKU4 and HKU5 detected in insectivorous bats 85. MERS-related 

CoVs (MERSr-CoVs) have been identified in African, Asian, Eurasian, 

and American bats 12,13,86–90. Moreover, a study in the KSA found a 

fragment of RNA (190 nucleotides) in Taphozous bats with 100% identity 

to a MERS-CoV strain infecting humans 13. Nonetheless, to date, the 

primary origin of MERS-CoV is not well understood and no data supports 

bats as the primary source of viral spillover. 
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Intermediate species are often involved in the spillover of emerging 

viruses from bats to humans 91,92. Thus, after the emergence of MERS-

CoV, scientists focused on seroepidemiological studies of livestock 

commonly found in the Middle East and East Africa, such as sheep, cows, 

goats, and dromedary camels 21,93–96. High levels of neutralizing antibodies 

(nAbs) to MERS-CoV were found in dromedaries as opposed to other 

species 21. Subsequent analyses revealed high seroprevalences in 

dromedary camels from many countries of the Middle East and Africa 

17,18,101–110,21,111–114,94–100. Antibodies to MERS-CoV were detected in sera 

from dromedary camels dating back to 1983 22, suggesting that MERS-

CoV has been circulating in dromedaries for at least 40 years. 

Seroprevalence was higher in aged dromedaries of, in big-sized herds, and 

in those populations mixed with individuals from other geographical 

origins compared to locally bred herds 23. Also, the sub-national camel 

seroprevalence appears larger in the Arabian Peninsula in comparison to 

that of African countries 23. Serological evidence of infection, but not 

active MERS-CoV circulation, has been found in other camelid species 

(llamas and alpacas) in the Middle East 115,116. Serological surveys in 

camelids of other geographical regions (Australia, Canada, Germany, 

Japan, Kazakhstan, Mongolia, the Netherlands, or the USA) resulted in the 

absence of antibodies to MERS-CoV 21,104,108,117,118. 

Active MERS-CoV infection has also been studied extensively in 

dromedary camels from Africa and the Middle East through the detection 

of viral RNA in oro-nasal samples 16,94,106,111–113,119–124,97,125,126,98–103,105. 

MERS-CoV is commonly detected infecting dromedaries from these 

regions, and some seasonality studies showed higher RNA prevalence 

during the first semester of the year 16,23,119,120,124,125,127. Higher incidence 

and viral loads were found in juvenile animals compared to adults 
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23,98,106,112,128,129. Importantly, most dromedary camels clear the MERS-

CoV RNA shedding within two weeks after the detection onset (ranging 

from 7 to 45 days); however, evidence of reinfection has been observed in 

the field 23,120–122,130–133. Indeed, epidemiological and phylogenetic studies 

revealed that African and Arabian dromedaries sustain the circulation of 

the different MERS-CoV lineages (see section 1.2.2). MERS-CoV clade 

B and C viruses are endemic among Arabian and African dromedaries, 

respectively. Movement of Arabian camels is limited to the Peninsula 134, 

but there is an important unilateral trade from the Horn of Africa to the 

Arabian Peninsula 33,135. Intriguingly, African MERS-CoV strains have not 

been established in the Middle East so far, as they are rapidly outcompeted 

by Arabian clade B lineages 16,33,135. 

Dromedary camels are not only the main reservoir for MERS-CoV, but 

they have also transmitted the infection to humans 19,105,130,136. The 

simultaneous isolation of identical MERS-CoV strains infecting 

dromedaries and human contacts evidenced that MERS-CoV did not 

require specific mutations to jump between hosts 19. Furthermore, previous 

studies found that occupational exposure to dromedary camels 

significantly increased the prevalence of MERS-CoV antibodies in these 

people compared with the general population 137,138. Nonetheless, the 

routes of animal-to-human transmission are not yet clearly identified 

134,139–141. 

All human MERS-CoV infections reported during the last two years (July 

2020 – present) were primary cases, with more than 60% of them being 

previously exposed to camels 126. Therefore, people who have been in 

close contact with dromedary camels are considered a major source of 

secondary transmission events 130. As of March 2022, the World Health 
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Organization (WHO) reported ∼25% of primary and ∼39% of secondary 

human cases, while the type of the remaining infections is unknown or no 

data is available 25. All primary infections occurred in the Middle East, 

being the KSA the most affected country. Secondary cases have also been 

described occasionally among humans in close contact, including travel-

associated outbreaks that have spread the virus in 27 countries 25. Males 

account for most diagnosed cases. Furthermore, people aged 50–59 have 

been at the highest risk of contracting MERS-CoV infection as primary 

cases, while those aged 30–39 were mostly linked to secondary cases 25. 

Human-to-human transmission mainly occurred in household 142–146 and 

nosocomial scenarios 147–154. Large outbreaks took place in health-care 

facilities from, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 153,155, Saudi Arabia 

148,151,156,157 and South Korea 158–160, linked to overcrowded emergency 

departments, poor infection control practices, aerosol-generating 

procedures/nebulized medications, continuous positive pressure 

ventilation, cardiopulmonary resuscitation and/or superspreading events 

161. Up to five generations of MERS-CoV transmission have been reported 

among health-care workers 152,154. Those who used a protective face mask 

(N95) were less prone to be infected with MERS-CoV compared to 

employees who sporadically or never wore it 162. Asymptomatic health-

care workers can spread the virus to their contacts 154,163, and their role in 

MERS-CoV transmission warrants further investigation. In addition, 

MERS-CoV environmental stability is also favoured under hospital 

settings, which prolong the risk for MERS-CoV acquisition in humans 

through fomite transmission 164. The precise mode of human-to-human 

transmission is not defined yet, but MERS-CoV does not seem to be 

transmitted efficiently unless the contact is close 144,161,165,166. Overall, the 

reproduction number of MERS-CoV during nosocomial outbreaks (R0 of 
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2‒5) seems higher than in other transmission scenarios (R0 < 1) 144,167. 

Gratefully, improvement of infection control measures has limited 

sustained transmission in hospitals and the recent outbreaks have been 

contained 161,168. 

Importantly, phylodynamic modelling analyses revealed that long-term 

evolution of MERS-CoV is driven by dromedary camels, while infected 

humans are only transient dead-end hosts 127. Indeed, recent studies 

indicate that MERS-CoV lineages with increased replicative fitness and 

higher pandemic potential are currently circulating in the Middle East 

32,169. Thus, stronger investments in vigilance programs to prevent zoonotic 

MERS-CoV introductions from dromedary camels are required. Spillover 

events might be abated by stronger surveillance of dromedary populations, 

restriction of camel movement in affected areas or the development of 

animal vaccines that curtail MERS-CoV transmission 170. 

1.4. MERS-CoV infection and disease 

1.4.1. MERS-CoV infection in humans 

The clinical presentation of MERS is very variable. The median incubation 

period of MERS-CoV and the interval between onset of symptoms in 

successive transmission events are ∼5 and ∼7 days, respectively 148. 

Symptoms range from absent to flu-like (cough, fever, chills, sore throat, 

headache, tiredness, and myalgia), shortness of breath, pneumonia, or 

acute respiratory distress syndrome 147,148,151,171–175. MERS-CoV infections 

can also cause acute renal failure and gastrointestinal symptoms, such as 

abdominal pain, vomiting, and diarrhoea 9,151,173,176. Normally, patients 

with dyspnoea develop severe pneumonia and require admission to 

intensive care unit 177. Chest radiography and computed tomography 
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studies showed that mild to severe pulmonary consolidation are common 

features of MERS patients 173,178. Mild to severe haematological 

abnormalities have also been described, as lymphopenia or 

thrombocytopenia 147,173. From the age of 50 onwards, the risk of 

developing severe MERS and dying increases significantly 25. Patients 

over 80 years-old have extremely high likelihood of succumbing because 

of the disease 179. Pre-existence of comorbidities such as asthma, diabetes, 

renal or cardiac diseases, obesity, and hypertension, have been described 

as significant risk factors for severe MERS development 173,179–184. Two 

studies support that acute MERS survivors experience a higher degree of 

pulmonary dysfunction up to 2 years after recovery, compared to those 

with absent or mild pneumonia 185,186. Another common sequel is the 

emotional damage caused by psychological trauma after being critically ill 

185. 

MERS-CoV pathogenesis studies have been impaired by the limited 

number of patient autopsies, which have not been performed generally due 

to religious and cultural Islamic traditions or to prevent health-care worker 

contamination. Only two autopsies of MERS patients have been reported 

to date 187,188. The first histopathological examination reported diffuse 

alveolar damage (DAD) and acute kidney injury, together with the co-

localization of DPP4 and MERS-CoV antigens in pneumocytes and 

syncytial cells 188. Also, lesser number of lymphoid follicles and a 

polymorphic population of reactive lymphocytes have been described in 

different lymph nodes (LN) 188. The second study also showed focal 

haemorrhagic necrotising pneumonia with exudative DAD and acute 

kidney injury, as well as evidence of extrapulmonary viral particles 

detected by electron microscopy 187. MERS-CoV-like structures were 

localised in pneumocytes, lung macrophages, renal epithelial cells and 
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macrophages infiltrating the skeletal muscles 187. Both studies reported 

remarkable infiltration of leukocytes, including neutrophils, macrophages, 

CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes 187,188. This massive infiltration of immune 

cells into the lungs is associated with the production of a cytokine storm 

that exacerbates disease during late stages of infection 189,190. 

Other studies focused on the distribution of the molecules that facilitate 

viral infection along the respiratory tract to better understand the 

pathogenesis of MERS-CoV. In that respect, α2,3-sialic acids and DPP4 

are expressed in lower respiratory tract (LRT) airways and alveoli of 

humans, while DPP4 is less abundant in the upper respiratory tract (URT) 

66,191,192. These findings could explain why MERS-CoV is detected in the 

URT only at early stages of infection 176,193,194. Relative low abundance of 

DPP4 in the URT may limit viral shedding and human-to-human 

transmission. At the cellular level, DPP4 expression has been identified in 

non-ciliated bronchial epithelial cells, type I and II pneumocytes, alveolar 

macrophages, endothelial cells, and some immune cell subsets, such as T, 

B, and natural killer (NK) cells 50,195. Indeed, MERS-CoV was shown to 

infe¡ct some these target cells in vitro and ex vivo 196–202, implying that 

their functions may be impaired during a natural infection. Besides, DPP4 

is also expressed on epithelial cells from other organs, such as kidney, 

intestine, liver, thymus, and bone marrow 48,49.  

1.4.2. MERS-CoV infection in dromedary camels 

MERS-CoV infection in dromedary camels is generally subclinical. These 

reservoir hosts are asymptomatic or merely display mild nasal discharge 

before viral clearance 141. Although most infections are asymptomatic, 

muco-purulent nasal discharges, lacrimation, sneezing, coughing, fever, 

and loss of appetite have been described in the field in few animals 
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100,124,130,131,133,136,203,204. According to some reports 124,133, calves exhibit 

clinical signs more frequently than adults, but it is not clear if these 

symptoms could be associated to other concomitant pathologies (i.e., 

bacterial infections). There are only two limited histopathological studies 

on naturally infected dromedaries 204,205. In Saudi Arabia, dromedary 

camels were screened for the presence of MERS-CoV in nasal swabs, 

resulting in a 41% positivity rate. Three individuals under two years of age 

carried high viral loads, so they were selected for histopathological 

analyses after regular slaughtering procedures for meat production. 

Importantly, antemortem examinations did not show respiratory clinical 

signs, or only mild rhinorrhoea in few animals, which breathed normally. 

However, dromedaries had some discrete lesions along the respiratory 

tract. Exfoliation and loss of cilia were observed in URT airways, as well 

as mild hyperplasia and infiltration of immune cells 204,205. Also, typical 

features of interstitial pneumonia were described, such as mild thickening 

of alveolar septa, type II pneumocyte hyperplasia or the infiltration of 

alveolar macrophages 204,205. Other mild changes were found in kidney and 

spleen 204. S and N antigens of MERS-CoV were detected in epithelial cells 

from nasal turbinates, trachea, bronchi, alveoli, and kidney 204. Moreover, 

viral labelling and lesions localized in tissues with abundant expression of 

DPP4 66,206, which might explain the pathogenesis described in these 

organs under natural conditions. 

On the other hand, MERS-CoV pathogenesis has been assessed in 

experimentally infected dromedary camels 141,207–210. Mild-to-moderate 

rhinitis, tracheitis and bronchitis were observed after intranasal viral 

challenge but were resolved before 42 days post MERS-CoV inoculation 

(dpi) 207–210. Importantly, although loss of cilia was noticed in respiratory 

epithelial layers of experimentally inoculated dromedaries, only limited 
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cell death or other histopathological alterations were observed. Lesions 

and mononuclear leukocyte infiltrations in the nose, trachea and bronchi 

airways 210 were like those observed in natural infections, but pneumonia 

was not developed upon viral inoculation 207. Consistently, MERS-CoV 

antigen was found in respiratory epithelial cells, with particularly high 

levels of antigen in the nose epithelium, and rarely in macrophages at the 

nasal submucosa, but not in the alveoli 141,207,208,210. In one animal, 

infectious virus was isolated from the upper right lung lobe at 5 dpi; 

however, it did not developed pneumonia 208. Moreover, viral antigen and 

infectious MERS-CoV were detected in dendritic-like cells within 

secondary lymphoid organs, such as tonsils, cervical, retropharyngeal, or 

mediastinal LN 207,208,210. These lymphoid tissues did not show other 

morphological changes than a follicular hyperplasia seen during standard 

antigenic presentation processes. 

1.4.3. MERS-CoV infection in bats 

MERS-CoV-like viruses have been found in different bat species (detailed 

in section 1.3), but the pathogenesis and clinical progression of infection 

in the wild are unknown. Although no specific bat species has been 

proposed as the original reservoir of MERS-CoV, Jamaican fruit bats 

(Artibeus jamaicensis) have been experimentally infected to understand 

their role as potential MERS-CoV reservoirs 211. Bats were susceptible to 

MERS-CoV infection and shed viral RNA, but did not display clinical 

signs of apparent disease. Histopathological analyses revealed mild lesions 

in the respiratory tract, including mild rhinitis or interstitial pneumonia 

with minimal septa thickening by macrophages or neutrophils. Active 

MERS-CoV replication, antigen and infectious virus was detected mainly 

in respiratory tissues, although viral RNA was also detected to a lesser 
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extent in other organs, such as brain, liver, heart, spleen, bladder, 

duodenum colon or blood 211. By 28 dpi, bats had cleared MERS-CoV 

infection. This study supports the hypothesis of a bat species being the 

ancestral reservoir host for MERS-CoV. 

1.5. Animal models for human infection 

The development of animal models to mimic the infection experienced by 

humans and dromedary camels has been crucial to investigate MERS-CoV 

pathogenesis and transmission, as well as to evaluate prophylactic and 

therapeutic treatments. The capacity of the S protein to bind key residues 

of DPP4 orthologs is the primary determinant of species susceptibility to 

MERS-CoV. Some small laboratory animals and domestic livestock, such 

as wild-type mouse, golden Syrian hamster, ferret, sheep, or horse, are not 

permissive to MERS-CoV infection 65,71,74,75. The impossibility of MERS-

CoV S protein to recognize and bind DPP4 of these species could be 

attributed to different factors, including differences in DPP4 tissular 

distribution, structure and/or posttranslational modifications 65,212. 

1.5.1. Macaques 

MERS-CoV infection of rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) and 

cynomolgus macaques (Macaca fascicularis) caused a rapid development 

of mild-to-moderate pneumonia, with transient MERS-CoV replication 

restricted to the LRT 213–216. At 2 dpi, rhesus macaques increased body 

temperatures and displayed mild respiratory clinical signs, such as cough 

or changes in breathing rate. Transient increase in total leukocytes and 

neutrophiles, as well as decrease in lymphocyte counts in blood, were 

observed at 1-2 dpi but already returned to normal levels at 3 dpi 213. Chest 

radiography and pathological examinations indicated lung consolidations 
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and the development of pneumonia from 3 dpi onwards. Microscopic 

examination revealed interstitial pneumonia characterized by thickened 

alveolar wall by inflammatory cells, oedema, fibrin deposition, hyaline 

membrane formation, haemorrhages, type II pneumocyte hyperplasia, and 

degeneration of bronchial epithelial cells and pneumocytes 213,215. MERS-

CoV RNA and antigen were largely restricted to the LRT and were 

specifically found in type I and II pneumocytes and alveolar macrophages, 

which expressed the DPP4 receptor 213,215,217,218. Viral RNA was also 

detected in secondary lymphoid organs draining the respiratory tract but 

not in other tissues. Viral loads peaked early in lungs and subsequently 

decreased over time 213. On the other hand, cynomolgus macaques did not 

experience overt clinical signs of disease, while virological and 

histopathological findings were similar to those described above for rhesus 

macaques 216. Altogether, the macaque models reproduce mild-to-

moderate features of human MERS-CoV infection but fail to recapitulate 

the acute pneumonia observed in severe or fatal disease. 

1.5.2. Common marmoset 

Common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) inoculated with MERS-CoV 

developed mild-to-severe pneumonia 217–223. Animals displayed 

respiratory clinical signs, as increased breathing rates, loss of appetite or 

decreased activity levels 217–219. In one study, few animals were euthanized 

after exhibiting humanitarian endpoint clinical signs, such as failure to 

move after prompting, oral bleeding or severe hypothermia 219. Animals 

developed bronchopneumonia with severe airway lesions, including 

degeneration of bronchial epithelial cells and pneumocytes, oedema, 

fibrin, haemorrhages and infiltration of neutrophils and other 

inflammatory cell types. Similar to the macaque model, the highest 
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MERS-CoV RNA and antigen loads were found in DPP4-expressing 

bronchial epithelial cells, type I and II pneumocytes and alveolar 

macrophages 217–220. Viral RNA was also found at lower levels in oro-nasal 

swabs, blood, the URT, lymphoid tissues and other internal organs 219. 

Overall, common marmosets infected with MERS-CoV developed a more 

severe pneumonia than macaques and could be useful models to mimic 

moderate-to-severe disease in humans. They also served as useful models 

to evaluate the efficacy of therapeutic compounds 222,223. 

1.5.3. New Zealand white rabbit 

New Zealand white rabbits experience an asymptomatic infection after 

MERS-CoV inoculation 70,224. According to the DPP4 distribution 191,224, 

MERS-CoV replicated in upper and lower respiratory airways and was 

shed at low levels, but it was not transmitted to co-housed sentinels 70,224. 

Gross lesions were not observed. At 3-4 dpi, mild rhinitis with epithelial 

necrosis and regeneration was observed, while lung lesions were absent or 

mild, characterized by mildly thickened alveolar septa by inflammatory 

cells, mild hypertrophy of type II pneumocytes and accumulation of 

alveolar macrophages 70,225. In addition, rabbits developed non-

neutralizing antibodies against MERS-CoV, which did not protect against 

re-infection and exacerbated lung inflammation 225. Although rabbit 

infection did not recapitulate important clinical symptoms or 

histopathological changes observed in MERS patients, this small animal 

model could be useful to potentially screen the efficacy of prophylactic or 

therapeutic compounds 226. 
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1.5.4. hDPP4 transgenic/transduced mice 

After the emergence of MERS-CoV, there was a need for small laboratory 

animals to facilitate the study of MERS-CoV pathogenesis and the 

evaluation of vaccine candidates and therapeutic drugs. However, wild 

type laboratory mice were not susceptible or did not develop features of 

severe MERS 75. Therefore, different strategies were used to transform 

mice into a susceptible species, based on the heterologous expression of 

the human DPP4 (hDPP4). The first models were generated by intranasal 

transduction of a non-replicating adenovirus vector expressing the hDPP4 

in different mice backgrounds 227. These animals showed a broad 

expression of hDPP4 in epithelial cells and alveoli of the LRT. After 

challenge, MERS-CoV replicated in the lungs of all transduced animals, 

which did not display respiratory clinical signs except loss of weight in 

aged mice; animals exhibited interstitial pneumonia. No mortality was 

observed, and the virus was then cleared by 6–8 and 10–14 dpi in young 

and aged mice, respectively. The hDPP4-transduced mouse model could 

be used to study mild transient disease without clinical symptoms. 

Nonetheless, the model appears interesting because MERS-CoV infection 

can be produced in various mouse strains deficient in genes involved in 

pathways important for virus replication. Indeed, hDPP4 transduction was 

exploited in immunodeficient knockout mice to understand key 

components for viral clearance, pointing the role of innate and adaptive 

immunity in MERS-CoV pathogenesis 227. However, expression of hDPP4 

in transduced mice is only transient, limiting the use of such technology. 

Furthermore, transgenic mouse models expressing the hDPP4 were 

generated 228–231. Firstly, models expressing hDPP4 under the control of β-

actin or cytokeratine 18 promoters were generated, which conferred 
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expression of the receptor in all tissues studied, such as lung, intestine, 

liver, kidney, spleen, heart, or brain, resulting in high susceptibility to 

MERS-CoV 228,230. After challenge, hDPP4 transgenic mice displayed 

severe clinical signs, including ruffled fur, lethargy, hypothermia, 

immobility, but did not sneeze or cough. Moreover, animals progressively 

lost weight and 100% mortality was achieved by 6-7 dpi 228,230. Transgenic 

mice developed early pneumonia with infiltration of macrophages and 

lymphocytes, and a fatal encephalitis 228,230. No other histopathological 

changes were seen in other organs. High MERS-CoV loads were found in 

the lung and brain at 2 and 4-6 dpi, respectively, and to a lesser extent in 

other organs, indicative of a systemic infection 228,230. These animal 

models of MERS-CoV, suffering from high lethality due to abnormal 

hDPP4 distribution, do not completely resemble infection in humans, but 

they provide a useful platform for testing vaccine prototypes and antiviral 

drugs.  

On the other hand, a knock-in approach was used to replace the mouse 

(mDPP4) for the hDPP4 coding sequence, which maintained regulated 

expression of hDPP4 as it happens in the native mice 231. After inoculation, 

these animals were asymptomatic but developed interstitial 

bronchopneumonia, while high titres of MERS-CoV replicating in lungs 

were determined at 4 dpi. Indeed, hDPP4 was found in club cells, type II 

pneumocytes and alveolar macrophages 231. This knock-in mice only 

developed a mild MERS-CoV infection and, thus, they are not appropriate 

to simulate the disease observed in human patients. Nonetheless, this is a 

more physiologically relevant model that could be a useful tool for 

preclinical evaluation of MERS-CoV vaccine candidates and treatments. 
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1.6. Subclinical infections in camelid species 

Understanding MERS-CoV infection in the highly susceptible natural 

reservoir host could lead to new insights into disease prevention or reveal 

key aspects of virus ecology and transmission. Experiments with 

dromedary camels are expensive and require complex biosafety level 3 

(BSL-3) facilities for large animals. In addition to being big-size and 

dangerous irritable animals that difficult their handling, animal caretakers 

are exposed to a high biosafety risk 232. In fact, camelid experimentation 

with MERS-CoV was only performed in three biocontainment units 

worldwide: the Australian Animal Health Laboratory (AAHL) of the 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), 

the Animal Disease Laboratory at Colorado State University (CSU), and 

the Animal Health Research Center (CReSA) of the Institute of Agrifood 

Research and Technology (IRTA). 

1.6.1. Bactrian camel 

The susceptibility of Bactrian camels (Camelus bactrianus) to MERS-

CoV was suspected since its DPP4 receptor is 98.3% similar to that of 

dromedary camels, also, RBM sequences are identical in both species 233. 

After experimental inoculation, Bactrian camels only displayed mild 

respiratory clinical signs (nasal discharge or cough) and developed a 

transient URT infection. Only mild epithelial degeneration was observed 

in the URT, as well as lymphocytic sinusitis, rhinitis and tracheitis. Viral 

RNA was detected along the respiratory tract, but MERS-CoV antigen and 

infectious virus was only found in URT samples. Importantly, these 

animals shed abundant quantities of infectious MERS-CoV for a week 

after challenge, in similar levels to those observed in dromedary camels 
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233. Despite Bactrian and dromedary camels reproduce a comparable 

experimental infection, they are also similar in size and behaviour, making 

their use as animal models complicated. Additionally, this study also 

highlighted the importance of preventing MERS-CoV spread to western 

Asia, where geographical ranges of both Camelus species overlap. 

1.6.2. New World camelids: llamas and alpacas 

Evidence of natural MERS-CoV infection of llamas and alpacas was 

reported in the Middle East 115,116, and their susceptibility to the virus was 

confirmed experimentally 8,32,65,209,234,235. When inoculated intranasally, 

nasal discharge was frequently reported in llamas 65 but rarely in alpacas 

8,32,209,234,235. Gross lesions were not observed in New World camelid 

species. Histopathological analyses revealed mild rhinitis with segmented 

hyperplasia or squamous metaplasia of the nasal epithelium and mild 

infiltration of mononuclear cells into the respiratory mucosa and 

submucosa and, very mildly, in lungs; no other lesions were observed 

8,32,65,234. Also, DPP4 is abundantly expressed in the upper and lower 

respiratory tracts of llamas and alpacas, following a similar distribution to 

that of dromedary camels 8,65,66. MERS-CoV replicated extensively in 

epithelial cells from the URT 8,32,65,234 but only to a limited extent in the 

LRT and the infection was quickly cleared 8,32. After MERS-CoV 

infection, respiratory epithelial cells from llamas and alpacas did not 

experience cilia loss as observed in dromedary camels 8,210,236. Both 

species shed high amounts of infectious MERS-CoV for a week after 

inoculation, resembling the viral excretion kinetics observed after 

experimental infection of Old World camelids 65,141,207,208,233–235. However, 

llamas and alpacas generally shed two-log-lower titres of infectious 

MERS-CoV compared to Old World camelids 65,141,207,208,233–235. Alpacas 
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can transmit the virus to naïve contact animals 234, but MERS-CoV 

transmission among llamas have not been studied. Overall, llamas and 

alpacas inoculated with MERS-CoV had a similar URT infection outcome, 

viral shedding kinetics and clinicopathological features to those of 

experimentally inoculated dromedaries. Since New World camelid species 

are more commercially available, have smaller size and gentler behaviour 

than dromedary camels, they are considered useful surrogate models to 

study MERS-CoV infection and pathogenesis as occurs in the natural 

reservoir host. Since vaccination of dromedary camels is considered a 

realistic strategy to reduce MERS-CoV spillover to humans 170,237, llamas 

and alpacas are valuable models for vaccine efficacy studies and 

determination of antiviral immune mechanisms under controlled 

conditions 8,232. Still, both animal models are also quite costly and require 

complex BSL-3 animal facilities. 

1.7. Innate and Adaptive immune responses to MERS-CoV 

1.7.1. Immune responses in humans infected with MERS-CoV 

Human infections with MERS-CoV display a broad spectrum of immune 

responses that have been associated with disease severity outcome 

190,238,239. Innate immune data on asymptomatic infections is not available. 

Limited studies performed in patients with mild disease suggested that 

these individuals have lower immune cell counts with low levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines in sera or blood 190,239. Contrarily, an increased 

number of leukocytes that infiltrate into the lungs has been identified as a 

hallmark of severe MERS. These cells produce a dysregulated pro-

inflammatory cytokine storm that exacerbates lung injury during the later 

stage of infection 189,190,239,240. Previous studies also indicated a positive 
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correlation between pro-inflammatory cytokine levels in blood or plasma 

(such as IL-6, IL-8, IL-17 and IL-1β) and disease severity 190,239. 

During early stages of the infection, MERS-CoV primarily targets 

respiratory epithelial cells 196,241–243, where innate immune responses are 

initiated. Infections performed ex vivo and in vitro unravelled that viral 

replication in epithelial cells did not result in the induction antiviral 

cytokines, such as type I and III interferons (IFNs), but in a delayed and 

marked induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-1β, IL-6 or 

IL-8 196,241,242,244. Based on these studies, there is a consensus that type I 

and III IFN responses are dampened on human respiratory epithelial cells 

upon MERS-CoV infection, but the chemotactic responses could explain 

the recruitment of immune cell subsets into the respiratory tract.  

The role of different immune cell populations in the development of 

pulmonary inflammatory cytokine storms has been investigated 197. 

Although MERS-CoV replication in human plasmacytoid dendritic cells 

(pDCs) was inefficient, in vitro infection resulted in high production of 

type I and III IFNs 199. Productive MERS-CoV replication was reported in 

monocyte-derived macrophages (MDMs) and monocyte-derived dendritic 

cells (MDDCs) 200–202,245. None of these myeloid cells triggered antiviral 

responses (type I and III IFNs) but MDMs induced high and persistent pro-

inflammatory responses, including the expression of IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, 

CCL2, CCL3 or CCL5 199–202,245. Therefore, infected macrophages play a 

key role in the development of a harmful cytokine storm that exacerbates 

pulmonary damage (Figure 1.3a). However, in vitro infection of lung 

alveolar or tissue resident macrophages has not been performed so far. 

Moreover, viral infection of antigen-presenting cells might impair antigen 

presentation processes and subsequent development of T-cell responses. 
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Expression of major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) and class 

II (MHC-II) and lymphocyte co-stimulatory molecules were induced in 

both myeloid cell types, MDDCs and MDMs, upon in vitro MERS-CoV 

infection 201,245. Moreover, T lymphocytes are susceptible to MERS-CoV 

infection, but the virus does not replicate productively; instead, these cells 

engage apoptotic pathways 198. Altogether, these findings might explain 

the severe lymphopenia and a pronounced delay of Th1 and Th2 responses 

observed in MERS patients 147,173,189. 

Convalescent patients develop adaptive immune responses to MERS-CoV. 

Previous studies described that recovered individuals efficiently 

developed CD4+, CD8+ T cells and nAbs to MERS-CoV 246,247. 

Importantly, virus-specific CD8+ T lymphocytes were also elicited by all 

MERS survivors, including those without nAbs responses 246. In addition, 

levels of T-cell and nAbs responses positively correlated with the severity 

of infection 246,247. Recent studies demonstrated the persistence of 

multifunctional memory CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells and nAbs in blood for up 

to 5 years after infection, regardless of the clinical severity that patients 

experienced 248,249. Approximately half of the subjects had binding and 

neutralizing antibodies to the MERS-CoV S protein (S1 subunit) in sera, 

but a decrease in seropositivity affecting particularly nAbs was observed 

from the fourth year after infection onwards 249. Also, memory T-cell 

responses were positively correlated with antibody responses during the 

first 3-4 years after infection 248. Moreover, both memory CD4+ and CD8+ 

T-cell subsets maintained functionality against the different structural viral 

proteins (E, M, N and, to a lesser extent, S) during the period of the study 

248. Thus, recovered patients elicited strong and durable protective immune 

responses that would prevent the development of severe disease in a 

secondary MERS-CoV infection. However, cases of MERS-CoV re-
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infection during the epidemic peak have not been documented and given 

the current low prevalence of the disease, issues on duration of immunity 

in humans might be difficult to assess.  

1.7.2. Immune responses in animal models for human disease 

Animal studies corroborated some of the immunological findings 

identified in humans. According to the mild and transient infection 

experienced by Rhesus macaques, rapid but self-limiting innate immune 

responses were noticed 213. Antiviral, inflammatory, and chemotactic 

responses were elicited in lesions of infected lungs at 3 dpi but returned to 

basal levels earlier than 6 dpi. Mild pro-inflammatory responses were only 

observed at 1 dpi in PBMCs and sera of Rhesus macaques. Thus, this NHP 

model only recapitulate some immunological features of mild disease in 

humans. In that respect, common marmosets display a more severe disease 

but also failed to recapitulate aberrant and dysregulated immune responses 

observed in acute MERS patients. Despite the mild-to-severe pulmonary 

pathology, this model mounted robust innate and adaptive antiviral 

immunity upon MERS-CoV infection, evidenced by the induction of genes 

involved in pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), interferon-stimulated 

genes (ISGs), inflammatory cytokines, antigen presentation, lymphocyte 

stimulation, immunoglobulin (Ig) production or T-cell co-stimulatory 

molecules 219. Hence, NHP models might be useful to study some 

immunological processes occurring upon MERS-CoV infection but do not 

reproduce aberrant and delayed immunity observed in severe MERS 

patients 221. Importantly, treatment of Rhesus macaques with IFN-α2b and 

ribavirin reduced viral replication along the respiratory tract and improved 

the clinical outcome of infection 214. In comparison to infected controls, 

treated animals expressed higher levels of antiviral innate immune genes, 
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such as type I and III IFNs, PRRs, or ISGs, and downregulated pro-

inflammatory cytokines in the lungs. This study support that an early 

induction of type I IFNs after infection modulates the host innate immune 

response and improves clinical outcome 214. 

Mice models expressing the hDPP4 were also used to study immune 

features of MERS-CoV infection. Transduction of immunodeficient mice 

with the hDPP4 unravelled crucial elements for viral clearance 227. Viral 

persistence in lungs was reported in T-cell but not B-cell deficient mice, 

evidencing that T lymphocyte responses play a major role in MERS-CoV 

clearance. Also, viral clearance was delayed in the lungs of hDPP4-

transduced mice with impaired toll-like receptor (TLR) and IFN signalling 

pathways, suggesting that these pathways are required to control MERS-

CoV infection. Indeed, like Rhesus macaques treated with IFN-α2b 214, 

MERS-CoV was cleared faster in lungs of hDPP4-transduced mice 

administrated with polyI:C (TLR-3 agonist) or IFN-β 227. Furthermore, a 

recent study used a hDPP4 knock-in mouse model to understand the 

protective role of alveolar macrophages to a mouse-adapted MERS-CoV 

250. The depletion of alveolar macrophages significantly increased lung 

injury and mortality in this model, indicating that they aid in viral 

clearance and lesion healing 250. On the other hand, cytokine expression 

profiles were studied in two distinct transgenic hDPP4 mice models 

suffering from a systemic MERS-CoV infection and dying due to acute 

encephalitis 228,230. Both transgenic mice rapidly responded with a marked 

peak of antiviral innate immune responses at the lung, including type I, II 

and III IFNs, PRRs, ISGs and pro-inflammatory cytokines, which waned 

over time. However, except for IFNs, higher magnitudes of the same 

cytokines found in lungs were detected in brain during later infection 

stages (4-6 dpi) 228,230. Characterizing innate immune responses in these 
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models may be useful to better evaluate the efficacy of antiviral or anti-

inflammatory treatments, but hDPP4-transgenic mice models suffering 

acute encephalitis poorly reproduce pathophysiological features of human 

disease. Moreover, whether murine and human genomic responses to 

inflammatory conditions may not be completely comparable is still 

debatable 251,252. 

1.7.3. Immune responses in camelids 

Camelids are highly adapted to harsh environmental conditions and do not 

show signs of disease after infection with a variety of pathogens. This 

could be attributed to unusual features of their immune systems. The 

diversity of host receptors specialized in the recognition of pathogen 

antigens have been associated with the capability to generate immune 

responses 253–255. Besides conventional heterotetrameric antibodies, 

camelids also possess non-conventional dimeric IgG antibodies that lack 

light chain and constant region CH1 of the heavy chain 256, which are 

known as heavy-chain only antibodies (HCAbs). HCAbs also occur 

naturally in some cartilaginous fish species 257,258. These smaller 

immunoglobulins can penetrate and bind to smaller antigens that 

conventional antibodies cannot recognize and have been exploited for 

diagnostic and therapeutic purposes 259–261. Recent immunogenetic studies 

described the polymorphism of important camelid antigenic receptor 

genes, such as MHC-I and MHC-II, αβ and γδ T-cell receptors, and NK 

cell receptors 262. Camelids have lower MHC gene polymorphism 

compared to other mammalian species 263–265. Also, as members of 

Artiodactyla order, camelids exhibit a higher frequency and a wider 

distribution of γδ T cells compared to other mammalian species, including 

humans 266. Nonetheless, camels display lower variability of γδ T cell 
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variable region genes, which results in a limited γδ T-cell repertoire 267. 

Further diversification of γδ receptors is acquired by somatic 

hypermutation, a unique feature of cartilaginous fishes and camelids, 

which is thought to confer a more rapid adaptation to pathogen infections 

and changing environments 268–271. Instead, diversity of αβ T-cell receptors 

genes is similar that described in pigs and ruminants, and αβ T-cell 

receptor variability occurs through classical somatic recombination 262,265. 

A lower polymorphism of Ig-like receptors genes was also found on NK 

cells of camels compared to other mammals 272. Overall, the reduced 

diversity of MHC and antigen recognition receptors suggest that other 

immunological mechanisms govern the high resistance of camelids to 

infectious diseases.  

A previous work associated the polymorphism of some genes to MERS-

CoV infection in dromedary camels 273. Nonetheless, innate immune 

responses to natural MERS-CoV infection in dromedary camels have not 

been reported. The subclinical infection occurring in camelid species is 

characterized by transient MERS-CoV replication throughout the 

respiratory tract, with particularly high titres in the nasal cavity. The 

importance of local innate immune responses to control MERS-CoV 

infection has been previously hypothesized using an alpaca model 8,32. 

After experimental infection, nasal epithelial cells infected with MERS-

CoV induced robust type I and III IFN responses overlapping with the viral 

load peak in the URT 8. IFN responses were not detected in non-infected 

nasal epithelia or infected trachea and lungs. Concomitantly, the 

expression of ISGs was moderate-to-highly upregulated in infected and 

non-infected nasal epithelial cells, their underlying nasal submucosa, 

trachea, and lungs. Thus, type I and III IFNs produced by nasal epithelial 

cells seem to promote the expression of a large array of ISGs along the 
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respiratory tract via paracrine and endocrine signalling, probably allowing 

for rapid viral clearance in tissues 8. Importantly, despite abundance of 

DPP4 in alpaca lung, only low levels of infectious MERS-CoV were 

detected in this organ before rapid clearance, supporting the hypothesis 

that type I and III IFNs act in an endocrine manner to limit viral spread. 

Alternatively, epithelial cells from the LRT could be refractory to MERS-

CoV productive infection. 

During the peak of MERS-CoV infection, pro-inflammatory processes 

were dampened 8. Significant induction of the anti-inflammatory IL-10 

cytokine mRNA but downregulated expression of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (i.e., IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8), CARD9 (an activator of the nuclear 

factor κB or NF-κB), and some NLRP3 inflammasome components 

(NLRP3 and PYCARD) occurred in nasal tissues with high MERS-CoV 

replication and mild infiltration of lymphocytes and macrophages. Similar 

responses were found in nasal submucosa, where infiltration of leukocytes 

was more pronounced. Inflammatory responses were also downregulated 

in the trachea, while only a mild induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines 

was described in lungs of alpacas 8. Also, the induction of CCL2 and CCL3 

chemokines positively correlated with a mild and transient infiltration of 

mononuclear leukocytes in infected lungs 8. The transcription factor IRF5, 

which is an important marker for M1 macrophage activation 274,275, 

remained in baseline levels during the infection. Altogether, these data 

provided insights on how camelids control inflammation in response to 

MERS-CoV, avoiding a pro-inflammatory cytokine storm and disease 

exacerbation. 

Overall, strong induction of type I and III IFNs and moderate up-regulation 

of IL-10 at the nasal mucosa concomitant to the peak of MERS-CoV 
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replication, together with a dampened inflammation in respiratory tissues, 

are essential features characterizing a subclinical infection (Figure 1.3b). 

We also confirmed very similar qualitative and temporal similar innate 

immune responses to infections with a MERS-CoV clade A strain and 

another B strain defective in the accessory protein ORF4a 32. In contrast to 

humans but like bats 7,211, camelids could be considered ‘tolerant’ species 

to MERS-CoV since high viral replication and shedding occur in these 

reservoir host without suffering clinical disease. Further studies would be 

needed to comprehend the precise mechanism underlying the fine-tune 

control of inflammation in viral infected tissues. 

In terms of adaptive immunity, camelids develop protective humoral 

immune responses to MERS-CoV after natural and experimental infection 

65,115,116,208,234,235. The high prevalence of nAbs found in sera of dromedary 

camels from the Arabian Peninsula and African countries 23,110 evidenced 

that camelids mount efficient B lymphocyte responses. Therefore, 

successful viral antigen presentation and efficient development of specific 

T- and B-cell responses are thought to occur in camelids. Nonetheless, 

despite being important drivers of MERS-CoV clearance, cellular 

responses elicited by camelid reservoir species have not been studied. The 

endemicity of MERS-CoV in dromedary camels, as well as the re-infection 

of seropositive animals 23, suggest that adaptive immune responses could 

play a role in host disease resistance without interrupting viral circulation 

within dromedary populations. 
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Figure 1.3. Immunopathological processes occurring after MERS-CoV infection 

in humans and camelids. (a) Severe MERS is characterized by disproportioned 

infiltration of leukocytes into the lungs of patients. These cells produce high 

levels of pro-inflammatory responses that exacerbate lung injury; this process is 

also known as inflammatory cytokine storm. MERS-CoV replicates in airway 

epithelial cells, which produce inflammatory cytokines and initiate the 

recruitment of inflammatory cells to the infection site. When viral particles reach 

alveoli, alveolar macrophages are infected and concomitantly induce 

dysregulated levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Chemotactic cytokine 

signalling leads to the recruitment of leukocytes from the bloodstream into the 

lungs, which contribute into the pro-inflammatory response loop and exacerbate 

lung lesions. Alveolar wall inflammation and lung oedema, reduce the respiratory 

capacity and cause severe hypoxia in human patients. Created with 

BioRender.com. Schematic representation shown in panel (b) was retrieved and 

modified from Te et al., 2021 8. (b) Concomitant with the peak of MERS-CoV 

infection in camelids, nasal epithelial cells induce robust type I and III IFN 

responses, ISGs, as well as anti-inflammatory IL-10 cytokine upregulation and 

down-regulated expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (PI). IFN responses 

were not detected in infected trachea and lungs, but the expression of ISGs was 

significantly upregulated through a hypothetical paracrine/endocrine signalling. 

Inflammatory responses were lowered in the trachea. Only a mild induction of PI 

occurs in camelid lungs, concomitant with the induction of CCL2 and CCL3 
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chemokines and a mild infiltration of mononuclear immune cells. The IRF5 gene 

(a marker for inflammatory M1 macrophages) remained at basal levels in lungs 

along the infection, thus, evidencing that inflammatory processes were controlled 

in camelids reservoir species. NI, not induced; PI, Pro-inflammatory cytokines. 

1.7.4. Immune responses in bats 

Although bats have been related with the origin of MERS-CoV, studies on 

bat immunity upon natural infection with MERS-CoV-like viruses are 

lacking. A previous experimental study showed that Jamaican fruit bats 

(Artibeus jamaicensis) were infected and shed MERS-CoV without 

showing clinical signs of apparent disease 211. Bats mainly replicated 

MERS-CoV in the respiratory tract but only suffered minimal 

histopathological changes in airway tissues. Analyses of gene expression 

revealed that bats rapidly induced a moderate peak of MX1, ISG56 and 

RANTES in lungs, which gradually decreased over time. Indeed, another 

study showed that activation of IRF3 signalling and type I IFN inhibited 

MERS-CoV replication in bat Efk3 cells 276. These results support that 

early induction of antiviral responses, such as IFNs and ISGs, in bats are 

key features to resolve MERS-CoV infection. Moreover, other studies 

revealed that bats possess unique first line defences, since their innate 

immune system can express high constitutive levels of IFNs, ISGs, TLR7 

or autophagy genes 7,277,278, thus, enhancing host defence to viral 

infections. 

Other in vitro works provided insights into inflammatory responses 

elicited by bats upon viral infection to understand why these reservoir 

species do not develop clinical signs of disease. Bats possess a repressor 

(C-Rel) for NF-κB transcription that inhibits the expression of downstream 

pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-8 or IL-6 279. In 

addition, a dampened NLPR3 is described in bats, which impairs the 
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production of mature IL-1β 7,280. This was also observed in PBMCs from 

bats (Pteropus Alecto), which did not produce of IL-1β after infection with 

MERS-CoV as opposed to human cells 280. Thus, bats possess unique 

mechanisms to supress inflammation and prevent underlying pathology. 

Limited studies on adaptive immune responses of bats have been 

performed due to a lack of reagents and experimental models. Some works 

have characterized bat immune cell subsets but there are no studies on 

cellular adaptive immunity in response to a specific pathogen. 

Nonetheless, there is a consensus that bats produce little or no humoral 

response to viral infections, which tends to wane quickly 281. In 

accordance, only one out of six inoculated Jamaican fruit bats 

seroconverted and generated nAbs to MERS-CoV at 14 dpi 211. Hence, 

these findings suggest that bats control MERS-CoV and other viruses with 

mechanisms independent from humoral immunity. 

Similar to camelid species, prompt IFNs and ISGs engagement together 

with dampened inflammatory responses are key features contributing to 

viral tolerance of bats. Their innate immunological characteristics allow 

many viruses to persist and spread. 

1.8. MERS-CoV vaccine candidates for humans and animal 

reservoirs 

Lessons learned from previous travel-associated outbreaks 26 evidenced 

that the ongoing MERS-CoV outbreaks in the Middle East pose a 

worldwide public health threat. To date, there are no licensed vaccines or 

prophylactic treatments available to prevent MERS-CoV infection in 

humans. Nonetheless, prevention strategies have been implemented 28 and 
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several vaccine prototypes have been developed, some of which are under 

regulatory pathways. 

1.8.1. MERS-CoV S protein: a key target for vaccine development 

The S and N proteins are the most immunogenic MERS-CoV proteins, 

being the S protein the primary determinant of protective immunity 282. 

Therefore, the design of vaccine candidates against MERS-CoV mainly 

rely on the S protein or its subdomains. The S1 subunit, which contains the 

N-terminal domain and the RBD that mediates viral infection, is the main 

target for inducing high levels of nAbs and protective responses 283–285. 

The RBD is the target for most nAbs and a solid immune response against 

this subdomain can provide protection against MERS-CoV 285–288. 

However, antibodies targeting the N-terminal domain, which mediates 

viral attachment to the host cell, can also provide protection against 

MERS-CoV in animal models 51,288. Thus, the S protein and its subdomains 

are the main choice for developing effective vaccines against MERS-CoV. 

1.8.2. MERS-CoV vaccine prototypes  

Vaccine prototypes have been developed using different delivery 

platforms, such as DNA, RNA or protein-based, nanoparticle, virus-like 

particle (VLP), viral vector-based, live-attenuated, and inactivated 

vaccines 285,289–291. Most of these vaccine candidates conferred protection 

to MERS-CoV-inoculated animals (hDPP4-expressing mice, New 

Zealand white rabbits, NHP, dromedary camels or alpacas) 285,289–291, 

although only some of them have been evaluated in phase I human clinical 

trials (GLS-5300, ChAdOx1 MERS, MVA-MERS-S and BVRS-

GamVac-Combi) 292–294. Table 1.1 provides an updated summary of 

developed vaccine prototypes as well as their efficacy in animal models or 
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humans. All vaccination strategies have the potential to be effective for 

human and animal use, although each vaccine type has certain limitations 

that must be considered. Live-attenuated vaccines generally confer great 

protection but might be subjected to the reversion to a virulent phenotype 

or the recombination with wild-type viruses infecting the immunized 

individual 295–298. The reassortment likelihood of a MERS-CoV live-

attenuated vaccine with other circulating MERS-CoV-like viruses is low 

but could be decreased further by deleting accessory proteins that increase 

viral replication fitness 299. Also, pre-existing immunity to viral vectors 

could reduce the efficacy of vector-based vaccines 300–303. DNA-based 

vaccines frequently induce low immune responses in large animals, 

including humans 304,305. Recently, mRNA-based vaccines have been 

designed to counteract MERS-CoV 289, but no pre-clinical efficacy studies 

have been conducted so far. On the other hand, the use of MERS-CoV 

whole-inactivated and recombinant protein-based vaccines generally 

require the use of adjuvants to enhance immune responses 209,306. The 

adjuvant of choice can substantially influence the development of key 

mucosal and systemic protective immunity against CoVs 307.  

Furthermore, the development of vaccine prototypes for human use is 

highly dependent on the availability of animal models. Previously 

developed animal models failed to recapitulate features of severe 

immunopathology observed in humans. Although the common marmoset 

model recapitulates a more severe infection 219, vaccine efficacy studies 

have not been performed in this model (Table 1.1). Therefore, the 

currently available animal models have hampered the evaluation of 

MERS-CoV vaccine candidates. Importantly, to date, no vaccine-

associated enhancement of disease has been observed among the evaluated 

MERS vaccine prototypes in animal models 308. 
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Table1.1. Developed MERS-CoV vaccine prototypes grouped by delivery 

platform. Adaptive immune responses and protection efficacy in animal models 

or humans are shown. Humoral response indicates antibody responses generated 

against MERS-CoV, being nAbs in most cases. Cell-mediated responses denote 

viral-specific T-cell activation after immunization, such as IFN-γ production. 

Vaccine Prototype 
Humoral 

Responses 

Cell-Mediated 

Responses 
Protection 

Clinical 

Trial 
Reference 

Whole inactivated      

Formaldehyde 

inactivated 
Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 309 

UV irradiation ‒ ‒ Mouse ‒ 310 

Gamma irradiation Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 311 
      

Live attenuated      

rMERS-∆E ‒ ‒ Mouse ‒ 41 

rMERS-

Δ[3,4a,4b,5,E] 
Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 299 

MERS-dNSP16 Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 312 

MERS-dORF3-5 Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 45 
      

Viral Vector or VLP      

VRP-S Mouse ‒ ‒ ‒ 282 

VRP-N ‒ Mouse Mouse ‒ 313 

MVA-MERS-S 

Mouse, Human, 

Dromedary 

camel 

Mouse, Human 

Mouse, 

Dromedary 

camel 

Phase I 207,294,314,315 

Ad5-S or Ad5-S1 Mouse Mouse ‒ ‒ 316,317
  

Ad5-S* Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 318 

rAd5-S1 or rAd5-S1-

CD40L 
Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 319 

rAd/Spike rAd/NTD 

or rAd/RBD 
Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 320 

Ad41-S Mouse Mouse ‒ ‒ 317 

BVRS-GamVac-

Combi (Ad26/Ad5) 

Mouse, 

Common 

marmoset 

Mouse Mouse 
Phase 

I/II 
321 

PIV5/MERS-S Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 310 
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ChAdOx1 MERS 

Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque, 

Human, 

Dromedary 

camel 

Mouse, Human 

Mouse, 

Rhesus 

macaque, 

Dromedary 

camel 

Phase I 203,293,322–324  

MVvac2-S Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 325 

rLa-MERS-S 
Mouse, Bactrian 

Camel 
‒ ‒ ‒ 326 

VSV-S 
Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque 

Rhesus 

macaque 
‒ ‒ 327 

RABV G-MERS-

CoV S1 
Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 328 

RV/MERS Mouse Mouse ‒ ‒ 329 

RVΔP-MERS/S1 Mouse ‒ ‒ ‒ 330 

cVLP MERS-S Mouse ‒ ‒ ‒ 331 

VLP (S,E,M) 
Rhesus 

macaque 

Rhesus 

macaque 
‒ ‒ 332 

VLP (RBD+VP2) Mouse Mouse ‒ ‒ 333 
      

DNA      

GLS-5300 

Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque, 

Human, 

Dromedary 

camel 

Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque, 

Human 

Rhesus 

macaque 

Phase 

I/II 
292,334,335  

VRC8400-S# 
Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque 
‒ 

Rhesus 

macaque 
‒ 284 

pcDNA3.1-S or 

pcDNA3.1-S1 
Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 336,337 

pSΔER or pSΔTM+ Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 338 

AcHERV-MERS-S or 

AcHERV-MERS-S1 
Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 339 

MVA-MERS-N ‒ Mouse ‒ ‒ 340 
      

RNA      

RBD-mRNA Mouse Mouse ‒ ‒ 289 
      

Recombinant 

protein 
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S-2P Mouse ‒ ‒ ‒ 341 

NTD Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 342 

LV-MS1-Fc Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 343 

S1 
Dromedary 

camel, Alpaca 
‒ 

Dromedary 

camel, 

Alpaca 

‒ 209 

RBD 

Mouse, Rabbit, 

Rhesus 

macaque 

Mouse, Rhesus 

macaque 

Mouse, 

Rhesus 

macaque 

‒ 
54,283,306,344–

347  

RBD-Fd Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 287 

S RBD-HBD 2 Mouse ‒ Mouse ‒ 348 

MSPS-RBD Rabbit ‒ Rabbit ‒ 226 

RBD-NP (cdGMP) Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 349 

S nanoparticles Mouse Mouse Mouse ‒ 318,350,351 
      

S, Spike protein; N, Nucleocapsid protein; RBD, receptor-binding domain; NTD, 

N-terminal domain; S1, Spike protein subdomain S1; E: Envelope protein; M, 

Membrane protein. # with S1 protein booster; * with S nanoparticles booster; + 

with S protein booster. 

1.8.3. Target populations for vaccines 

Following vaccine development, it is crucial to identify and preferentially 

immunize the population at higher risk of MERS-CoV infection and severe 

disease development. People frequently in-contact with dromedary camels 

and health-care workers are the most exposed to MERS-CoV, while people 

with pre-existing medical comorbidities or advanced age are at higher risk 

of developing severe MERS 161. Particularly, immunization of camel 

handlers, their close contacts, and medical personnel could help preventing 

local or community MERS-CoV outbreaks. Moreover, as recommended 

by the WHO, the FAO, and the WOAH 170, vaccination of dromedary 

camels should be considered as the preferred option to prevent primary 

human cases. Developing animal vaccines could be more economical and 

have a faster licensing pathway than vaccines for human use 237. Indeed, 
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some vaccine prototypes provided systemic and mucosal immunity in 

dromedary camels, as well as reduced MERS-CoV shedding upon 

infection 203,207,209. Nonetheless, none of these vaccine candidates 

completely blocked MERS-CoV excretion in these animals and viral 

transmission among dromedaries could potentially occur. Thus, 

developing a vaccine that provides long-term mucosal immunity and 

curtails MERS-CoV transmission among dromedary reservoirs can be a 

feasible and economic solution to prevent zoonotic spillover to human 

population. 
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2.1. Hypothesis 

Severe MERS in humans is characterized by an increased number of 

leukocytes that infiltrate into the lungs and produce a pro-inflammatory 

cytokine storm at later stages of infection 189,190,239,240. Specifically, 

infected macrophages induce dysregulated pro-inflammatory responses 

that exacerbate lung pathology 200–202. Contrarily, it is known that bats and 

camelid reservoir species induce strong antiviral responses (IFNs and 

ISGs) and balanced inflammatory responses to resolve MERS-CoV 

infection 8,211,276,280. Although the key immunological mechanism 

conferring tolerance to MERS-CoV replication without suffering clinical 

disease remains to be elucidated in camelids, it was hypothesized that these 

species control inflammation and virus spread in anatomical sites 

important for MERS-CoV pathogenesis, such as lungs or draining lymph 

nodes. Indeed, the exact contribution of alveolar macrophages in virus 

clearance and the factors determining innate and adaptive immune 

responses in lymph nodes remain elusive. In that respect, the development 

of specific reagents for camelid species would significantly help 

elucidating innate and adaptive immune responses of reservoir hosts 

controlling MERS-CoV infection. 

On the other hand, studying MERS-CoV transmission in reservoir hosts 

could provide new insights into viral ecology, epidemiology, and disease 

prevention. The challenging work with infected dromedary camels under 

BSL-3 conditions evidenced the need for alternative animal models 232. In 

that respect, llamas and alpacas reproduce a similar MERS-CoV infection 

outcome than dromedary camels, therefore, they have been proposed as 

valuable surrogates for basic and translational research 141. MERS-CoV 

can be transmitted between alpacas, but transmission among llamas has 
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not been determined. Moreover, an in-contact transmission model of 

camelids would represent a good animal model for vaccine efficacy studies 

because of mimicking natural transmission in the natural reservoir, the 

dromedary camel.  

Finally, the vaccination of dromedary reservoir is advised for preventing 

MERS-CoV transmission to humans 170. Despite the current vaccine 

candidates could reduce but not completely eliminate MERS-CoV 

shedding in dromedary camels 203,207,209, it was hypothesized that a vaccine 

providing strong immunity should be able to block MERS-CoV 

transmission among camelids and, thus, prevent zoonotic transmission to 

humans. 

2.2. Objectives 

1. To set up a llama direct-contact transmission model that mimics 

natural infection conditions, useful for assessing differential 

transmission of currently circulating MERS-CoV (clade B and C) 

strains and evaluating the efficacy of vaccine candidates under 

controlled conditions. 

2. To design a comprehensive set of primers for quantifying camelid 

innate and adaptive immune responses at the transcriptomic level, as 

well as to optimize and validate their use in myeloid and lymphoid 

cells. 

3. To determine whether MERS-CoV replicates in key immunological 

compartments of camelids, such as alveolar macrophages and lymph 

nodes, and to elucidate their contribution to viral clearance and 

disease resistance. 
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4. To investigate the efficacy of an RBD-based and a recombinant S1-

based vaccines, using a registered adjuvant, to block MERS-CoV 

transmission among llamas as surrogates for dromedary camels in view 

of reducing zoonotic spillover. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The dromedary camel is the main reservoir for MERS-CoV and plays a 

key role in the infection of primary human cases 16,352. In New World 

camelid species, MERS-CoV infection in the field was evidenced by the 

presence of MERS-CoV nAbs 115,116. Furthermore, MERS-CoV 

experimental infections in alpacas and llamas confirmed that both could 

serve as potential reservoirs 65,234,235. Therefore, understanding MERS-

CoV transmission in camelid reservoir hosts could provide new insights 

into epidemiological aspects useful for measuring virus spread within 

these species and disease prevention in humans. 

Due to the high lethality rates in humans (∼36%) and the absence of 

MERS-CoV-licensed vaccines or treatments, MERS-CoV has been 

prioritized for research and product development in the WHO R&D 

Blueprint for Action to Prevent Epidemics 170,237. The WHO has suggested 

animal vaccination as the best strategy to control MERS-CoV infections, 

since reduction of virus shedding can potentially prevent both animal-to-

animal and zoonotic transmissions, and might have a faster development 

and licensing pathway compared to human vaccination 237.  

Dromedaries are large, dangerous, and irritable animals that are difficult 

to handle. Controlled experiments with MERS-CoV in this species are 

costly and require large animal BSL-3 facilities 232. Instead, New World 

camelids are more commercially available and smaller in size. Llamas and 

alpacas experience a similar URT infection than dromedary camels 8,65,141, 

so they can be considered valuable animal models to understand MERS-

CoV infection and pathogenesis. They might also be useful models for 

assessing differential MERS-CoV strain transmission and vaccine efficacy 
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studies under controlled conditions. It is known that alpacas can transmit 

the virus to in-contact sentinels 234, but MERS-CoV transmission among 

llamas has not been described.  

In the present study, we used a MERS-CoV clade B strain to show efficient 

transmission among llamas in a direct-contact model. 

3.2 Materials and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 

Experiments with MERS-CoV were performed at the BSL-3 facilities of 

the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA (Barcelona, Spain). The 

present study was approved by the Ethical and Animal Welfare 

Committee of IRTA (CEEA-IRTA) and by the Ethical Commission of 

Animal Experimentation of the Autonomous Government of Catalonia 

(file No. FUE-2017-00561265). 

Cell culture and MERS-CoV  

Vero E6 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium, 

DMEM (Lonza) supplemented with 2% fetal calf serum (FCS; 

EuroClone), 100 U/mL penicillin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Life 

Technologies), 100 μg/mL streptomycin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Life 

Technologies), and 2 mM glutamine (ThermoFisher Scientific, Life 

Technologies). A passage 2 MERS-CoV stock (Qatar15/2015 strain) was 

propagated in Vero cells at 37ºC in a CO2 incubator for 3 days. The 

infectious virus titer was determined in Vero cells and calculated by 

determining the dilution that caused cytopathic effect (CPE) in 50% of the 

inoculated cell cultures (50% tissue culture infectious dose endpoint, 

TCID50). 
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Experimental design 

A group of llamas (n=3) were intranasally inoculated with a 107 TCID50 

dose of MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain (GenBank Accesion No. 

MK280984) in 3 mL saline solution (1.5 mL in each nostril) using a 

nebulization device (LMA® MADgic®, Teleflex Inc.). At 2 dpi, naïve 

llamas (n=5) were put in contact with infected llamas (Figure 3.1 and 

Figure 3.2). The experimental box was set up as in a previous 

transmission study performed in pigs 353. 

Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of an experimental animal box. Contact 

and inoculated groups were placed in pens 1 and 2, respectively. Tarpaulin was 

used to prevent contact between groups during 2 days after inoculation. 

Regarding to the nomenclature used in this study, animals 1-3 

corresponded to intranasally inoculated llamas. Llamas 4-8 were naïve 

contact animals. 
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Animals were monitored daily for clinical signs (sneezing, coughing, 

nasal discharge, or dyspnea). Rectal temperatures were recorded with a 

fast display digital thermometer (AccuVet®) until day 13 post-

inoculation. Nasal swabs (NS) were obtained daily until day 14 pi. Serum 

samples were obtained prior to challenge, and weekly after the MERS-

CoV challenge. Animals were euthanized 3-weeks after challenge, with 

an overdose of pentobarbital. An extra sampling of NS was performed 

prior to necropsy procedures. 

Figure 3.2. Schematic diagram of the llama transmission study. Three llamas 

(black, LL1-3) were intranasally inoculated with MERS-CoV (Qatar15/2015) 

and two days later were brought in contact with five naïve llamas (grey, LL4-8). 

Dpi, days post-inoculation. 

Environmental samples 

Three different types of environmental samples (ES) were collected to 

determine viral loads in the boxes throughout the study (Figure 3.1), as 

previously described 353. An air filtering device (Sartorius MD8, Sartorius 

Stedim) was used for testing one thousand litres of air during 20 min (50 

L/min air volume) through a gelatine membrane filter (ES1). One wall 

was scrubbed with two swabs (ES2 and ES3) and a water sample from the 

drinking point (ES4) was also obtained. ES were collected daily until 10 

dpi. 

Viral RNA detection by RT-qPCR 
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Viral RNA in collected samples was detected by RT-qPCR as previously 

described 65,353. Briefly, NS and ES, except water samples, were 

transferred into cryotubes containing either 500 µL DMEM (Lonza) or 

PBS (Lonza) supplemented with 100 U/mL penicillin (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Life Technologies) and 100 μg/mL streptomycin 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Life Technologies), vortexed and stored at -

80°C until use. Water samples were directly frozen at -80°C instead. Viral 

RNA from NS and ES was extracted with a NucleoSpin® RNA virus kit 

(Macherey-Nagel) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA 

extracts were tested by using the UpE PCR 354. RT-qPCR was carried out 

using AgPath-IDTM One-Step RT-PCR Reagents (Applied Biosystems, 

Life Technologies), and amplification was done by using a 7500 Fast 

Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies) 

programmed as follows: 10 min at 50ºC, 10 sec at 95ºC, and 45 cycles of 

15 s at 95ºC and 30 sec at 58ºC. Samples with a quantification cycle (Cq) 

value ≤40 were considered positive for MERS-CoV RNA. 

Virus titration 

NS and ES collected at different times pi were evaluated for the presence 

of infectious virus by titration in Vero cells, as previously reported 65,207. 

Ten-fold dilutions were done, starting with a dilution of 1:10, and dilutions 

were transferred to Vero E6 cells. Plates were daily monitored under the 

light microscope and wells were evaluated for the presence of cytopathic 

effect (CPE) at 5 dpi. The infectious virus concentration in nasal swabs 

was calculated by determining the dilution that caused 50% CPE in cell 

cultures (TCID50/mL). The limit of detection of the technique was 

established at 1.8 TCID50/mL. 

MERS-CoV S1-ELISA  
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Specific S1-antibodies in serum samples from all collected time-points 

and from all animals were determined by a MERS-CoV S1-ELISA as 

previously described 65,207. Briefly, 96-well high-binding plates (Sigma-

Aldrich) were coated with 100 µL of S1 protein 355 at 1 µg/mL in PBS o/n 

at 4°C. After blocking with 1% bovine serum albumin/PBS/0.5% 

Tween20 for 1 h at 37°C, serum samples were tested at a 1:100 dilution, 

followed by 1 h incubation at 37°C. Plates were washed 4 times with PBS, 

and wells were incubated with a goat anti-llama biotin conjugate (Abcore, 

1:1,000 diluted in blocking buffer), followed by incubation with 

streptavidin peroxidase (Sigma-Aldrich). After 1 h of incubation at 37°C, 

wells were washed 4 times with PBS, and a TMB substrate solution 

(Sigma-Aldrich) was added and allowed to develop for 8–10 min at room 

temperature, protected from light. Optical density was measured at 450 

nm. 

MERS-CoV N-LIPS 

We tested llama sera for MERS-CoV nucleocapsid (N) specific antibody 

responses using a luciferase immunoprecipitation (LIPS) assay 356. The N 

protein was expressed as an N-terminal Renilla luciferase (Ruc)-tagged 

protein (Ruc-N) using pREN2 expression vector. The cells were lysed, 

and the luminescence units (LU)/μL was measured in cell lysates. LIPS 

assay was done according to a previous protocol with minor modifications 

357. Briefly, serum samples were diluted 1:100 and mixed with 1× 107 LU 

of Ruc-N in a total volume of 100 μl in buffer A (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 

mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 1% Triton X-100). The mixture was incubated 

on a rotary shaker for 1 h at room temperature. Then, the mixture was 

transferred into MultiScreenHTS BV Filter Plate (Merk Millipore) 

containing 5 μL of a 30% suspension of UltraLink protein A/G beads and 
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further incubated for one hour. The wells were then washed and 

luminescence was measured for each well after adding 100 μL of 0.1 μM 

coelenterazine (Nanolight Technology) in assay buffer (50 mM potassium 

phosphate, pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The sera were tested in 

duplicates in at least two independent assays and the data was averaged to 

determine the LU value for each sample.  

Hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay 

To test llama sera for functional antibodies against the sialic acid binding 

S1 N-terminal domain (S1A), a nanoparticle-based HI assay was used. S1A 

lumazine synthase (LS) nanoparticles were produced as described 

previously 51,288. Two-fold diluted sera were mixed with 4 HA units of 

S1A-LS and incubated for 30 min at 37oC. Following incubation, 0.5% 

washed turkey RBCs were added and further incubated for 1 h at 4oC. HI 

titres were determined as the reciprocal of highest serum dilution showing 

inhibition of hemagglutination. 

Receptor binding inhibition (RBI) assay 

We tested llama sera for antibodies able to block MERS-CoV binding to 

its receptor (DPP4) using a competitive ELISA. ELISA plates were coated 

with 2 μg/mL recombinant soluble DPP4 protein 47 overnight at 4oC. The 

plates were washed with PBS and blocked with 1% BSA in PBS/0.1% 

Tween-20 at 37oC for 1 h. Serum samples were tested at a 1:20 dilution. 

Recombinant MERS-CoV S1-mFc was mixed with diluted sera, incubated 

for 1 hr at 37oC, added to the plate and further incubated for 1h. The plates 

were then washed, and HRP-labelled rabbit anti-mouse Igs was added to 

detect S1 bound to DPP4. Following 1 h of incubation, the plates were 

washed, and the signal was detected using TMB as described above. 

Optical density was measured at 450 nm. 
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Plaque reduction neutralization assay 

Serum samples were further tested for neutralizing antibodies against  

MERS-CoV (Qatar15/2015 isolate) using a plaque reduction 

neutralization (PRNT) assay. PRNT assay was carried out using according 

to the previously published protocol 207 with some modification. Briefly, 

samples were first inactivated at 56ºC for 30 min. Then, 50 μL of 2-fold 

serial dilutions of heat-inactivated serum were mixed 1:1 with virus (400 

PFU) prior to over-layering onto Huh7 cells. After 8 h of infection, the 

cells were fixed and stained using mouse anti-MERS-CoV nucleocapsid  

protein (SinoBiological) and HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG1 

(SouthernBiotech). The number of infected cells were detected using a 

precipitate-forming TMB substrate (True Blue, KPL) and counted using 

an ImmunoSpot® Image analyser (CTL Europe GmbH). The PRNT titre 

was calculated based on a 50% or greater reduction in infected cells 

counts. 

3.3 Results 

Clinical signs 

One naïve contact llamas showed moderate nasal mucus secretion at 13-

15 dpi (see Figure 3.3). No animals showed a significant increase in body 

temperatures above 40ºC along the study. 
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Figure 3.3. Clinical signs after MERS-CoV infection in contact llamas. Presence 

of mucus excretion in llama 4 at 13 days post-challenge. 

MERS-CoV RNA and infectious virus 

All MERS-CoV inoculated llamas shed viral RNA in the nasal cavity 

during a 2-week period (Figure 3.4A). The amount of viral RNA was still 

high (Cq values < 25) in all inoculated llamas at 6-7 dpi, but a decrease in 

RNA load was observed from 8 dpi onwards. In-contact naïve llamas 

revealed evidence of infection (detectable viral RNA) 4-5 days after 

contact, with viral RNA loads and duration of shedding like those of the 

inoculated animals (Figure 3.4A). 

RT-qPCR positive nasal swab samples were tested for the presence of 

infectious virus. All intranasally inoculated llamas excreted infectious 

MERS-CoV at some point until 6 dpi (Figure 3.4B). The duration of 

infectious virus shedding varied among individual animals ranging from 1 

up to 6 consecutive days. One inoculated llama (No. 2) shed infectious 

virus continuously from days 1 to 6 pi (Figure 3.4B). Three out of the five 

direct contact naïve llamas shed infectious virus at 8, 9 and 10 dpi (Figure 

3.4B). These sentinel animals (No. 4, 6 and 7) exhibited virus titres at least 

equal to those observed in inoculated llamas (Figure 3.4B). The peaks of 

viral RNA coincided with the highest levels of infectious virus shed. 
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Llama No. 4 showed low levels of MERS-CoV RNA at 1 dpi before in-

contact challenge (Figure 3.4A). However, this animal remained negative 

to RT-qPCR until 5 dpi, suggesting that a contamination occurred during 

the collection or the processing of this sample. Additionally, no infectious 

virus was detected in this animal at 1 dpi (Figure 3.4B). 

Figure 3.4. Viral shedding in llamas after experimental inoculation or contact 

with MERS-CoV-infected llamas. Viral RNA detected in nasal swab samples 
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collected from naïve (a) llamas at different time points after contact with directly 

inoculated animals. Panel b) displays infectious MERS-CoV in nasal swab 

samples collected from naïve animals at different time points after inoculation. 

Each line/bar represents an individual animal. Orange lines/bars indicate 

experimentally inoculated llamas, while blue and green lines/bars indicate in-

contact naïve animals. Dashed lines depict the detection limit of the assays. Cq, 

quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus; TCID50, 50% tissue culture infective dose. 

Relatively low levels of viral RNA were detected in all types of 

environmental samples that were taken in the boxes during the experiment 

(≥30 Cq) (Table 3.1). The highest MERS-CoV RNA levels were found in 

drinking water samples. However, titration of infectious virus was not 

successful. 

Table 3.1. MERS-CoV RNA detection in environmental samples expressed in 

Cq values at different times after inoculation. Swabs 1 and 2 correspond to ES2 

and ES3 of the Figure 3.1, respectively. Cq, quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, 

Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; nc, non-collected samples.  

 

Humoral immune response   

We evaluated the MERS-CoV specific antibody responses induced in 

llamas following infection. All directly inoculated and in-contact naïve 

llamas seroconverted to MERS-CoV as detected by MERS-CoV S1 

ELISA (Figure 3.5A) and virus neutralization (Figure 3.5B). In contrast, 

only three of those, two directly inoculated and one in-contact, also 

Days post-

inoculation 

0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Sartorius - - 35,04  - 36,22 39,43 38,52 nc 38,21 38,72 31,91 

Swab 1 - - -  - 36,57 - 39,53 nc 32,23 39,64 38,01 

Swab 2 - 39,90 -  38,31 35,85 35,35 37,00 nc 34,30 38,12 36,58 

Water - 36,31 -  - - - 36,01 nc 38,70 33,42 33,24 
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developed anti-N antibody responses (see Figure 3.6). Antibodies against 

the S1A sialic acid binding domain were detected in one of the directly 

inoculated and four in-contact naïve animals using a HI assay (Figure 

3.5C). Receptor-binding blocking (mainly RBD-directed) antibodies were 

detected in the sera of all directly inoculated animals and in four out of the 

five in-contact naïve llama sera using a competitive RBI ELISA (Figure 

3.5D). 

Figure 3.5. Serum antibodies elicited against MERS-CoV in inoculated and in-

contact naïve llamas. (a) MERS-CoV spike S1, (b) MERS-CoV neutralizing 

(Qatar15/2015 strain), (c) hemagglutination inhibition (HI; anti-S1A N-terminal 

domain), and (d) receptor binding inhibition (RBI; anti-S1 receptor binding 

domain) antibodies. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the cutoff of each assay. 

HI, hemagglutination inhibition; LL, llama; PRNT, plaque reduction 

neutralization assay; RBI, receptor binding inhibition; W, week. 
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Figure 3.6. Sera MERS-CoV nucleocapsid (N)-directed antibodies elicited in 

inoculated (LL1-3; black) and in-contact naïve llamas (LL4-8; grey). The 

horizontal dotted lines indicate the cutoff of the assay. LU, luminescence units; 

N-LIPS, nucleocapsid luciferase immunoprecipitation assay; W, week. 

3.4 Discussion  

In this study, experimental MERS-CoV transmission from infected llamas 

to naïve in-contact llamas has been demonstrated for the first time. 

Consistent with previous studies 65, all MERS-CoV inoculated llamas got 

infected, shed infectious virus and were able to transmit the virus to all 

naive contact animals as assessed by MERS-CoV RNA and viral titration 

of the nasal swabs. We confirmed that 3 infected llamas were able to 

transmit MERS-CoV to at least 5 naïve animals; nonetheless, further 

studies are needed to determine the basic reproduction ratio of this virus 

transmission in camelids. Interestingly, the three contact llamas shedding 

infectious MERS-CoV showed the highest viral RNA loads, while the 

remaining two had higher Cq values and no infectious virus was isolated. 

Altogether, considering that (i) viral genomic replication was observed in 

all in-contact naïve llamas for an extended period, (ii) 3 out of 5 in-contact 

animals shed detectable infectious virus and (iii) one of them exhibited 

nasal discharges, this in-contact model of virus transmission is valuable to 
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test vaccine efficacy. However, before stating that llamas can be surrogates 

of dromedaries for vaccine testing in an in-contact model, it would be 

important to assess whether infectious viral pressure elicited by the 

experimental challenge are similar between these two animal species. In 

that respect, in a previous report, two dromedaries inoculated with the 

MERS-CoV EMC/2012 strain shed viral RNA and infectious virus for 13 

and 6 days, respectively 207, like what we found in the present study in 

llamas infected intranasally with the MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain. 

Overall, this work revealed that the llama model can be a surrogate for 

dromedary camel in MERS-CoV transmission and vaccination studies. 
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4.1 Introduction 

MERS-CoV infections cause severe pneumonia, acute respiratory distress 

syndrome, and even lethal disease in humans. High case-fatality rates are 

reported in the Middle East 25, where the virus is endemic and represents a 

significant human health threat. Although major travel-associated 

outbreaks have occurred and nosocomial transmissions have been 

documented, MERS-CoV is known to be carried and transmitted to 

humans by dromedary camels, which are the natural reservoirs and main 

source of zoonotic events 141. All primary human MERS-CoV cases 

reported during the period July – December 2021 had been previously 

exposed to dromedary camels 126. Susceptible camelid species, such as 

dromedaries, llamas and alpacas 232, as opposed to humans, do not 

experience severe disease upon MERS-CoV infection, which is 

characterized by upper respiratory tract replication, abundant infectious 

viral shedding and high transmission potential 141. 

Endemicity of MERS-CoV has been determined in dromedary camels 

from the Arabian Peninsula and Africa 110. In fact, high incidence of 

MERS-CoV has been described in African dromedaries, which represent 

more than 80% of the worldwide camel population 

(https://www.fao.org/faostat). Although there is serological and molecular 

evidence of MERS-CoV infection in people who had been exposed to 

African dromedary camels 358–361, zoonotic MERS has not been reported 

across Africa. On the other hand, to date, zoonotic human disease has been 

restricted to the Arabian Peninsula. Despite a continuous dromedary camel 

trade into the Arabian Peninsula, African clade C MERS-CoV strains have 

not been established in this region. Different reasons may account for this 

fact. Arabian clade B strains showed increased replication competence 
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compared to different African clade C strains in human lung ex vivo 

cultures and in a hDPP4 knock-in mouse model 30. An increased fitness of 

clade B strains could explain their dominance in the Middle East and why 

they rapidly outcompete clade C viruses. Nonetheless, the replication and 

transmission competence of African viruses in camelid reservoir species 

remains unknown.  

In the present study, we have used a llama direct-contact transmission 

model (described in Chapter 3) to investigate the replication and 

transmission potential of an African MERS-CoV strain in a camelid 

model. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 

All animal experimentation and MERS-CoV handling were conducted at 

the BSL-3 facilities of the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA. Animal 

handling and experimental procedures were approved by the CEEA-IRTA 

and by the Ethical Commission of Animal Experimentation of the 

Autonomous Government of Catalonia (files No. CEA-OH/10942/1). 

Cell culture and viruses  

Vero cells (CRL-1586, ATCC, USA) were cultured in DMEM (Lonza, 

Switzerland) supplemented with 5% fetal calf serum (EuroClone, Italy), 

100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM glutamine (all 

ThermoFisher Scientific, USA). Calu-3 cells were cultured in Opti-MEM 

I (1X) supplemented with GlutaMAX (Gibco, USA), 100 U/mL penicillin 

and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. A MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 (clade C strain; 

GenBank accession no. KJ477103) passage-6 stock 100 was propagated for 
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3 days at 37°C and 5% CO2 in Vero cells. Infectious virus titers were 

determined in Vero cells and calculated by determining the dilution that 

caused 50% CPE in cell cultures (50% tissue culture infectious dose 

endpoint, TCID50). 

Study design 

To study the transmission of a MERS-CoV clade C strain, five healthy 

llamas were purchased from a private animal facility and housed at the 

animal BSL-3 facilities of the IRTA-CReSA Biocontainment Unit. The 

experimental box was set up as described also Figure 3.1 from Chapter 

3. Two llamas were intranasally inoculated with 106.4 TCID50 of MERS-

CoV Egypt/2013 strain in 3 mL saline solution, using a nebulization 

device (LMA® MADgic®, Teleflex Inc., USA) and administrating 1.5 

mL into each nostril. At 2 dpi, inoculated llamas were placed in direct 

contact with the remaining three sentinel llamas (see Figure 3.1 from 

Chapter 3). Clinical signs of all animals were monitored for 3 weeks, and 

rectal temperatures were recorded until 15 dpi with a fast display digital 

thermometer (AccuVet®, Infratec, Italy). Nasal swabs were obtained 

daily until 15 dpi, plus at 17 and 22 dpi. Whole blood samples of all 

animals were collected from the jugular vein using Vacutainer® tubes 

(Beckton Dickinson, USA) and serum samples were obtained before 

MERS-CoV challenge and at 7, 14 and 22 dpi. Animals were euthanized 

at 22 dpi with an overdose of pentobarbital, followed by a complete 

necropsy with special focus on upper and lower respiratory tract lesions. 

MERS-CoV RNA detection 

Viral RNA was extracted from NS samples with the IndiMag pathogen kit 

(Indical Biosciences, Germany) using a Biosprint 96 workstation (Qiagen, 
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Germany), following the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic and 

subgenomic RNA extracts were detected by the UpE and M mRNA RT-

qPCR assays, respectively 354,362. RT-qPCR for genomic RNA detecteion 

was performed as described in Chapter 3. To assess viral replication, 

subgenomic RNA form NS was tested with the M mRNA assay, according 

to a previously published protocol 362. 

Virus titration 

Infectious MERS-CoV titres in NS collected along the study were 

determined as previously described in Chapter 3. 

Plaque reduction neutralization assay 

Sera samples collected weekly were tested for the presence of neutralizing 

antibodies against MERS-CoV (EMC/2012 isolate; GenBank accession 

no. NC_019843.3) using a PRNT assay according to a previously 

published protocol 207, with minor modifications. Briefly, serum samples 

were inactivated at 56ºC for 30 min. Then, 50 μl of 2-fold serially diluted 

sera were mixed 1:1 with 400 PFU of MERS-CoV, transferred to Calu-3 

cells monolayers and incubated at 37ºC and 5% CO2. After 8 h of 

infection, cells were fixed, permeabilized with 70% ethanol, and stained 

using mouse anti-MERS-CoV nucleocapsid protein (SinoBiological, 

China; diluted 1:1000 in 0.1% BSA-PBS) followed by goat anti-mouse 

Alexa Fluor 488 antibody (Invitrogen, 1:2000 in 0.1% BSA in PBS). 

Plates were scanned on the Amersham Typhoon Biomolecular Imager 

(GE Healthcare, USA). Data was analysed using ImageQuantTL 8.2 

image analysis software (GE Healthcare). The PRNT90 titre was defined 

as the reciprocal value of the sample dilution that showed 90% reduction 

of virus growth. Dose–response curves of serum samples were adjusted to 

a non-linear fit regression model in Graphpad Prism 9 software, with 
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bottom constraints of 0% and top constraints of 100%. 

4.3 Results 

A group of five llamas was kept inside an experimental box to study the 

transmission capabilities of a MERS-CoV clade C isolate (MERS-

CoV/Egypt2013), obtained from an infected dromedary 100. Rectal 

temperature of all animals remained at basal levels (37-40°C) and none of 

them displayed clinical signs throughout the study. No gross or 

microscopic lesions were detected in the upper and lower respiratory tracts 

of any studied llama, independently of their experimental group.  

Animals inoculated with a high dose of MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 (clade C) 

had similar levels of genomic and subgenomic viral RNA in nasal swabs 

for 2 weeks (Figure 4.1a and 4.1b). They also shed high titres of infectious 

virus during the first week after inoculation in a biphasic pattern (Figure 

4.1c), evidencing that the dose used to inoculate the animals caused 

productive infection. The infection was characterized by a first peak of 

shedding at 2 dpi, a subsequent reduction in MERS-CoV loads followed 

by a secondary peak before viral clearance. 

The African MERS-CoV isolate was transmitted to two out of three in-

contact animals in this study, as determined by RT-qPCR (Figure 4.1a and 

4.1b), but infectious virus shedding in contact animals largely remained 

below threshold levels (Figure 4.1c). Infectious MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 

could only be isolated sporadically and at titres close to the limit of 

detection. Of note, genomic and subgenomic MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 

RNAs were detected at lower levels and cleared faster in direct-contact 

llamas compared to experimentally inoculated animals (Figure 4.1a and 

b). The remaining sentinel did not develop a productive infection but was 
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naturally exposed to MERS-CoV Egypt/2013, as evidenced by traces of 

genomic RNA in NS at 3-7, 10 and 12 dpi (Cq values > 37) and the 

development of serum nAbs to MERS-CoV (Figure 4.2). Subgenomic 

RNA analyses indicated no evidence for viral replication nor shedding in 

this llama throughout the study. Inoculated animals and in-contact 

sentinels developed nAbs to MERS-CoV from 2 weeks after infection 

onwards (Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.1. MERS-CoV RNA and infectious virus shedding in llamas infected 

with MERS-CoV Egypt/2013. To study viral transmission, MERS-CoV 

Egypt/2013 experimentally-inoculated llamas (grey) were placed in contact with 

naïve animals (orange) two days after the inoculation procedure. Genomic (a) and 

subgenomic (b) viral RNA were quantified in nasal swab samples collected at 

different times after MERS-CoV inoculation. Plot (c) shows infectious MERS-

CoV titres in nasal swabs collected on different days after MERS-CoV 

inoculation. Each line represents data from a different animal. Dashed lines depict 

the detection limits of the assays. Cq, quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, Middle 

East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; TCID50, 50% tissue culture infective 

dose. 

Figure 4.2. Development of neutralizing humoral responses by llamas infected 

with MERS-CoV Egypt/2013. The plot displays levels of serum neutralizing 

antibodies elicited in llamas upon MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 inoculation (grey) or 

direct exposition to inoculated ones (orange). Each line represents data from a 

different animal. Dashed lines depict the detection limits of the assays. PRNT90, 

90% plaque reduction neutralization titre. 
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4.4 Discussion  

In this study, we confirmed that a MERS-CoV clade C strain (Egypt/2013) 

can be transmitted among llamas in direct contact. MERS-CoV-inoculated 

llamas shed high levels infectious virus but were only able to transmit the 

virus to two out of three naive contact animals, as assessed by MERS-CoV 

RNA and viral titration of the nasal swabs. Furthermore, the two infected 

sentinels had lower viral loads and shedding than experimentally 

inoculated animals and cleared the infection faster. Of note, genomic and 

subgenomic MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 RNAs were detected at lower levels 

and cleared faster in direct-contact llamas, compared to sentinels infected 

with the MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain (see Chapter 3). Although viral 

replication was not observed in one naïve-contact llama, all sentinels were 

exposed to MERS-CoV as evidenced by the development of serum nAbs. 

Sentinels infected with the Egypt/2013 strain had lower nAb levels at 14 

dpi than experimentally infected animals, as well as inoculated and in-

contact llamas infected with the Qatar15/2015 strain (see Chapter 3). 

However, inoculated or in-contact animals had similar levels of nAb 

responses at the end of the experiment, independently of the strain of 

infection. Altogether, the study presented in Chapter 3 and the current one 

demonstrated transmission of both MERS-CoV clade B and C strains in 

llamas, resulting in decreased viral replication and shedding capabilities of 

the Egypt/2013 strain compared to the Qatar15/2015 strain in sentinel 

llamas infected by contact. Therefore, the Qatar15/2015 strain might have 

a higher potential of transmission than the Egypt/2013 strain and, 

consequently, is a better choice for vaccine efficacy studies using a llama 

contact transmission set up. 
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The transmission study using a MERS-CoV clade C strain also shed 

insights into epidemiological and ecological considerations. Chapters 3 

and 4 provide experimental data supporting a reduced replication, 

shedding and transmission potential of MERS-CoV clade C viruses in 

llamas, compared to clade B strains. These results might explain why clade 

B strains outcompete clade C strains in the Arabian Peninsula, which are 

continuously introduced to this region through the trade of infected 

dromedary camels. Nonetheless, additional studies using other strains are 

required to confirm a low-replication phenotype of African MERS-CoV 

lineages compared to Arabian viruses in camelid hosts. Importantly, our 

findings also suggest that MERS-CoV clade B strains introduced into 

Africa may outcompete African MERS-CoV clade C strains, allowing the 

virus to spread across dromedaries and pose a higher zoonotic risk in 

Africa. 
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5.1 Introduction 

Camelid species are livestock of great economic, sanitary, health and 

environmental importance in the north of Africa, central Asia, the Middle 

East, and South America. Number of animals is expected to grow since the 

camelid industry is in transition from nomadism to intensive production 

(FAOSTAT, 2021). In Europe, camelids are used for fine wool production 

but also kept as pets, guardians of other livestock, or used for recreational 

or leisure purposes 364. However, these animals are susceptible to several 

viruses, bacteria and protozoan parasites affecting meat and milk 

production. As an example, Camelpox and Peste des Petits Ruminants 

viruses are causing recurrent epizootic outbreaks in Africa and Middle 

East 365. Furthermore, there is limited information available about the role 

of camelids in the epidemiology of zoonotic diseases. In recent years, the 

most studied microbes from camelid-borne diseases included the MERS-

CoV and the Rift Valley fever virus (RVFV), Brucella sp., and 

Echinococcus granulosus 366. Many other less studied viruses known to be 

carried and transmitted by camelids, such as hepatitis E virus (HEV) or 

Crimean-Congo haemorrhagic fever virus (CCHFV), are of serious human 

health concern. Camelids are also vectors of many other fastidious 

bacterial diseases including tuberculosis, gastrointestinal illnesses caused 

by verotoxin-producing E. coli, campylobacteriosis, listeriosis and 

salmonellosis, among others, as well as protozoan parasites 

(Cryptosporidium spp., Sarcoptes, Giardia duodenalis, etc.) of veterinary 

and human health concern 365. 

Understanding disease pathogenesis and identifying protective immune 

responses are prerequisites for the rational development of new anti-

microbial drugs and vaccines. In addition, comparison of immune 
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responses between humans and domestic or wildlife species would shed 

insights to delineate host factors involved in disease outcome. Upon 

pathogen infection, the host immune system is regulated by complex 

mechanisms in which cytokines play a pivotal role in determining the 

intensity and duration of the immune response 367,368. In some domestic 

species, such as pig, goat, cattle, and sheep, the quantification of cytokines, 

either at the protein or mRNA level, has become a widely used method to 

monitor immune responses upon pathogen infection 369,370. However, 

cytokine detection in camelids has been hampered by the lack of specific 

reagents. To date, there are few reliable commercial ELISA kits available 

to study immune responses in camelids at the protein level. Nonetheless, 

camelid interferon (IFN)-α, and some Th1 cytokines, Th2 cytokines, and 

pro-inflammatory cytokine cDNAs have been cloned and sequenced 371–

376. Sets of primers have been derived from these sequences 377 to quantify 

cytokine mRNAs in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of 

Camelus bactrianus upon vaccination with Brucella abortus strain 19 by 

reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) 

assays 378. Although these previous works provided tools to quantify a few 

camelid cytokine mRNAs, primers assays only allow for a cursory study 

of immune response pathways and were not optimized to function in 

medium to high-throughput qPCR platforms. We previously took 

advantage of well-annotated camelid draft genomes 379 to design a 

comprehensive set of primers from genes encompassing several innate 

immune response pathways 8,32, and demonstrated their functioning in 

respiratory tract samples of llamas. Here, we extended this panel of 

primers to characterize expression of innate and adaptive immune response 

genes in PHA, PMA-ionomycin and PolyI:C-stimulated PBMCs from 

three different camelid species (dromedaries, llama, and alpacas). We 
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optimized gene expression analyses in the highly sensitive and cost-

effective Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic qPCR system. A full validation 

and standardization of these assays is provided together with an 

interspecies comparison characterizing camelid cytokine expression with 

non-specific PBMC stimuli widely used in immunological research. 

5.2 Materials and methods 

The present work was performed using the nomenclature and following 

the validation protocols proposed by the Minimum Information for 

publication of quantitative real-time PCR experiments (MIQE) guidelines 

(Bustin et al., 2009). 

Animal welfare, ethics, and experimental design 

Experiments with animals were performed at private animal facilities or 

at the BSL-3 facilities of IRTA-CReSA and were approved by the CEEA-

IRTA and by the Ethical Commission of Animal Experimentation of the 

Autonomous Government of Catalonia (approval No. FUE-2017-

00561265 and FUE-2018-00884575). 

Two llamas (L1, L2) and five alpacas (A1-5) were purchased from 

Belgium and The Netherlands, respectively, housed at IRTA-CReSA 

animal facilities and used for routine blood collection. L1 and L2 were 

used in a previous study (Chapter 3), and blood was collected prior 

experimental infection with MERS-CoV. One healthy dromedary camel 

(D1) from a private zoo (Alicante, Valencian Community, Spain) was also 

bled once for routinely checking purposes, and extra blood samples were 

taken to perform this work. 

Blood collection 
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Whole blood samples (40 to 50 mL) from each animal were collected from 

the jugular vein using EDTA BD Vacutainer® tubes (Beckton Dickinson, 

New Jersey, USA), following animal welfare protocols. 

PBMC isolation 

Prior PBMCs isolation, whole blood was diluted 1:1 with phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS). PBMCs were harvested from blood by density-

gradient centrifugation with Histopaque®-1083 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PBMCs 

were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute 1640 (RPMI-1640) 

medium supplemented with antibiotics (100 U/mL penicillin, 0.1 mg/mL 

streptomycin) and glutamine (2 mmol/L) purchased from Life 

Technologies (Waltham, USA), β2-mercaptoethanol (5×10-5 M; Sigma-

Aldrich, MO, USA), and 10% heat inactivated FCS (EuroClone, Pero, 

Italy). Cell viability was assessed by the Trypan blue staining exclusion 

method. 

Cell stimulation assays 

PBMCs from A1-2, D1, and L1-2 were seeded on 24-well plates at 5·106 

cells/mL, and cultured in duplicates in medium alone (control condition), 

or stimulated with 10 µg/mL of phytohemagglutinin P (PHA; Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), or with a combination of 10 ng/mL phorbol 

12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 

1 µg/mL ionomycin calcium salt (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 

for 48 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. Additionally, PBMCs from A3-5 were 

cultured with 250 ng/mL Poly(I:C)-LMW/LyoVecTM (PolyI:C; 

Invivogen, San Diego, USA) for 48 h at 37°C and 5% CO2. Afterwards, 

PBMCs were carefully collected by up and down pipetting and transferred 

to a DNase/RNase-free tube. After centrifugation, supernatants were 
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removed and lysis buffer for RNA extraction was added to the cell pellet. 

As additional control samples, 5·106 PBMCs from the dromedary and 

each alpaca were freshly collected in lysis buffer before plaque seeding. 

All samples in lysis buffer were stored at -80℃ until RNA extraction. 

RNA extraction and quantification 

Total RNA was extracted from PBMCs using the RNeasy® Mini Kit 

(Qiagen Ltd., Crawley, UK), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

After RNA elution, an additional DNase I treatment was performed using 

the Heat&Run gDNA removal kit (ArcticZymes Technologies, Tromsø, 

Norway), following the manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, RNase 

inhibitors (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Waltham, USA) were added to 

the RNA samples in a final concentration of 1 U/ µL prior storage at -80°C 

until reverse transcription (RT) reaction was performed. 

The purity, quantity and integrity of the extracted RNA were assessed 

using a BioDrop µLITE Spectrophotometer (BioDrop Ltd, Cambridge, 

UK) and Lab-Chip analysis (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, USA). 

The A260:A280 ratio ranged from 1.6 to 2.1, and RNA Integrity Numbers 

(RIN) ranged from 7 to 9.6. 

cDNA synthesis 

Total RNA samples were used to generate cDNA as previously described 

8. Briefly, 110 ng of RNA were retrotranscribed in a final volume of 10 

μL using the PrimeScript RT reagent Kit (Takara, Kusatsu, Japan) with a 

combination of oligo-d(T) and random hexamers, according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. No-reverse transcription controls (no-RT) with 

all buffers and reagents supplied by the kits, but omitting the reverse 

transcriptase, were prepared to assess non-specific amplifications and 
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presence of genomic DNA (gDNA). 

Additionally, control cDNA samples from stimulated PBMCs were 

obtained with the aim to generate standard curves and determine primer 

pair efficiencies. Samples were pooled by species at the same proportion 

per individual animal, except for the dromedary camel. For each species, 

pools contained cDNA samples from PMA-ionomycin and PHA-

stimulated PBMCs at 1:1 proportion, while alpaca PBMCs stimulated 

with PolyI:C were pooled independently. Finally, samples were serially 

diluted by 1:4 steps (1/20, 1/80, 1/320, 1/1280, 1/5120) prior amplification 

reactions. 

Primer design of immune associated and reference genes 

Camelid genes and mRNA were found through bibliographic search or 

with described mRNAs in other species performing BLASTn 

(https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi). Primers were designed through 

comparative genomics of sequences deposited at the National Centre for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank database of llama (Lama 

glama), alpaca (Vicugna pacos), dromedary camel (Camelus 

dromedarius), bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus), and wild bactrian 

camel (Camelus ferus). Comparison of mRNA and genomic sequences of 

each studied gene were performed with the alignment tool ClustalW to 

determine exon boundaries. In some instances, exons were already 

annotated in camelid genomes. 

Primer pairs were designed with Primer3 (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-

0.4.0/), Primer-Blast (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast), 

or Primer Express 2.0 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Life Technologies, 

Waltham, USA), according to the following desirable criteria: (i) to span 

two or more exons, and some of them were placed at the exon-exon 
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boundaries, (ii) 17-23 nucleotides in length, close to the mRNA 3’ end 

when possible, (iii) GC-content percentage between 45 and 55%, (iv) 

leading to an approximate 80-200 bp PCR product, (v) melting 

temperature (Tm) of each primer between 57-63°C with less than 2°C 

difference within primer pairs, and (vi) avoiding primer hairpin, self-

primer dimer or cross-primer dimer formation. 

The avoidance of primer secondary structure arrangement was assessed 

through the Beacon DesignerTM program 

(http://www.premierbiosoft.com/ qOligo/Oligo.jsp?PID=1), selecting for 

primers with ΔG greater than -3.5 kcal/mol when possible. Further, primer 

sequence specificity was assessed using the BLASTn alignment tool 

against all camelid genome sequences. Potential transcription of predicted 

pseudogenes was assessed by carrying out promoter region analyses 

through the VISTA (http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/ 

customAlignment.shtml) and the Promoter 2.0 Prediction Server 

(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/Promoter) softwares. Finally, the primer 

position within exons was checked in silico with their respective camelid  

gene sequences from the NCBI GenBank using the MapViewer tool. All 

the primers designed in this study are summarized in Table 5.1. Appendix 

Table 5.1 compiles GenBank accession numbers of camelid genes and 

mRNA used in this study. Appendix Table 5.2 compiles the principal 

characteristics of genes and derived primers used in this study. 

Oligonucleotides used in this study were supplied by Roche Diagnostics 

(Sant Cugat del Vallès, Barcelona, Spain). 

Cytokine quantification by Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic RT-qPCR 

cDNA obtained from PBMCs samples were used to validate the whole 

panel of primers designed for camelid species and to quantify gene 
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expression levels by a microfluidic qPCR technique. Firstly, cDNA 

samples were pre-amplified using the TaqMan PreAmp Master Mix 

(Applied Biosystems, Life Technologies, Waltham, USA), following the 

manufacturer’s recommendations, doing an initial activation step of the 

AmpliTaq Gold DNA Polymerase for 10 min at 95°C, followed by 16 

cycles of 15 seconds denaturation at 95°C plus 4 min annealing and 

extension at 60°C. Pre-amplified products were treated with Exonuclease 

I (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, USA) for 30 min at 37°C to eliminate 

the carryover of unincorporated primers. An inactivation step of the 

enzyme for 15 min at 80°C was included according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. The 96.96 Dynamic Array IFCs, the 96.96 DNA Binding Dye 

Sample/Loading Kit (Fluidigm Corporation, South San Francisco, USA) 

was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Pre-amplified  

samples were diluted 1/20 in 1x TE Buffer, and aliquots of 2.25 µL of 

each sample and 0.6 µL of primer pairs at 100 µM were loaded in 

duplicates into their respective array inlets. Quantification of PCR 

reactions was performed on a Biomark HD system (Fluidigm Corporation, 

South San Francisco, USA). The PCR consisted in an initial activation 

step of 1 minute at 95°C, followed by 30 cycles of 5 seconds at 96°C plus 

1 minute at 60°C. A dissociation step, increasing 1°C every 3 seconds 

from 60 to 95°C, was included for all reactions to confirm single specific 

PCR product amplification and define the Tm of each amplicon. 

Additionally, stimulated control samples were assayed in triplicates to 

create relative standard curves and calculate primer amplification 

efficiencies (see Appendix Table 5.3). No-RT controls and no-RNA 

template controls (NTC) were included in each assay to check for non-

specific amplification or primer-dimer formation. 

Relative quantification and data analysis 
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Expression data was collected with the Fluidigm Real-Time PCR analysis 

software 4.1.3 (Fluidigm Corporation, South San Francisco, USA). Cq 

threshold detection value was set at 0.020, quality threshold cut-off value 

was established at 0.65 and amplification specificity was assessed by Tm 

analyses for each reaction. Amplifications fulfilling the above criteria 

were analysed using the DAG expression software 1.0.5.6 381 to apply the 

relative standard curve method (see Applied Biosystems user bulletin #2). 

Cq values obtained from pooled cDNA controls were used to create 

standard curves for each gene, species and PBMC stimulation condition, 

and to extrapolate the relative quantity values. R-squared values were 

determined for each standard curve and the specific PCR efficiencies were 

calculated by applying the formula (10^(-1/slope value)-1)*100 (see 

Appendix Table 5.3). Multiple reference gene normalization was 

performed by using GAPDH, HPRT1 and UBC as endogenous controls. 

Their suitability for normalization procedures was assessed by control-

gene stability analyses with the DAG expression software 1.0.5.6 381. The 

normalized quantity values of each sample and assay were used for direct 

comparison in relation to fresh PBMC controls (alpaca and dromedary 

samples) or non-stimulated PBMCs samples cultured during 48 h (llama 

samples). Therefore, the up- or down-regulated expression of each gene 

was expressed in fold changes (Fc). Appendix Table 5.4 compiles the 

normalized results of all samples expressed in Fc. 

Statistical analyses could only be applied in results from alpaca PBMCs 

cultured for 48 h with and without PolyI:C stimuli, due to the sample size. 

Fc values were logarithmically transformed to achieve normal 

distributions. Means of the transformed fold changes obtained for the 

different stimulation conditions were compared using unpaired t-test 

analyses in R and GraphPad Prism softwares. Differences were considered 
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significant at p-values < 0.05. 

5.3 Results 

Selection of immune-related genes and primer design 

The selected genes encompass several functional categories representative 

of pathogen innate and adaptive immune responses, and comprised type I, 

II and III IFNs, PRRs, TFs, ISGs, pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, 

enzymes, adaptors, cellular receptors, and other genes involved in Th1 and 

Th2 responses. In addition, three reference genes, glyceraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), hypoxanthine 

phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT1) and ubiquitin C (UBC), were selected 

to normalize gene expression. Table 5.1 summarizes genes and primers 

designed for subsequent expression analyses. 

Table 5.1. Features of the selected cytokines and immune genes used for gene 

expression analyses, and their validated primer pair sequences for all camelid 

species. Genes have been grouped in functional categories: Normalizer genes, 

IFNs, PRRs, transcription factors, ISGs, pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, 

enzymes, adaptors, and cellular receptors. 

Gene Cytokine/Protein type and function Primer Sequence (5' - 3') 

GAPDH Normalizer gene 
GAPDH F GGTCGGAGTGAACGGATTTGG 

GAPDH R TTGAGGTCAATGAAGGGGTCG 

UbC Normalizer gene 
Ubc F AGGCGAAGATCCAAGACAAGG 

Ubc R CCAAGTGCAGAGTGGATTCCT 

HPRT1 

  

Normalizer gene 

  

HPRT1 F CAAAGATGGTCAAGGTCGCAA 

HPRT1 R TCAAATCCAACAAAGTCTGGTCT 

IFN-α 

  

Type I IFN, antiviral 

  

IFN-α F TCTTCAGCGAGACACTTGCAA 

IFN-α R GTTGGTCAGTGAGAATCATTTCCA 

IFN-β 

  

Type I IFN, antiviral 

  

IFN-β F2 GCATCCTCCAAATCGCTCTCC 

IFN-β R2 ATGCCAAGTTGCTGCTCCTTT 
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IFN-γ 

  

Type II IFN, antiviral activity, and 

mediator of cellular immunity 

IFN-γ F ACTGGAAAGAGGAGAGTGACAAAA 

IFN-γ R CAACCGGAATTTGAATCAGCT 

IFN-λ1 Type III IFN, antiviral 
IFN-λ1 F CTGCCACATGGGCTGGTT 

IFN-λ1 R CGATTCTTCCAAGGCATCCTT 

IFN-λ3 

  

Type III IFN, antiviral 

  

IFN-λ3 F CCACCTGGCCCAATTCAA 

IFN-λ3 R AGTGACTCTTCAAAGGCGTCCTT 

RIG-1 

PRRs and ISG, recognises dsRNA 

and ssRNA; induce IFN production 

and ISG 

RIG-1 F ACAAGTCAGAACACAGGAATGA 

RIG-1 R CTCTTCCTCTGCCTCTGGTTT 

MDA5 

PRRs and ISG, recognises dsRNA 

and ssRNA; induce IFN production 

and ISG 

MDA5 F ACACCAGAGTTCAAGAGACTGTAT 

MDA5 R CACCATCATCGTTCCCCAAGA 

MAVS 
PRRs, interacts with RIG-1 

  

MAVS F CAGCCTCCACAACTGCTACAGA 

MAVS R CTGTGGGACTTTCTTTGAACTCTCT 

TLR3 
PRRs and ISG, recognises dsRNA; 

induce IFN production and ISG 

TLR3 F AGAAATAGACAGACAGCCAGAG 

TLR3 R TGCTCCTTTTGATGCTATTAACGA 

TLR7 

  

PRRs and ISG, recognises ssRNA 

induce IFN production and ISG 

TLR7 F AGAGAGGAGTCACCAGCGTAT 

TLR7 R GACACAAATGCAAATGGAGAC 

NLRP3 

  

PRRs, increased expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines 

NLRP3 F ATGGCCACATGGATTTTTGC 

NLRP3 R AAACATTGGCATTGTCCCATTC 

STAT1 
Transcription factor activated by 

IFNs; increased expression of ISG 

STAT1 F TCTCTGTGTCTGAAGTTCACCCT 

STAT1 R GGGAATCACAGGTGGGAAGGA 

IRF3 

  

Transcription factor and ISG, 

activated by IFNs; increased 

expression of ISG 

IRF3 F TCACCACGCTACACCCTCTGGT 

IRF3 R GAGGCACATGGGCACAACCTTGA 

IRF5 

Transcription factor and ISG, 

activated by IFNs; increased 

expression of ISG 

IRF5 F TCAGAAGGGCCAGACCAACACC 

IRF5 R TGCTACGGGCACCACCTGTA 

IRF7 

  

Transcription factor and ISG, 

activated by IFNs; increased 

expression of ISG 

IRF7 F CGTGATGTTGCAAGACAACTCA 

IRF7 R TGGTTAACGCCTGGGTCTCT 

NFKB1 NFKB1 F GGGACAGTGTCTTACACTTAGCAATC 
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Transcription factor activated by 

IFNs; increased expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines 

NFKB1 R CATCAGAAATCAAGCCAGATGTG 

RELA 

  

Transcription factor, binds to NF-κB 

 
 

RELA F AGAGTCCTTTCAATGGCCCCACCG 

RELA R GGATGGAAGTTGAGCTGCGGGA 

IKBKB 

  

Transcription factor activated by 

IFNs; increased expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines 

IKBKB F TAATGAACGAAGACGAGAAGATGGT 

IKBKB R ACCTTGCTACACGCAATCTTCAG 

CXCL10 
ISG, activation and migration of 

immune cells to the infected sites  

CXCL10 F CGTGTTGAGATTATTGCCACAATG 

CXCL10 R GAGGTAGCTTCTCTCTGGTCCT 

MX1 ISG, GTPase with antiviral activity 
MX1 F GAAGATGGTTTATTCTGACTCG 

MX1 R TTCTCCTCGTACTGGCTGT 

OAS1 
ISG, antiviral enzyme; degrades viral 

RNA 

OAS1 F TGAAGAAGCAGCTCGGGAAAC 

OAS1 R AGTAACTGTCTTTTCTGGGCAGC 

ISG15 ISG, antiviral activity 
ISG15 F CACAGCCATGGGTGGAATC 

ISG15 R CAGCTCCGATAACAGCATGGA 

IL-10 

  

 Interleukin, inflammatory antagonist 

  

IL-10 F CTGCTGGAGGACTTTAAGGGT 

IL-10 R AGGGGAGAAATCGATGACAGC 

IL-1β 
Interleukin, pro-inflammatory 

response 

IL1-beta F AGGATATGAGCCGAGAAGTGGT 

IL1-beta R CCCTTTCATCACACAAGACAGGT 

IL-6 
Interleukin, pro-inflammatory 

response 

IL-6 F TCTGGGTTCAATCAGGAGACCT 

IL-6 R AGGGGTGCTTACTTCTTCTGGT 

IL-8 
Interleukin, pro-inflammatory 

response 

IL-8 F TGTGTGAAGCTGCAGTTCTGT 

IL-8 R GCAGACCTCTCTTCCATTGGC 

IL-15 
Interleukin, induces proliferation of 

antiviral natural killer cells 

IL-15 F CAGCCTACAGAAGGTCATGAAGTACTC 

IL-15 R GGGTAACTCCTTAAGTATCGAAGAAGAG 

IL-2  Interleukin, cell-mediated immunity 
IL-2 F AAACTCTCCAGGATGCTCAC 

IL-2 R TTTCAGATCCCTTCAGTTCC 

IL-4 
 Interleukin, humoral immunity 

mediator 

IL-4 F CCCTGGTCTGCTTACTGGTTT 

IL-4 R TCTCAGTCGTGTTCTTTGGGG 

IL-12p35 

  

 Interleukin, cell-mediated immunity 

  

IL-12p35 F2 AATCACCTGGACCACCTCAGT 

IL-12p35 R2 TCTAGGGTTTGTCTGGCCTTC 
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TNF-α 

  

Cytokine, pro-inflammatory response 

  

TNF-α F TGGCCCAGACCCTCAGATCA 

TNF-α R TTCCAGCTTCACACCATTGGC 

CCL2 

Chemokine, recruite monocytes and 

dendritic cells at the sites of 

inflammation 
 

CCL2 F CCAGTAAGAAGATCCCCATGCA 

CCL2 R GTGTGGTCTTGAAGATCACAGCTT 

CCL3 
 

Inflammatory chemokine, attract 

monocytes, macrophages and 

neutrophils 
 

CCL3 F GCTCAGCGTCATGCAGGTGCC 

CCL3 R AGCAGGCGGTTGGGGTGTCAG 

CXCL1 

  
Chemokine, attracts neutrophils 

CXCL1 F CGTGCAGGGAATTCACTTCAA 

CXCL1 R GAGAGTGGCTACGACTTCCGTTT 

MIF 

  

Anti-inflammatory cytokine, 

macrophage migration inhibitory 

factor 

MIF F GCGAGTTGGTCGGTTCCTGTGTT 

MIF R ACCACGTGCACTGCGATGTACT 

CASP1 

  

Enzyme, initiates inflammatory 

responses 

CASP1 F ACTCCACCAAGACCTCAACCAGT 

CASP1 R GGGTAAATCTCCGCTGACTTCTCG 

CASP10 

  

Enzyme, involved in apoptosis and 

inflammation 

CASP10 F CGGTAGCCACGGGAACTGAGTCAT 

CASP10 R ATCTTGCCAGGACCCCTCCGAT 

CYLD 

  

Enzyme, involved in transcription 

factor NF-κB activation 

CYLD F TCGGGATGGTGGTCAGAATGGC 

CYLD R AGTCTTCGTGCACAGCCCTGGAT 

AZI2 
Enzyme, NF-κB-activating kinase-

associated Protein 1 
 

AZI2 F TGAGCGTCTCCAGCGCTAA 

AZI2 R CTGCACTTGCGTCACCAGAT 

PACT 
Enzyme, protein kinase activated by 

double-stranded RNA  

PACT F TGCAGTTCCTGACCCCTTAATG 

PACT R GATGAATAGCCAGTTCCTGTAGTGAA 

TBK1 
Enzyme, activates the transcription 

factor IRF3 

TBK1 F GTACAGAAAGCAGAAAATGGACCAA 

TBK1 R AACTTGAAGGCCCCGAGAAA 

TRIM25 

  

Enzyme and ISG, ubiquitination of 

RIG-1 

TRIM25 F GCCCGAGCTCCTACAGTATGC 

TRIM25 R GAAGCGACGGTGTAGGTCTTG 

NFKBIA 

  
NF-κB inhibitor 

NFKBIA F TCCCTCTTTTCCCCGCAGGTT 

NFKBIA R TGGAGTGGAGTCTGCTGCAGGT 

TRADD 
Adaptor, mediates NF-κB activation 

and apoptosis 

TRADD F CGGCCAGGAAGCAAGATG 

TRADD R TGAAGACTCCACAAACAGGTATGC 

CARD9 CARD9 F GGCAGTGCAAGGTCCTGAAC 
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Adaptor, activates pro-inflammatory 

and anti-inflammatory cytokines 

through NF-κB 

CARD9 R CAGGAGCACACCCACTTTCC 

PYCARD 

  

Adaptor, activates caspases and 

inflammasome 

PYCARD F CAAGCCAGCACCGCACTT 

PYCARD R TCTGTCAGGACCTTCCCATACA 

IFNLR1 

  
Cellular receptor of type III IFNs 

IFNLR1 F CAGGGTGTGTGATCTGGAAGAG 

IFNLR1 R GTCTGTGTCCAGAGAAATCCAGG 

IFNAR1 

  

Cellular receptor of type I IFNs 

  

IFNAR1 F TGCGAGGAAACCAAACCAGGAAAT 

IFNAR1 R ACGACGACGATACAAAACACCGC 

dsRNA, double-stranded RNA; IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; 

PRR, pattern recognition receptor; ssRNA, single-stranded RNA. 

Primer sets were designed to anneal in conserved transcribed regions of 

genes from five camelid species (alpaca, Bactrian camel, dromedary 

camel, llama, and wild Bactrian camel). Some of the genes were not 

annotated in the genome of llama (see Appendix Table 5.1) but 

exon/intron boundaries could be found by performing a BLASTn with the 

mRNA of other camelid species. The main features of the designed primer 

pairs are listed in Appendix Table 5.2. 

Primer amplification efficacy and specificity 

Pools of cDNAs prepared from stimulated PBMCs were used to evaluate 

the whole panel of primers in samples from alpaca, dromedary, and llama. 

Number of dilutions used for the generation of each standard curve, 

slopes, coefficients of determination and amplification efficiencies are 

listed in Appendix Table 5.3. After 48 h of PBMC stimulation, all gene 

transcripts were sufficiently expressed to generate standard curves using 

3 to 5 serial dilutions, except for IFNAR1 in samples from dromedary and 

IFN-λ1 in those from dromedary camel and llama (Appendix Table 5.3). 

IFN-λ3 was not expressed in PBMCs from any species, regardless of the 
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stimuli type (Appendix Table 5.3). All calibration curves produced linear 

standard curves, as evidenced by high coefficients of determination 

(>0.95, except for 1 sample that was 0.886). Primer pairs resulted in 

optimal amplification efficiencies in the different camelid species, ranging 

from 69 to 100%. Tm analyses confirmed a single specific amplicon for 

all amplified gene transcripts in all three camelid species. No 

amplifications occurred in no-RT and NTC samples included in the 

microfluidic RT-qPCR assays. Thus, most of the designed primer pairs 

targeting camelid cytokines and immune-related genes, as well as 

endogenous genes, displayed optimal specificity and efficacy suitable for 

immune response studies in camelid PBMCs. 

Gene expression analyses of llama PBMCs by microfluidic RT-qPCR 

Transcriptomic gene expression profile of llama PBMCs stimulated for 48 

h with PHA and PMA-ionomycin were compared to those of unstimulated 

cells. Relative expression of the different genes grouped by functional 

categories is shown in Figure 5.1a-j. PHA and PMA-ionomycin 

stimulation provoked similar gene expression profiles in llama PBMCs. 

Both stimuli expressed IFN-γ at high levels (114 and 123 Fc, respectively), 

but none of the other type I or III IFNs were upregulated (Figure 5.1a). 

Within the category of ISGs, only CXCL10 expression was induced by 

PHA and PMA-ionomycin (Fc of 7.89 and 5.37, respectively) and MX1 

(3.12 Fc) by PHA stimulated samples (Figure 5.1c). PHA and PMA-

ionomycin provoked the upregulation of CCL3 (3.21 and 4.60 Fc, 

respectively), TNF-α (2.30 and 2.50 Fc, respectively), IRF7 (2.26 and 1.39 

Fc, respectively), and NFKB1 (1.62 and 1.80 Fc, respectively) (Figure 

5.1d, e and f). High levels of IL-6 (Fc of 79.82 and 62.47), IL-2 (Fc of 

71.32 and 80.30) and IL-4 (Fc of 195.78 and 145.58) expression were 
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found of PHA and PMA-ionomycin stimulation, respectively (Figure 5.1e 

and j). Transcription of other pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokines, PRRs, 

adaptors, enzymes and IFN receptors were not induced in llama stimulated 

PBMCs (Figure 5.1b, e, g, h and i). Globally, the results obtained in llama 

cells were according to the expectancy that PHA and PMA-ionomycin 

provoke a marked polyclonal stimulation of PBMCs. 
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Figure 5.1. Relative expression of llama immune genes by microfluidic RT-

qPCR. Gene expression profile of llama (L1-2) PBMCs stimulated for 48 h with 

PHA or PMA-ionomycin were compared to that from unstimulated cells. The 

relative standard curve method was applied for normalization purposes using 

multiple reference gene normalization (GAPDH, HPRT1 and UbC). Immune 

genes were grouped by functional categories: (a) IFNs, (b) PRRs, (c) ISGs, 

inflammatory (d) chemokines and (e) cytokines, (f) transcription factors, 

downstream signalling (g) adaptors and (h) enzymes, (i) cellular receptors, and 

(j) cytokines involved in Th1 and Th2 response. Black and grey bars display 

differential expression of PHA and PMA-ionomycin stimulated PBMCs, 

respectively, relative to unstimulated cells. Relative expression data is displayed 

as mean fold-change differences ± SD. IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-

stimulated gene; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; PHA, 

phytohemagglutinin; PMA, phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate; PRR, pattern-

recognition receptor. 

Gene expression analyses of alpaca PBMCs by microfluidic RT-qPCR 

We utilized the same methodology to study immune gene expression in 

alpaca. Gene expression profile of unstimulated and stimulated PBMCs 

(PHA, PMA-ionomycin and PolyI:C) were compared to that of cells prior 

culture (Figure 5.2). Transcriptomic profile of unstimulated cells showed 

autoinduction of several genes from all categories by culturing for 48 h 

(Figure 5.2a-j). A stronger 65.74-fold upregulation was observed for 

CCL2 (Figure 5.2d).  

PHA and PMA-ionomycin stimulation triggered an upregulation of RIG-

1, MDA5, ISG15, CXCL1, IL-8, and TNF-α, compared tonon-stimulated 

samples cultured for 48 h (Figure 5.2b, c, d, e). Moreover, expression of 

IFN-γ, IL-10, IL-6, STAT-1, IRF7, NFKB1, CASP1, IL-2 and IL-4 were 

upregulated with PHA (Figure 5.2a, e, f, h and j), while transcription of 

CCL3, MX1, IL-15 increased in PMA-ionomycin stimulated PBMCs 

(Figure 5.2d, c and e).  

On the other hand, PMBCs from three additional alpacas were cultured 
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with PolyI:C to ensure the functioning of primers targeting mRNA of 

impassive genes to PHA or PMA-ionomycin stimulation. PolyI:C 

exposure for 48 h resulted in the upregulation of different immune genes 

when compared with the previous polyclonal stimulations (IFN-α, RIG-1, 

MDA5, TLR3, TLR7, NLRP3, MX1, OAS1, ISG15, IL-10, IL-6 and IRF7), 

some of them being expressed at high levels such as IFN-β (33.82 Fc), 

CXCL10 (76.19 Fc), CCL2 (93.33 Fc) and the transcription activator 

STAT1 (18.56 Fc) (Figure 5.2a-f). Moreover, statistical analyses 

determined a significant increase in IFN-β, RIG-1, MDA5, TLR7, NLRP3, 

all ISGs, STAT1 and IRF7 expression levels compared to non-stimulated 

alpaca PBMCs cultured for 48h. Therefore, these results confirmed Poly 

I:C as a good in vitro immunostimulant of antiviral responses in alpaca 

PBMCs. 
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Figure 5.2. Relative expression of alpaca immune genes by microfluidic RT-

qPCR. Immune gene expression profile of alpaca PBMCs non-stimulated (empty 

bars) and stimulated with PHA (light grey bars), PMA-ionomycin (dark grey 

bars), or PolyI:C (black bars) for 48 h were compared to that from non-cultured 

cells. The relative standard curve method was applied for normalization purposes 

using multiple reference gene normalization (GAPDH, HPRT1 and UbC). 

Immune genes were grouped by functional categories: (a) IFNs, (b) PRRs, (c) 

ISGs, inflammatory (d) chemokines and (e) cytokines, (f) transcription factors, 

downstream signalling (g) adaptors and (h) enzymes, (i) cellular receptors, and 

(j) cytokines involved in Th1 and Th2 response. Relative expression data is 

displayed as mean fold-change differences ± SD. Statistical significance was 

determined by unpaired t-test. *indicates p-value < 0.05; **indicates p-value < 

0.01; ***indicates p-value < 0.001 compared with control samples obtained prior 

cell culture. IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; PBMCs, peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells; PHA, phytohemagglutinin; PMA, phorbol 12-myristate 

13-acetate; PRR, pattern-recognition receptor. 

Gene expression analyses of dromedary PBMCs by microfluidic RT-

qPCR 

Expression of dromedary immune genes in unstimulated and stimulated 

PBMCs were compared to that of fresh cells prior culture (Figure 5.3a-j). 

Non-stimulated PBMC samples showed that the expression of IFN-α, RIG-

1, TLR3, TLR7, IL-15, MIF, STAT1, IRF3, TRADD, MAVS, CARD9, 

PYCARD, IKBKB, CASP10, AZI2, PACT, TBK1, IL-2 and IL-4 was 

upregulated after 48 h cell culture (Figure 5.3a, b, e, f, g, h and j). 

Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 5.3d, a higher expression of CCL2 

(20.89 Fc) was triggered by culturing PBMCs without specific stimuli, to 

similar levels than those induced by PHA stimulation (Fc of 21.61).  

Furthermore, dromedary cells stimulated with PHA and PMA-ionomycin 

displayed similar transcriptomic profiles with characteristics of classical 

polyclonal stimulations. Relative to control samples prior culture, both 

PHA and PMA-ionomycin stimuli provoked the induction of IFN-γ, CCL3, 

CXCL1, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, MIF, STAT1, NFKB1, TRADD, MAVS, AZI2, 
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PACT, TBK1, IL-2 and IL-4 in higher relative expression levels than 

unstimulated PBMCs (Figure 5.3A, D, E, F, G, H and J). In addition, 

specific PHA stimulation led to an increase in the expression of IFN-α, 

IFN-β, IFN-λ1, RIG-1, MDA5, NLPR3, CXCL10, MX1, OAS1, ISG15, IL-

10, IL-15, IRF3, IRF5, IRF7, RELA, NFKBIA, IKBKB, CYLD, CASP10 

and TRIM25 in PBMCs of dromedary camels (Figure 5.3A, B, C, E, F, G 

and H). Overall, dromedary PBMCs were correctly stimulated by PHA 

and PMA-ionomycin, enhancing the immune-related gene expression in 

accordance with regular polyclonal stimulations. 
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Figure 5.3. Relative expression of dromedary camel immune genes by 

microfluidic RT-qPCR. Immune gene expression profile of dromedary PBMCs 

non-stimulated (empty bars) and stimulated with PHA (light grey bars) or PMA-

ionomycin (dark grey bars) for 48 h were compared to that from non-cultured 

cells. The relative standard curve method was applied for normalization purposes 

using multiple reference gene normalization (GAPDH, HPRT1 and UbC). 

Immune genes were grouped by functional categories: (a) IFNs, (b) PRRs, (c) 

ISGs, inflammatory (d) chemokines and (e) cytokines, (f) transcription factors, 

downstream signalling (g) adaptors and (h) enzymes, (i) cellular receptors, and 

(j) cytokines involved in Th1 and Th2 response. Relative expression data is 

displayed as mean fold-change differences ± SD. Statistical significance was 

determined by unpaired t-test. *indicates p-value < 0.05; **indicates p-value < 

0.01; ***indicates p-value < 0.001 compared with control samples obtained prior 

cell culture. IFN, interferon; ISG, interferon-stimulated gene; PBMCs, peripheral 

blood mononuclear cells; PHA, phytohemagglutinin; PMA, phorbol 12-myristate 

13-acetate; PRR, pattern-recognition receptor. 

5.4 Discussion 

Due to the lack of reagent availability (i.e., antibodies) in several animal 

species, analysis of gene expression has become a common method to 

determine the immune transcriptomic profile after infection and/or 

vaccination. In this work, we developed an RT-qPCR method to monitor 

camelid innate and adaptive immune responses, which allow the 

quantification of forty-seven cytokines and immune-related genes in a 

single run. Importantly, the designed primer sets can be used for all 

camelid species using the same conditions (primer hybridization 

temperature) and methodology. 

Several infectious diseases affect camelid species and threaten livestock 

productivity (Camel pox virus, trypanosomiasis and gastro-intestinal 

helminthiases, among others). Also, camelids are a source for several 

zoonotic viral and bacterial pathogens  (MERS-CoV, Crimean-Congo 

haemorrhagic fever virus, Rickettsia spp, and others) which threaten 
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public health 365,382. However, immune responses elicited upon infections 

of camelids remain largely unknown. Although a previous work provided 

tools to quantify inflammatory cytokines mRNA from llama 377, the 

primers were designed before annotation of camelid genomes was 

available 379. Therefore, we designed new primers sets to develop more 

accurate assays. 

First, we focused on the requirements to ensure a specific amplification of 

the products 383 and established a criteria for the subsequent design of 

primers. Although not all primer designs fulfilled all parameters of the 

criteria (i.e., genes with a single exon), specific amplification was 

determined together with the absence of amplification in no-RT and NTC 

controls, which ensured that gDNA amplification did not occur. In 

addition, three reference genes, (GAPDH, HPRT1 and UBC) were 

selected to normalize gene expression 384–386. These genes were reported 

to be stable for data normalization in T lymphocytes 387–389 and respiratory 

samples 8,390. Choosing appropriate reference genes is crucial to achieve 

optimal data normalization, which is mandatory to discard sample-to-

sample variations. Here, the selected normalizer genes were stable in 

PBMC samples from all the studied species, regardless the type of 

stimulation. 

The designed reagents would allow to study camelid immune responses 

in most laboratories worldwide, including those in developing countries, 

which have been infrastructurally and technically upgraded to perform 

PCR-based assays since the recent influenza virus outbreaks and the 

COVID-19 pandemics. Nonetheless, to study expression analyses of a 

broad panel of genes in multiple samples by the gold standard RT-qPCR 

can result tedious and relatively expensive. Thus, we integrated the whole 
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set of designed primers in a unique Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic qPCR 

assay. Gene expression analyses showed that the transcription of some 

cytokines was spontaneously enhanced in camelid cells cultured without 

stimuli in the media. As previously reported in resting PBMCs 391,392, only 

mild autoinductions (2-10 Fc) were observed in camelid PBMCs, except 

for the higher relative expression of CCL2 chemokine in all cultured 

PBMCs compared to uncultured cells. Although CCL2 regulation have 

been classically associated to NF-κB signalling pathway, our results 

support that a non-canonical upregulation of CCL2 expression 393 occur 

by culturing camelid PBMCs in enriched media.  

Furthermore, PHA and PMA stimulation produced strong induction of 

some cytokines and immune gene transcripts in camelid PBMCs, which 

displayed profiles commonly found in polyclonally activated lymphocytes 

of bovine 394 and human 395. PBMCs from dromedary camel and llama 

underwent a robust increase in IFN-γ, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6 expression after 

PHA and PMA-ionomycin exposure, and the same phenomenon occurred 

in alpaca PBMCs stimulated with PHA but not with PMA-ionomycin. 

Transcription of the pro-inflammatory IL-8, the anti-inflammatory IL-10 

and the transcription factor STAT1 was also upregulated in polyclonally-

stimulated alpaca and dromedary cells, but not in those from llama. 

Upregulation of IL-8 and STAT1 in camelid cells was expected since they 

are tightly regulated upon activation of the transcription factor NF-κB 396. 

Similar to previous results 392, IL-10 expression was only upregulated by 

PHA stimulation but PMA-ionomycin was ineffective. Furthermore, it is 

known that type I and III IFNs activate a different signalling pathway than 

IFN-γ does, which can lead to the expression of distinct ISGs (Sen et al., 

2018; W. Wang et al., 2017). CXCL10 and CCL3 are typically classified  

as ISGs induced by IFN-γ 397,399. Upregulation of these chemokines was 
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observed in all camelid samples expressing high levels of IFN-γ, apart 

from CCL3 in PHA-stimulated PBMCs from alpaca, and CXCL10 in 

dromedary cells stimulated with PMA-ionomycin. Generally, the 

stimulation of camelid cells using PHA and PMA-ionomycin did not 

activate the transcription of PRRs, adaptors, enzymes and IFN receptors 

compared to unstimulated controls. As observed in other mammalian 

species 394,400–403, PHA and PMA-ionomycin are potent antigen surrogate 

activators of Th1 and Th2 cytokine expression in alpaca, dromedary, and 

llama PBMCs. Our results support that PHA and PMA-ionomycin used 

for camelid T-cell activation, proliferation, and effective cytokine 

production. 

Curiously, a broader gene expression profile was observed in dromedary 

PBMCs 48 h after PHA stimulation. Besides the activation of type II IFN 

signalling pathway, PHA also upregulated the expression of type I and III 

IFNs, as well as downstream genes regulated upon IFN signalling cascade 

activation. Consequently, strong induction of PRRs and ISGs occurred in 

dromedary samples but not in those from alpaca or llama. Expression of 

IRF7 and IL-10 were also exclusively upregulated in in PHA-stimulated 

dromedary PBMCs, in agreement with previous reports showing that both 

type I and III IFNs increase the transcription of IRF7 factor in vitro 404, 

and that IL-10 production is enhanced as a type III IFN-stimulated gene 

405. Further analyses involving samples from more animals would help to 

rule out individual animal variations in cytokine levels and confirm 

whether dromedary camels have a broader immune response after PHA 

stimulation than other camelid species.  

In vitro stimulation of PBMCs with PolyI:C is known to elicit the 

expression of other cytokines, mimicking certain aspects of viral infection 
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406. After 48 h stimulation, alpaca PolyI:C sensed PBMCs and increased 

the expression of type I IFNs, all studied PRRs and ISGs, along with the 

transcription factors STAT1 and IRF7. Contrary to human PBMCs 407, 

alpaca lymphocytes exposed to PolyI:C induced type I but not type III 

IFNs. Previous investigations indicated that IFN-α was not produced by 

ovine and bovine PBMCs treated with PolyI:C 408, hence future studies 

could shed light on differential antiviral immune responses among 

livestock species. Globally, PolyI:C stimulation of camelid PBMCs 

yielded similar results than porcine and human PBMCs did 406,409,410. 

Thus, we proved that Poly I:C is a good immunostimulant of antiviral 

responses in alpaca PBMCs. Despite it is highly probable, further research 

is needed to determine if other camelid species elicit similar immune 

responses.  

Choosing an appropriate stimulus for studying immune responses is key 

to validate techniques in development and to use as positive control 

samples in subsequent established assays. In that respect, PHA and PMA-

ionomycin stimulated a different signalling pathway than PolyI:C. 

Nonetheless, our assays revealed some differences in gene regulation  

between PHA and PMA-ionomycin stimulations. In line with previous 

works 392, PHA stimulation promoted the expression of a broader range of 

cytokines than PMA-ionomycin. This finding was expected because 

PMA-ionomycin stimulation bypasses T cell receptor-mediated activation 

and might reflect camelid lymphocyte stimulation with less physiological 

accuracy. A stronger induction of cytokines might be achieved by the 

stimulation of camelid cells with a combination of both PHA and PMA-

ionomycin 391. In the current work, regardless of the stimuli used to boost 

cytokine expression, none of the PBMC stimulation assays in any species 

showed detectable levels of IFN-λ3 expression. The failure of a newly 
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developed reagent to detect a specific target gene raises concerns about its 

proper functionality. However, we previously demonstrated an 

appropriate quantification of IFN-λ3 expression in the nasal epithelium of 

MERS-CoV infected alpacas 8,32, evidencing optimal functionality of the 

developed reagents. Primers targeting IFN-λ3 were also designed to 

anneal mRNA of all camelid species, therefore, a correct functioning is 

also expected in samples from other camelids, although further studies are 

needed to confirm this hypothesis. 

In summary, we developed a RT-qPCR method for the simultaneous 

quantification of cytokines and immune-related genes involved in major 

immune response signalling pathways of different camelid species. The 

novel assay was set up after the design of primers targeting immune genes 

and performing data normalization with three reference genes. The assays 

were validated using PBMCs from alpaca, dromedary camel and llama 

PBMCs after stimulation with PHA, PMA-ionomycin or PolyI:C. 

Microfluidic RT-qPCR results indicated that PBMCs from all camelid  

species stimulated with PHA and PMA-ionomycin mount robust Th1 and 

Th2 responses, besides PHA activation of type I and III IFN signalling 

pathways in dromedary lymphocytes. PolyI:C stimulation produced a 

marked antiviral response in alpaca PBMCs.  
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Appendix 5 

Appendix Table 5.1. NCBI accession numbers of camelid gene sequences used 

for comparative analyses and primer design. 

Gene Species GenBank accession 

number 

GAPDH Camelus dromedarius XM_010990867.2 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010957730.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006210852.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006181646.3 

HPRT1 Camelus dromedarius XM_031446174.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010968460.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_031671409.1  
Camelus ferus XM_032474943.1 

UbC Camelus dromedarius XM_031442494.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010969735.1 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_031670203.1 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032471921.1 

IFN-α Camelus dromedarius XM_010999340.2 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010946010.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_015242649.2 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032477607.1 

IFN-β Camelus dromedarius XM_010988144.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010958977.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006208258.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006180372.1 

IFN-γ Lama glama AB107652.1  
Camelus dromedarius XM_031462226.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010970501.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006205835.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006189690.2 

IFN-λ1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010978654.2 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010958621.1 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_006206664.2 
 

Camelus ferus XM_006174985.2 

IFN-λ3 Camelus dromedarius XM_010985161.1 

 Camelus bactrianus XM_010947318.1 

 Vicugna pacos XM_006219677.1 
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  Camelus ferus XM_006195351.1 

RIG-1 
(DDX58) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010975810.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010967358.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031676595.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006192497.3 

MDA5 
(IFIH1) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010985569.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010971381.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006196223.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006190090.2 

MAVS 
(VISA) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010988239.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010972744.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006207415.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006187131.3 

TLR3 Camelus dromedarius XM_010995734.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010953279.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015249164.2  
Camelus ferus XM_014553913.2 

TLR7 Camelus dromedarius XM_010993639.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010966214.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006212620.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006193069.2 

NLRP3 Camelus dromedarius XM_010997883.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010950280.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031673306.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006177988.3 

STAT1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010979711.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010948718.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031678037.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006186813.3 

IRF3 Camelus dromedarius XM_010993178.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_045510710.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006208451.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006173792.3 

IRF5 Camelus dromedarius XM_010975643.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010947554.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006202276.3 
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Camelus ferus XM_032483311.1 

IRF7 Camelus dromedarius XM_031448349.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010956145.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015251986.1  
Camelus ferus XM_032490347.1 

NFKB1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010980636.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010953589.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031690344.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006188020.3 

RELA Camelus dromedarius XM_031448012.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010957140.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_031690897.1 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032489838.1 

IKBKB Camelus dromedarius XM_031440029.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010957873.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031691563.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006188385.3 

CXCL10 Camelus dromedarius XM_010983050.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010969313.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006198241.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006176316.3 

MX1 Camelus dromedarius XM_031459860.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010958347.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006204960  
Camelus ferus XM_032461929.1 

OAS1 Camelus dromedarius XM_031443284.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010969608.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_031670190.1 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032472237.1 

ISG15 Camelus dromedarius XM_010999398.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010957998.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015237784.2  
Camelus ferus XM_014551219.2 

IL-10 Lama glama AB107649.1  
Camelus dromedarius JQ917916.1  
Camelus bactrianus NM_001303520.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006215461.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006182265.3 
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IL-1β Lama glama AB107644.1 
 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010984994.2 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010958977.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_006203828.3 
 

Camelus ferus XM_006183589.3 

IL-6 Lama glama AB107647.1  
Camelus dromedarius XM_010987177.2  
Camelus bactrianus AB107656.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006201793.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006179204.2 

IL-8 
(CXCL8) 

Camelus dromedarius KF843702.1 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010969343.2 

 
Vicugna pacos XM_006212530.3 

 
Camelus ferus XM_006188697.3 

IL-15 Camelus dromedarius XM_010978726.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010954603.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015249496.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006193545.3 

IL-2 Lama glama AB107651.1  
Camelus dromedarius NM_001303548.1  
Camelus bactrianus AB246671.1  
Vicugna pacos KM205215.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006180708.3 

IL-4 Lama glama AB107648.1 
 

Camelus dromedarius HM051106.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus AB246673.1 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_006212826.3 
 

Camelus ferus XM_006179596.2 

IL-12p35 Lama glama AB107653.1  
Camelus dromedarius XM_010986258.2  
Camelus bactrianus AB246672.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_031679452.1  
Camelus ferus XM_006190436.3 

TNF-α Lama glama AB107646.1  
Camelus dromedarius NM_001319880.1  
Camelus bactrianus NM_001319779.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_006215316.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006178751.3 
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MCP-1 
(CCL2) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010979035.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010970431.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006212021.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006185837.3 

MIP-1α 
(CCL3) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010990500.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010949170.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006213334.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006174846.3 

CXCL1 Camelus dromedarius XM_031462577.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010969410.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031684028.1  
Camelus ferus XM_032458086.1 

MIF Camelus dromedarius XM_031442393.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010955454.2  
Vicugna pacos NM_001287197.1  
Camelus ferus XM_014552697.2 

CASP1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010993435.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010953176.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015249739.2  
Camelus ferus XM_014560469.2 

CASP10 Camelus dromedarius XM_010991974.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010971860.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006205263.3  
Camelus ferus XM_006189972.3 

CYLD Camelus dromedarius XM_031458461.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010961754.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015242273.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006183539.3 

AZI2 Camelus dromedarius XM_010977820.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010959645.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006200749.3  
Camelus ferus XM_032459400.1 

PACT 
(PRKRA) 

Camelus dromedarius XM_010991356.2 

 
Camelus bactrianus XM_010959971.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006210217.3  
Camelus ferus XM_032479782.1 
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TBK1 Camelus dromedarius XM_031462774.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010970514.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_031683111.1 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032493328.1 

TRIM25 Camelus dromedarius XM_010990378.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010951086.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031685141.1  
Camelus ferus XM_014556519.2 

NFKBIA Camelus dromedarius XM_010983796.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010967860.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_031678782.1  
Camelus ferus XM_032481888.1 

TRADD Camelus dromedarius XM_031458299.1  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010962447.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006203676.3  
Camelus ferus XM_032486508.1 

CARD9 Camelus dromedarius XM_031450838.1 
 

Camelus bactrianus XM_010955930.2 
 

Vicugna pacos XM_006218359.3 
 

Camelus ferus XM_032478794.1 

PYCARD Camelus dromedarius XM_010980820.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010972413.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_015236916.2  
Camelus ferus XM_006181480.3 

IFNLR1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010989801.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_045518428.1  
Vicugna pacos XM_031683805.1  
Camelus ferus XM_032495478.1 

IFNAR1 Camelus dromedarius XM_010981032.2  
Camelus bactrianus XM_010956566.2  
Vicugna pacos XM_006216038.3  
Camelus ferus XM_014561608.2 
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Appendix Table 5.2. Features of the primer pairs designed for the quantification of camelid immune and reference genes by RT-

qPCR. For primers designed at exon-exon boundaries, the percentage of nucleotides annealing each exon respect to the total number 

of nucleotides of the primer is indicated. 

Gene 

name 

Primer 

Name 

Primers (5' - 3') Exon location Lengh

t (bp) 

Tm 

(°C) 

GC% GC 

Clamp 

Cross 

Dimer 

(∆G) 

Self 

Dimer 

(∆G) 

Hairpin 

(∆G) 

Product 

size (bp) 

GAPDH GAPDH F GGTCGGAGTGAACGGATTTGG 2 (71%)/3 (29%) 21 58.53 57.14 2 -0.9 0.0 0.0 108 

  GAPDH R TTGAGGTCAATGAAGGGGTCG 3 21 57.19 52.38 2 -0.9 -2.0 -0.7   

UbC UbC F AGGCGAAGATCCAAGACAAGG 2 21 57.27 52.38 2 -3.8 -2.0 0.0 129 
 

UbC R CCAAGTGCAGAGTGGATTCCT 2 21 57.18 52.38 2 -3.8 -3.4 -1.5 
 

HPRT1 HPRT1 F CAAAGATGGTCAAGGTCGCAA 6 21 56.37 47.62 3 -1.5 0.0 0.0 82 

  HPRT1 R TCAAATCCAACAAAGTCTGGTCT 7 (43%)/8 (57%) 23 55.85 39.13 3 -1.5 0.0 -1.5   

IFN-α IFN-α F TCTTCAGCGAGACACTTGCAA 1 21 57.43 47.62 2 -2.5 -5.7 -0.7 87 

  IFN-α R GTTGGTCAGTGAGAATCATTTCCA 1 24 57.1 41.67 2 -2.5 -1.5 -1.5   

IFN-β IFN-β F2 GCATCCTCCAAATCGCTCTCC 1 21 58.39 57.14 2 -2.9 0 0.0 99 

  IFN-β R2 ATGCCAAGTTGCTGCTCCTTT 1 21 58.27 47.62 2 -2.9 -0.7 -0.5   

IFN-γ IFN-γ F ACTGGAAAGAGGAGAGTGACAAAA 3 24 57.67 41.67 1 -1.8 -0.8 -0.8 199 

  IFN-γ R CAACCGGAATTTGAATCAGCT 3 (80%) /4 (20%) 21 54.39 42.86 1 -1.8 -4.3 -0.7   

IFN-λ1 IFN-λ1 F CTGCCACATGGGCTGGTT 1 18 56.6 61.11 2 -3.9 -2.4 -2.4 82 
 

IFN-λ1 R CGATTCTTCCAAGGCATCCTT 1 21 55.57 47.62 2 -3.9 -2.4 -2.4 
 

IFN-λ3 IFN-λ3 F CCACCTGGCCCAATTCAA 1 18 53.77 55.56 1 -2.4 -4.4 0.0 81 

  IFN-λ3 R AGTGACTCTTCAAAGGCGTCCTT 1 (52.2%) / 2 (47.8%) 23 59.71 47.83 1 -2.4 -2.4 -2.4   

RIG-1 RIG-1 F ACAAGTCAGAACACAGGAATGA 15 (73%)/16 (27%) 22 55.01 40.91 1 -3.7 -0.9 -0.9 199 
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RIG-1 R CTCTTCCTCTGCCTCTGGTTT 16 (43%)/17 (57%) 21 56.55 52.38 1 -3.7 0.0 0.0 

 

MDA5 MDA5 F ACACCAGAGTTCAAGAGACTGTAT 14 (60%)/15 (40%) 24 57.00 41.67 1 0.0 -1.1 -1.1 129 
 

MDA5 R CACCATCATCGTTCCCCAAGA 15 (5%)/16 (95%) 21 57.26 52.38 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 

MAVS MAVS F CAGCCTCCACAACTGCTACAGA 4 22 59.68 54.55 1 -4.7 -1.8 -1.8 106 

  MAVS R CTGTGGGACTTTCTTTGAACTCTCT 4 (16%) / 5 (84%) 25 58.73 44 1 -4.7 -0.6 -0.6   

TLR3 TLR3 F AGAAATAGACAGACAGCCAGAG 5 22 54.72 45.45 1 -2.2 0.0 0.0 197 

  TLR3 R TGCTCCTTTTGATGCTATTAACGA 5 24 56.69 37.5 1 -2.2 -0.8 0.0   

TLR7 TLR7 F AGAGAGGAGTCACCAGCGTAT 3 21 57.23 52.38 2 -1.5 0.0 0.0 104 

  TLR7 R GACACAAATGCAAATGGAGAC 3 21 53.34 42.86 2 -1.5 -3.4 0.0   

NLRP3 NLRP3 F ATGGCCACATGGATTTTTGC 1 20 54.55 45 2 -3.9 -7.2 -0.5 91 

  NLRP3 R AAACATTGGCATTGTCCCATTC 1 (31.8%) / 2 (68.2%) 22 55.51 40.91 2 -3.9 -1.5 -1.5   

STAT1 STAT1 F TCTCTGTGTCTGAAGTTCACCCT 25 (65%)/26 (35%) 23 58.56 47.83 3 -4.3 -2.0 -1.3 191 

  STAT1 R GGGAATCACAGGTGGGAAGGA 27 21 58.59 57.14 3 -4.3 -1.3 0.0   

IRF3 IRF3 F TCACCACGCTACACCCTCTGGT 7 22 62.69 59.09 2 -2.9 -2.9 -2.9 102 

  IRF3 R GAGGCACATGGGCACAACCTTGA 7 (17.4%) / 8 (86.6%) 23 63.25 56.52 2 -2.9 -2.3 -1.3   

IRF5 IRF5 F TCAGAAGGGCCAGACCAACACC 7 22 61.84 59.09 2 -2.4 -4.4 0.0 121 
 

IRF5 R TGCTACGGGCACCACCTGTA 7(20%) / 8 (80%) 20 60.25 60 2 -2.4 -2.0 -2.0 
 

IRF7 IRF7 F CGTGATGTTGCAAGACAACTCA 3 22 57.22 45.45 1 -2.4 -5.7 -2.4 96 

  IRF7 R TGGTTAACGCCTGGGTCTCT 3 (25%) / 4 (75%) 20 57.72 55 1 -2.4 -4.3 0.0   

NFKB1 NFKB1 F GGGACAGTGTCTTACACTTAGCAATC 13 (26.9%) /14 

(73.1%) 

26 59.8 46.15 1 -1.3 -4.0 -4.0 90 

  NFKB1 R CATCAGAAATCAAGCCAGATGTG 14 23 55.79 43.48 1 -1.3 -2.1 -2.1   

RELA RELA F AGAGTCCTTTCAATGGCCCCACCG 7 (66.7%) / 8 (33.3%) 24 64.61 58.33 3 -2.4 -4.4 0.0 81 
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  RELA R GGATGGAAGTTGAGCTGCGGGA 8 22 62.27 59.09 3 -2.4 -3.0 0.0 
 

IKBKB IKBKB F TAATGAACGAAGACGAGAAGATGGT 18 25 58.16 40 2 -4.4 0.0 0.0 91 

  IKBKB R ACCTTGCTACACGCAATCTTCAG 18 (78.3%) /19 

(21.7%) 

23 59.11 47.83 2 -4.4 -3.1 -3.1   

CXCL10 CXCL10 F CGTGTTGAGATTATTGCCACAATG 2 (54%)/3 (46%) 24 57.13 41.67 1 -2.3 -1.7 -1.7 184 
 

CXCL10 R GAGGTAGCTTCTCTCTGGTCCT 4 22 57.76 54.55 1 -2.3 -3.0 -1.3 
 

MX1 MX1 F GAAGATGGTTTATTCTGACTCG 2 22 52.21 40.91 2 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 146 

  MX1 R TTCTCCTCGTACTGGCTGT 3 19 54.29 52.63 2 -0.7 -2.0 0.0   

OAS1 OAS1 F TGAAGAAGCAGCTCGGGAAAC 8 21 58.11 52.38 1 -1.8 -3.0 0.0 198 

  OAS1 R AGTAACTGTCTTTTCTGGGCAGC 9 (22%)/10 (78%) 23 58.72 47.83 1 -1.8 -1.1 -1.1   

ISG15 ISG15 F M CACAGCCATGGGTGGAATC 1 (47.4%) / 2 (52.6%) 19 55.19 57.89 1 -4.2 -6.1 -1.5 91 

  ISG15 R M CAGCTCCGATAACAGCATGGA 2 21 57.43 52.38 1 -4.2 -3 -1.8   

IL-10 IL-10 F CTGCTGGAGGACTTTAAGGGT 2 (85%) /3 (15%) 21 56.54 52.38 3 -3.5 -0.8 0.0 187 

  IL-10 R AGGGGAGAAATCGATGACAGC 3 (24%)/4 (76%) 21 57.06 52.38 3 -3.5 -5.0 0.0 
 

IL-1β IL1-β F AGGATATGAGCCGAGAAGTGGT 5 (82%)/6 (18%) 22 58.08 50.00 2 -1.8 -0.5 0.0 125 
 

IL1-β R CCCTTTCATCACACAAGACAGGT 6 23 58.39 47.83 2 -1.8 -1.3 -1.3 
 

IL-6 IL-6 F TCTGGGTTCAATCAGGAGACCT 3 (68%)/4 (32%) 22 57.86 50.00 2 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 192 
 

IL-6 R AGGGGTGCTTACTTCTTCTGGT 5 22 58.4 50.00 2 -1.5 0.0 0.0 
 

IL-8 IL-8 F TGTGTGAAGCTGCAGTTCTGT 1 (43%)/2 (57%) 21 57.62 47.62 1 -3.5 -6.5 -0.6 176 
 

IL-8 R GCAGACCTCTCTTCCATTGGC 3 21 58.24 57.14 1 -3.5 -1.5 -0.7 
 

IL-15 IL-15 F CAGCCTACAGAAGGTCATGAAGTAC

TC 

2 (66.7%) / 3 (33.3%) 27 61.09 48.15 1 -2.4 -4.9 -1.3 93 

  IL-15 R GGGTAACTCCTTAAGTATCGAAGAA

GAG 

3 28 59.22 42.82 1 -2.4 -3.9 -1.0   
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IL-2 IL-2 F* AAACTCTCCAGGATGCTCAC* 2 20 54.17 50 1 -2.3 -1.3 0.0 202 
 

IL-2 R TTTCAGATCCCTTCAGTTCC 3 (50%) /4 (50%) 20 51.6 45 1 -2.3 -2.0 0.0 
 

IL-4 IL-4 F CCCTGGTCTGCTTACTGGTTT 1 21 57.10 52.38 2 -2.5 0.0 0.0 168 

  IL-4 R TCTCAGTCGTGTTCTTTGGGG 2 (38%)/3 (62%) 21 57.14 52.38 2 -2.5 0.0 0.0   

IL-

12p35 

IL-12p35 F AATCACCTGGACCACCTCAGT 2 21 57.88 52.38 1 -1.5 -1.5 -1.1 140 

  IL-12p35 R TCTAGGGTTTGTCTGGCCTTC 2 (15%)/3 (85%) 21 56.55 52.38 1 -1.5 -4.4 -1.3   

TNF-α TNF-α F TGGCCCAGACCCTCAGATCA 2 (75%)/3 (25%) 20 59.30 60.00 1 -2.4 -4.4 0.0 143 

  TNF-α R TTCCAGCTTCACACCATTGGC 4 21 58.63 52.38 1 -2.4 -3.0 -1.5   

CCL2 CCL2 F CCAGTAAGAAGATCCCCATGCA 2 22 57.23 50 2 -2 -3.4 0.0 93 

  CCL2 R GTGTGGTCTTGAAGATCACAGCTT 2 (41.6%) / 3 (58.4%) 24 59.15 45.83 2 -2 -3.0 -2.7   

CCL3 CCL3 F GCTCAGCGTCATGCAGGTGCC 1 21 63.98 66.67 3 -2.4 -3.4 0.0 113 

  CCL3 R AGCAGGCGGTTGGGGTGTCAG 2 21 64.45 66.67 3 -2.4 0.0 0.0   

CXCL1 CXCL1 F CGTGCAGGGAATTCACTTCAA 3 21 56.37 47.62 1 -2.5 -4.3 -1.3 91 

  CXCL1 R GAGAGTGGCTACGACTTCCGTTT 3 (56.5%) / 4 (43.5%) 23 60.15 52.17 1 -2.5 -1.9 -1.9   

MIF MIF F GCGAGTTGGTCGGTTCCTGTGTT 1 23 63.19 56.52 1 -2.9 -1.8 -1.8 176 

  MIF R ACCACGTGCACTGCGATGTACT 1 (9%) / 2 (91%) 22 62.18 54.55 1 -2.9 -6.8 0.0   

CASP1 CASP1 F ACTCCACCAAGACCTCAACCAGT 2 23 60.97 52.17 1 -1.5 -0.8 -0.8 164 

  CASP1 R GGGTAAATCTCCGCTGACTTCTCG 3 (62.5%) / 4 (37.5%) 24 60.92 54.17 1 -1.5 0.0 0.0   

CASP10 CASP10 F CGGTAGCCACGGGAACTGAGTCAT 5 24 64.12 58.33 1 -2.4 -0.9 0 107 

  CASP10 R ATCTTGCCAGGACCCCTCCGAT 5 (18.2%) / 6 (82.8%) 22 62.6 59.09 1 -2.4 -1.3 -1.3   

CYLD CYLD F TCGGGATGGTGGTCAGAATGGC 17 (41%) / 18 (59%) 22 62.02 59.09 3 -2.4 0.0 0.0 135 

  CYLD R AGTCTTCGTGCACAGCCCTGGAT 18 23 63.83 56.52 3 -2.4 -6.8 0.0   
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AZI2 AZI2 F TGAGCGTCTCCAGCGCTAA 6 (68.4%) / 7 (31.6%) 19 58.03 57.89 2 -2.9 -7.7 -4.1 86 

  AZI2 R CTGCACTTGCGTCACCAGAT 6 20 57.95 55 2 -2.9 -3.4 -1.1   

PACT PACT F TGCAGTTCCTGACCCCTTAATG 3 22 57.71 50 1 -1.1 -3.4 -1.1 92 

  PACT R GATGAATAGCCAGTTCCTGTAGTGA

A 

3 (38.5%) / 4 (61.5%) 26 58.84 42.31 1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1   

TBK1 TBK1 F GTACAGAAAGCAGAAAATGGACCAA 7 25 58.05 40 2 -0.7 -2.0 0.0 81 

  TBK1 R AACTTGAAGGCCCCGAGAAA 7 (35%) / 8 (65%) 20 56.42 50 2 -0.7 -4.4 0.0   

TRIM25 TRIM25 F GCCCGAGCTCCTACAGTATGC 7 (81.0%) / 8 (19.0%) 21 59.86 61.9 2 -5.2 -6.2 0.0 93 

  TRIM25 R GAAGCGACGGTGTAGGTCTTG 8 21 58.29 57.14 2 -5.2 -1.1 -1.1   

NFKBIA NFKBIA F TCCCTCTTTTCCCCGCAGGTT 2 21 60.88 57.14 2 -3.5 -1.3 -1.3 138 

  NFKBIA R TGGAGTGGAGTCTGCTGCAGGT 2 (40.1%) / 3 (59.9%) 22 62.96 59.09 2 -3.5 -6.5 -1.1 
 

TRADD TRADD F CGGCCAGGAAGCAAGATG 1 (38.9%) / 2 (61.1%) 18 54.92 61.11 1 -2.0 -4.4 0.0 81 

  TRADD R TGAAGACTCCACAAACAGGTATGC 2 24 58.91 45.83 1 -2.0 0.0 0.0   

CARD9 CARD9 F GGCAGTGCAAGGTCCTGAAC 1 20 58.5 60 1 -4.3 -3.4 -1.1 92 

  CARD9 R CAGGAGCACACCCACTTTCC 1 (45%) / 2 (55%) 20 57.85 60 1 -4.3 -1.3 -1.3   

PYCAR

D 

PYCARD F CAAGCCAGCACCGCACTT 2 (44.4%) / 3 (65.6%) 18 57.69 61.11 1 -1.1 -0.5 -0.5 105 

  PYCARD 

R 

TCTGTCAGGACCTTCCCATACA 3 22 57.69 50 1 -1.1 -1.3 -1.3   

IFNLR1 IFNLR1 F CAGGGTGTGTGATCTGGAAGAG 6 22 57.81 54.55 1 -5.6 -2.0 -1.1 90 

  IFNLR1 R GTCTGTGTCCAGAGAAATCCAGG 6 (17.4%) / 7 (82.6%) 23 58.29 52.17 1 -5.6 -2.4 -2.4   

IFNAR1 IFNAR1 F TGCGAGGAAACCAAACCAGGAAAT 9 (84.3%) / 10 

(16.7%) 

23 61.12 45.83 1 -2.9 0.0 0.0 83 

  IFNAR1 R ACGACGACGATACAAAACACCGC 11 24 61.75 52.17 1 -2.9 0.0 0.0   
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The asterisk (*) indicates a primer described by Odbileg et al. (2008). Tm was calculated for each primer at 3 mM of free Mg2+ 

concentration. bp, base pairs; C, cytosine; G, guanine; GC clamp, presence of a guanine or cytosine base in the last 5 bases (3′ end) 

of a primer; Tm, melting temperature. 
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Appendix Table 5.3. Performance of the primer pairs designed for the 

quantification of mRNA expression of camelid immune and reference genes. 

Each primer pair was validated using PBMCs of alpaca, dromedary camel and 

llama stimulated with a mixture of PHA and PMA-ionomicyn or PolyI:C.  

 

Gene Species Stimulus N. of standard 

dilutions 

Slope R2 Efficacy Efficacy (%) 

GAPDH Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.84 84.38  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.78 1.00 1.84 83.96  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.85 84.52  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 0.99 1.85 85.49 

HPRT1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.32  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.24  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.85 1.00 1.82 81.92  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.90 1.00 1.81 80.60 

UbC Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.68 1.00 1.87 86.85  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.66 1.00 1.88 87.58  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.75 1.00 1.85 84.80  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.78 1.00 1.84 83.75 

IFN-α Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.69 1.00 1.87 86.63  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.66 1.00 1.88 87.52  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.91 0.98 1.80 80.26  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.45 0.98 1.95 94.91 

IFN-β Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.97 1.00 1.79 78.64  
Alpaca Poly I:C 

 
Poorly expressed in this tissue  

Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 
 

Poorly expressed in this tissue  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.66 0.95 1.88 87.64 

IFN-γ Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -4.27 0.99 1.72 71.53  
Alpaca Poly I:C 4 -4.19 0.99 1.73 73.20  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.96 1.00 1.79 78.86  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.43 

IFN-λ1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.44 0.97 1.95 95.31  
Alpaca Poly I:C 3 -3.45 0.99 1.95 95.01  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 

 
Poorly expressed in this tissue  

Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 
 

  

Poorly expressed in this tissue 

IFN-λ3 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 
 

Not expressed in this tissue  
Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 

 
Not expressed in this tissue  

Alpaca Poly I:C 
 

Not expressed in this tissue  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 

 
Not expressed in this tissue  

Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 
 

Not expressed in this tissue 

RIG-1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.85 84.52  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.22  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.95 1.00 1.79 79.18 
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Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.98 1.00 1.78 78.45 

MDA5 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 1.00 1.82 82.40  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.37  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.99 0.99 1.78 78.07  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 3 -3.90 0.89 1.80 80.37 

MAVS Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.72 1.00 1.86 85.67  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.72 1.00 1.86 85.82  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.75 0.99 1.85 84.85  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 0.99 1.82 82.21 

TLR3 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -4.05 0.99 1.77 76.62  
Alpaca Poly I:C 4 -4.13 0.99 1.75 74.70  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.79 0.99 1.84 83.67  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -4.15 0.98 1.74 74.19 

TLR7 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 1.00 1.81 81.08  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.94 1.00 1.79 79.43  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 0.99 1.85 85.38  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 0.99 1.84 84.32 

NLRP3 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.69  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.02  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 0.99 1.83 82.51  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.97 1.00 1.79 78.50 

STAT1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.94 1.00 1.79 79.34  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.99 1.00 1.78 77.99  
Alpaca Poly I:C 4 -3.93 1.00 1.80 79.70  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -4.04 1.00 1.77 76.91  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.89 1.00 1.81 80.72 

IRF3 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 1.00 1.83 82.54  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.30  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.34  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.86 0.99 1.82 81.61 

IRF5 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 1.00 1.82 82.40  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.85 1.00 1.82 81.88  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.02  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.82 1.00 1.83 82.67 

IRF7 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.11  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.78 1.00 1.84 83.94  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.24  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 3 -3.84 0.96 1.82 82.14 

NFKB1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.07  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.88  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.07  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.73 

RELA Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.15  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.24  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.96 1.00 1.79 78.74 
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Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.92 1.00 1.80 79.97 

IKBKB Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.78 1.00 1.84 83.88  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.29  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.23  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 83.12 

CXCL10 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.14  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -4.01 0.99 1.78 77.53  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 1.00 1.81 80.91  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.85 0.99 1.82 81.75 

MX1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.21  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.86 1.00 1.82 81.69  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.54  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.86 1.00 1.82 81.56 

OAS1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 1.00 1.85 85.35  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.88 0.99 1.81 81.02  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.67 0.99 1.87 87.27  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.19 

ISG15 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.84 84.39  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.86 0.99 1.82 81.52  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.88  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.92 

IL-10 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.85 0.99 1.82 81.86  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.96 1.00 1.79 78.83  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.75 0.99 1.85 84.66  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.74 0.99 1.85 85.17 

IL-1β Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.66  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.82 1.00 1.83 82.79  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 83.00  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 0.99 1.83 83.00 

IL-6 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.75 0.98 1.85 84.78  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.80 0.99 1.83 83.25  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.25  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 1.00 1.81 81.12 

IL-8 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.90  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.61 1.00 1.89 89.21  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.59 1.00 1.90 89.75  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.70 1.00 1.86 86.48 

IL-15 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.38  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.79 1.00 1.83 83.48  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -4.02 1.00 1.77 77.27  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 83.13 

IL-2 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.54 0.96 1.92 91.61  
Alpaca Poly I:C 4 -3.96 0.98 1.79 78.74  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -4.03 1.00 1.77 77.13  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.21 
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IL-4 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 3 -3.44 0.99 1.95 95.18  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.32 0.97 2.00 99.94  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.99 1.00 1.78 78.06  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -4.00 0.99 1.78 77.89 

IL-12p35 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.92 0.98 1.80 79.85  
Alpaca Poly I:C 3 -3.30 0.98 2.01 100.96  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.80 0.97 1.83 83.42  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.40 0.97 1.97 96.97 

TNF-α Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.67 0.99 1.87 87.35  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.87 0.99 1.81 81.35  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.04  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.95 0.99 1.79 79.07 

CCL2 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.72 1.00 1.86 85.78  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.63 1.00 1.89 88.58  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.31  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.27 

CCL3 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.16  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.83 1.00 1.82 82.46  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.20  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 83.01 

CXCL1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.83 83.46  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.73 1.00 1.85 85.37  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.84 84.39  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.57 

MIF Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.90 1.00 1.80 80.37  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.25  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.93 1.00 1.80 79.70  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 0.99 1.84 84.42 

CASP1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.82 0.99 1.83 82.74  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.79 1.00 1.83 83.49  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 0.99 1.81 80.97  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.72 1.00 1.86 85.64 

CASP10 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.62  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.27  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.21  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.22 

CYLD Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 1.00 1.82 82.50  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.85 1.00 1.82 81.82  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.85 1.00 1.82 81.74  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 0.99 1.83 82.91 

AZI2 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 1.00 1.85 85.31  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.66 0.99 1.87 87.44  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.78 0.99 1.84 83.92  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.86 0.99 1.82 81.69 

PACT Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.87 1.00 1.81 81.18 
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Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.74 0.99 1.85 85.22  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.82 1.00 1.83 82.78  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.95 0.99 1.79 79.22 

TBK1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.95  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.91 1.00 1.80 80.09  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.08  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 1.00 1.81 80.89 

TRIM25 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.76 1.00 1.85 84.53  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.79 1.00 1.84 83.72  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 1.00 1.85 85.42  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.88 1.00 1.81 80.96 

NFKBIA Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.86 1.00 1.82 81.56  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.83 1.00 1.82 82.45  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.77 1.00 1.84 84.09  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.83 0.99 1.82 82.34 

TRADD Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.80 1.00 1.83 83.34  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.89 1.00 1.81 80.80  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.90 0.99 1.81 80.50  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.84 1.00 1.82 82.02 

CARD9 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.65 1.00 1.88 87.82  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.69 0.99 1.87 86.56  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.86 0.98 1.82 81.55  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 4 -3.81 0.99 1.83 83.08 

PYCARD Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.71 1.00 1.86 86.13  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.81 1.00 1.83 82.99  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.71 0.97 1.86 86.09  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.93 1.00 1.80 79.63 

IFNLR1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.73 1.00 1.85 85.25  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -3.89 0.99 1.81 80.67  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -3.70 1.00 1.86 86.17  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 3 -3.92 0.93 1.80 79.97 

IFNAR1 Alpaca PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -4.25 1.00 1.72 72.02  
Alpaca Poly I:C 5 -4.38 1.00 1.69 69.08  
Llama PHA/PMA-ionomycin 5 -4.31 0.99 1.71 70.60  
Dromedary PHA/PMA-ionomycin 

 
Poorly expressed in these cells 

PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; PHA, phytohemagglutinin; PMA, 

phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate. 

 

Appendix Table 5.4 is available online at: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1az

wIC

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1azwIC
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1azwIC
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6.1 Introduction 

Severe MERS is microscopically characterized by diffuse alveolar 

damage, which mainly occurs due to massive infiltration of immune cells 

into the lungs. These cells produce an excessive and aberrant host-

cytokine storm that exacerbates disease during late MERS-CoV 

infection stages 189. High and prolonged secretion of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (such as IL-6, IL-8, IL-17 and IL-1β), as well as discrepancy 

in levels of antiviral cytokines (IFNs or TNF-α), have been observed in 

sera and bronchoalveolar fluid lavages (BAL) of acutely affected 

patients 190,238–240,244,411,412. Indeed, cytokine production positively 

correlated with the number of leukocytes in blood and disease severity 

190,239,240.  

Abortive infection and induction of apoptosis were described in T cells 

198, suggesting that these cells do not play a major role in 

proinflammatory cytokine storm production. Moreover, while inefficient 

replication was described in pDCs 199, productive MERS-CoV 

replication was only reported in MDMs 200–202 and MDDCs 200,202,245. 

Upon viral infection, pDCs could elicit higher levels of antiviral 

responses than MDDCs, such as type I and III IFNs, but none of these 

cells triggered the secretion of inflammatory cytokines 199,200,202,245. 

Instead, MERS-CoV replication in MDMs resulted in impaired antiviral 

responses (type I and III IFNs) but dysregulated and persistent 

production of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and TNF-α 199–202,413. 

Thus, macrophages are thought to be the main drivers of the 

inflammatory cytokine storm leading to exacerbated lung tissue damage 

in human MERS-CoV infections. 
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Dromedary camels are the natural reservoir of MERS-CoV and primary 

hosts involved in virus transmission to humans 16,141,352. Other camelid 

species are also susceptible to MERS-CoV under natural and 

experimental conditions (Adney et al., 2016; Crameri et al., 2016; David 

et al., 2018; Reusken et al., 2016; Vergara-Alert, van den Brand, et al., 

2017). Contrary to humans, camelids experience a subclinical infection 

characterized by abundant viral replication in the upper respiratory tract 

141,207,208. The action of robust and timely innate immune responses at the 

nasal mucosa of camelids is thought to play a key role in MERS-CoV 

infection clearance, preventing disease development (Te et al., 2021; Te, 

Rodon, et al., 2022). Furthermore, a transient MERS-CoV replication 

has been observed in the lower respiratory tract of experimentally -

infected camelids (Haagmans et al., 2016; Te et al., 2021; Te, Rodon, et 

al., 2022). Importantly, infiltration of mononuclear leukocytes at the 

lower respiratory tract was also observed in both naturally and 

experimentally infected camelids, although to a limited extent 8,32,204. 

Nonetheless, besides being the key determinants of cytokine storms in 

human infections, the role of macrophages during MERS-CoV infection 

in camelids remains unknown. 

The present work aimed to elucidate if llama alveolar macrophages 

(LAMs) are susceptible to MERS-CoV infection in vitro and could elicit 

a pro-inflammatory response potentially contributing to disease severity.  

6.2 Materials and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 

All animal and laboratory experimentation involving MERS-CoV were 

performed at the BSL-3 facilities of the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-
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CReSA. Animal experimentation procedures were evaluated and 

approved by the CEEA-IRTA and by the Ethical Commission of Animal 

Experimentation of the Autonomous Government of Catalonia (file No. 

CEA-OH/10942/1). 

Cell culture and MERS-CoV 

LAMs were cultured in RPMI (Lonza, Switzerland) supplemented with 

10% fetal calf serum (FCS; EuroClone, Italy), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 

µg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM glutamine (all ThermoFisher Scientific, 

USA). Vero E6 cells (CRL-1586, ATCC, USA) were cultured in DMEM 

(Lonza, Switzerland) supplemented with 5% FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 

100 µg/mL streptomycin, and 2 mM glutamine.  

A passage-3 MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain stock was propagated and 

titrated on Vero E6 cells as indicated in Chapter 3. 

Isolation of llama alveolar macrophages 

Two llamas were euthanized and BAL were performed to collect 

alveolar macrophages. One lung lobe was washed with sterile saline 

solution (1x PBS). Alveolar macrophages were concentrated by 

centrifugation and fluid was discarded. Red blood cells were removed 

using ACK lysing buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions, and alveolar macrophages were 

resuspended in culture media. These cells were initially tested to ensure 

negativity to MERS-CoV. 

MERS-CoV exposure assays 

LAMs were isolated and cultured in triplicates. One million cells/well 

were seeded onto 24-well plates in 1 mL RPMI medium containing 
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MERS-CoV (MOI of 0.1), or only cultured in media for 48 h at 37ºC 

and 5% CO2. Culture supernatants and cells were collected at 0, 24 and 

48 h post viral exposure (hpe), as schematically represented in Figure 

6.1a. Additional fresh control samples were also collected before 

seeding in culture plates. 

Virus titration in cell culture 

The presence of infectious MERS-CoV in culture supernatants was 

evaluated on Vero E6 cells, as previously described in Chapter 3. 

Cellular RNA extraction 

LAMs were detached from culture wells by mechanically pipetting and 

total RNA was extracted using the Direct-zol RNA Miniprep (Zymo 

research, USA), following the manufacturer’s protocol. After RNA 

extraction, an additional HL-dsDNase treatment using the Heat&Run 

gDNA removal kit (ArcticZymes Technologies, Norway) was 

performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Finally, 1 U/µL 

RNase inhibitors (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, Waltham, USA) were 

added to the RNA samples, which were stored at -75°C until subsequent 

analyses. The purity and quantity of RNA were assessed using a 

BioDrop µLITE Spectrophotometer (BioDrop Ltd, UK). A260:A280 

ratio ranged from 1.6 to 1.9, which are optimal values for RNA purity. 

cDNA synthesis 

cDNA was generated from as previously described in Chapter 5.  

Transcriptomic analyses by microfluidic RT-qPCR 

Expression of cytokines and immune-related genes, as well as 

normalizer genes, were quantified using a previously validated 
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technique to monitor camelid immune responses (see chapter 5). A 

Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic RT-qPCR assay was used to quantify 

gene expression of LAMs. Additionally, specific primers for the 

detection of subgenomic viral RNA were added to the assay 362. Each 

reaction was coupled with Tm analysis to ensure that specific 

amplifications occurred. Non-template controls with nuclease-free 

water were also included in the assays. 

Relative immune response gene quantification and data analysis 

Gene expression analyses were calculated as previously described in 

chapter 5, with minor modifications. Briefly, data were collected with 

the Fluidigm Real-Time PCR Analysis 4.1.3 (Fluidigm Corporation, 

USA) and analyzed with the DAG expression software 1.0.5.6 381. The 

relative standard curve method (see Applied Biosystems user bulletin 

#2) was applied to compare gene expression levels of alveolar 

macrophages cultured in different conditions against those of freshly 

collected LAMs (prior culture), using multiple reference gene 

normalization (GAPDH, HPRT1 and UbC). Relative expression of IFN-

λ1 and IFN-λ3 was calculated according to the 2-ΔΔCT method 415 using 

the same normalizer genes, since expression levels of these genes in 

control samples were too low to generate standard curves. The relative 

expression of each studied gene was expressed in mean Fc values and is 

shown in Appendix Table 6.1.  

Unpaired t-test analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 9.3.1 

(GraphPad Software, USA) to compare gene expression levels of 

alveolar macrophages exposed to MERS-CoV against those of cells 

cultured in media only. Differences were considered significant at p-

values < 0.05. 
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Transmission electron microscopy 

LAMs were chemically fixed at 24 h or 48 h post infection. Cells were 

mechanically detached from plates and transferred into 1.5 mL 

Eppendorf tubes. After centrifugation at 500g for 10 min, supernatants 

were discarded, and pellets were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 

hours at 4°C. In a second step, cells were fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde 

in PBS for 1 hour at 4°C. Post-fixation of cell pellets was done on ice 

with 1% osmium tetroxide + 0.8% potassium ferrocyanide in water. 

Afterwards the pellets were dehydrated on ice with increasing 

concentrations of acetone and processed for embedding in the epoxy 

resin EML-812 (TAAB Laboratories, UK), as previously described 

416,417. After infiltration with epoxy resin at RT, samples were 

polymerized at 60°C for 48h. Ultrathin sections (50-70 nm) were 

obtained with a Leica UC6 microtome and collected on uncoated 300 

mesh copper grids. Sections were contrasted with 4% uranyl acetate and 

Reynold's lead citrate. Images were taken with a Tecnai G2 TEM 

operated at 120kV with a Ceta camera. At least 50 cells per condition 

were studied by TEM. 

6.3 Results 

LAMs were isolated and cultured in the presence of MERS-CoV for 0, 

24 and 48 h, as summarized in Figure 6.1a. The amount of infectious 

virus in supernatants assessed on Vero E6 cells constantly decreased 

throughout the study (Figure 6.1b), evidencing that progeny viruses 

were not generated and released to the media. Consistently, cell-

associated MERS-CoV RNA waned over time as determined by 

microfluidic RT-qPCR (Figure 6.1c). Therefore, MERS-CoV was 
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unable to productively replicate in vitro in LAMs. Furthermore, we 

performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses to confirm 

if MERS-CoV was able to interact with LAMs. As shown in Figure 

6.1d, e and f, non-exposed llama cells exhibited a size and round 

morphology with pseudopodia characteristic of macrophages, with good 

preservation of organelles, cytosol and nuclei. Large vacuoles that 

contained electron-dense material and membranes were also observed in 

these cells. At 24 h post-MERS-CoV exposure hpe, LAMs looked 

similar to non-exposed cell controls and no viral structures were seen 

(Figure 6.1g, h and i). However, at 48 hpe (Figure 6.1j, k and l), virus-

like particles were detected inside vesicles, vacuoles, and dense globular 

compartments of LAMs (Figure 6.1k and l). We found MERS-CoV 

virions attached to the plasma membrane or invaginations of it (Figure 

6.1k), as well as in larger membranous compartments eventually leading 

to viral degradation (Figure 6.1l), as already described for other 

coronaviruses 417. In addition, clusters of DMVs, which are virus-

induced replication organelles of coronaviruses 78,79, were not formed in 

cells internalizing MERS-CoV throughout the study. Around 10% of the 

cells contained viral structures in cellular compartments in the plane of 

the section. Hence, MERS-CoV was successfully captured and 

internalized by camelid alveolar macrophages, being subsequently 

processed and degraded. 
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 Figure 6.1. Susceptibility of llama alveolar macrophages (LAMs) to MERS-

CoV. LAMs were isolated and exposed to MERS-CoV as represented in panel 

(a). Mean values (± SEM) of infectious virus in culture supernatants (b) and 
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cell-associated viral RNA (c) were monitored throughout the study. 

Transmission electron microscopy analyses of mock- and MERS-CoV-exposed 

macrophages were performed over time. Panels (d) to (f) show ultrathin 

sections of non-exposed (NE) cells. Low (d) and high (e, f) magnification 

images of NE macrophages with characteristic nucleus (N) and vacuoles with 

dense material and membranes (asterisks) are shown. Panels (g) to (i) display 

cells exposed for 24 h to MERS-CoV. Low (g) and high (h, i) magnification 

images of normal nucleus (N), mitochondria (m), Golgi complex (G), a 

centrosome (c) and vacuoles with dense material (asterisk) are shown. Panels 

(j) to (l) show cells exposed for 48 h to MERS-CoV. Low (j) and high (k, l) 

magnification images of cells with normal nuclei are displayed. Arrow in (k) 

points to a viral particle attached to an invagination of the plasma membrane. 

Arrows in (l) point to virus-like particles inside a dense vacuole (asterisk). Scale 

bars, 2 µm in D, G and J; 500 nm in E and H; 200 nm in f, i, k and l. 

We also studied whether LAMs could induce cytokine mRNA 

expression upon MERS-CoV sensing, using a previously described 

microfluidic RT-qPCR array in Chapter 5. Expression levels of 43 

immune-related genes from LAMs exposed to MERS-CoV and non-

exposed controls were compared to those of freshly collected cells prior 

culture. The transcriptomic profiles included the analyses of type I, II 

and III IFNs, PRRs, TFs, ISGs, and cytokines involved in inflammatory 

responses, among other immune-related genes (Figure 6.2a). 

Remarkably, most of the cytokines studied in LAMs inoculated with 

MERS-CoV were expressed at similar levels than in mock-treated cells. 

Moreover, when compared to freshly collected LAMs, expression of pro-

inflammatory cytokines and chemokines associated with the cytokine 

storm occurring in humans, such as IL-6, IL-1β or TNF-α, decreased in 

MERS-CoV and mock-treated cells. Only the chemokine IL-8 was 

upregulated similarly in MERS-CoV and mock-treated cells upon 

culture (Figure 6.2a). In agreement, transcription of genes involved in 

inflammasome complex formation (NLRP3, CASP1 and PYCARD) was 

not induced upon viral sensing (Figure 6.2a). Moreover, the expression 
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of anti-inflammatory IL-10 slightly increased over time compared to 

mock-treated cells (Figure 6.2b). Thus, these data evidenced that LAMs 

internalizing MERS-CoV did not elicit antiviral nor pro-inflammatory 

responses. 

 Figure 6.2. Kinetics of immune response genes expressed by llama alveolar 

macrophages (LAMs) sensing MERS-CoV. The Fluidigm Biomark 
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microfluidic RT-qPCR assay was used to quantify transcripts of immune-

related genes at different h post-MERS-CoV exposure (hpe). After relative 

normalization, fold-change values of LAMs exposed for 24 and 48 h to MERS-

CoV (Qatar15/2015, pink rectangles), or cultured in media only (NE, green 

rectangles) were calculated respective to freshly collected control LAMs. Panel 

(a) shows a heat-map plot with color variations corresponding to log2 fold-

change values of expression for each studied gene; orange for upregulated and 

black for downregulated gene expression, respectively. Dark blue rectangles 

indicate absence of expression of the corresponding gene. IFNs, interferons; 

PRRs, pattern-recognition receptors; TFs, transcription factors; ISGs, IFN 

stimulated genes; ADs, adaptors; LL, llama. Panel (b) display the anti-

inflammatory IL-10 expression over time in LAMs exposed to MERS-CoV 

(pink line) or cultured in media only (green line). 

6.4 Discussion 

Here we identified the ultrastructural and transcriptomic features of 

LAMs exposed to MERS-CoV in vitro. This virus causes a subclinical 

infection in camelid reservoirs that is rapidly cleared, especially in the 

lower respiratory tract 141. We confirmed that LAMs do not support 

MERS-CoV infection but can capture MERS-CoV particles, which are 

eventually degraded. Our findings support that mild infiltration of 

macrophages into the lungs of infected camelids (Alnaeem et al., 2020; 

Te et al., 2021; Te, Rodon, et al., 2022) contributes to the efficient viral 

clearance observed in reservoir hosts. Indeed, depletion of alveolar 

macrophages in a human dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 knock-in mouse model 

resulted in increased morbidity and mortality to a mouse-adapted MERS-

CoV 250. 

We previously described that the mild infiltration of mononuclear cells 

in lungs of infected alpacas was concomitant to a moderate up-regulation 

of TNF-α¸ IL-1β and NLPR3. Moreover, chemotactic cytokines (CCL2, 

CCL3) were strongly correlated with the abundance of mononuclear 
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cells in lungs 8,32.  Here, we determined that LAMs internalizing MERS-

CoV did not induce effective antiviral or pro-inflammatory immune 

responses throughout the experiment, but slightly increased anti-

inflammatory IL-10 transcription levels. These results suggest a minor 

contribution of macrophages in the transcriptional induction of pro-

inflammatory cytokines in lungs of infected camelids. Indeed, contrary 

to human macrophages contributing to acute lung inflammation and 

cytokine storm 189,201,202,413, our findings support that camelid 

macrophages degrade MERS-CoV without activating a disproportionate 

pro-inflammatory response. Accordingly, IRF5, an important TF 

involved in M1 macrophage polarization 274,275, was downregulated in 

cultured LAMs. Consequently, together with robust antiviral innate 

immune responses occurring at the mucosal level 8,32, camelid reservoir 

species own unique effective mechanisms to impede disease 

development and experience asymptomatic MERS-CoV infection. 

Overall, we show that LAMs are resistant to MERS-CoV infection, 

although these cells effectively capture, internalize, and degrade viral 

particles. Also, contrary to human MDMs, these cells do not induce pro-

inflammatory cytokine responses upon viral sensing. 

Appendix 6 

Appendix Table 6.1 is available online at: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1

azwIC 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1azwIC
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1azwIC
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7.1 Introduction 

Currently, MERS-CoV clade B strains have a high incidence in the 

Arabian Peninsula, while clade C strains, restricted to Africa, are not 

causing outbreaks despite that reactive virus-specific T-cells were found 

African camel handlers 361. MERS-CoV was reported to abortively infect 

human T cells in vitro and concomitantly induce apoptosis pathways 198, 

which might explain the severe lymphopenia commonly reported in 

MERS patients 147,173. Altogether, these findings could lead to aberrant 

or delayed induction of antiviral T cell responses, as observed in acute 

phase patients 189,238,247,412, and contribute to the high pathogenicity of 

MERS-CoV. Regarding to the relevance of T-cell responses in 

protection, recovered patients mount effective T cell responses that play 

a major role in the outcome of MERS. Remarkably, virus-specific CD8+ 

T cell responses were also developed by all survivors studied, including 

those with undetectable antibody responses 246, suggesting that 

convalescent patients would trigger early cellular protective immune 

responses upon a subsequent MERS-CoV infection. Moreover, the 

crucial role of T cell responses to counteract MERS-CoV infection was 

quickly unravelled in animal model studies. Contrary to B-cell deficient 

and control animals, viral persistence was reported in the lungs of T-cell 

deficient mice 227. Thus, development of robust and functional T cell 

responses is required to fully achieve MERS-CoV clearance. 

MERS-CoV is transmitted to humans by dromedary camels, the main 

reservoir host 16,141,352, although other camelid species are also 

susceptible to viral infection 65,115,116,234,235. These species only develop 

a subclinical infection, which typically show upper respiratory tract 

replication and abundant MERS-CoV shedding before eventual infection 
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clearance 141,207,208. Camelids elicit strong innate immune responses with 

dampened inflammation at the mucosal level 8,32, which is similar to 

those described in bat cells 246,279,280. Indeed, bats are tolerant to many 

viruses including MERS-CoV-like viruses 7 and can be experimentally 

infected with MERS-CoV without suffering from disease 211. These two 

reservoir species can be reinfected 7,203, allowing viral maintenance and 

eventual spread. Therefore, innate and adaptive immune responses 

elicited by camelids must be important determinants of infection 

clearance and host disease resistance, but do not interrupt viral 

circulation and maintenance within these animal populations.  

Protective humoral immune responses against MERS-CoV are known to 

occur in camelids after natural and experimental infection 

65,115,116,208,234,235. Efficient antigen presentation in draining LNs is 

essential to ensure successful induction of specific T and B cell adaptive 

immune responses. Previous experimental studies have shown the 

presence of infectious MERS-CoV in LN of dromedary camels 207,208. 

Moreover, in llamas, abundant nucleoprotein antigen was observed 

within dendritic-like cells in cervical LNs at 4 dpi and MERS-CoV RNA 

persisted until 24 dpi 236. Although no tissue damage was observed, it is 

unclear whether the virus could replicate in these lymphoid organs. In 

this study, we mimicked a secondary exposure to MERS-CoV clade B 

and C strains in vitro cervical LN cells from previously inoculated llamas 

to investigate viral replication and cellular immune responses at the 

transcriptional level. 

7.2 Materials and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 
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Animal samples used in this work were obtained during necropsy 

procedures of previous studies (Chapter 3 and 4), approved by the 

CEEA-IRTA and the Ethical Commission of Animal Experimentation 

of the Autonomous Government of Catalonia, as detailed in Chapters 3 

and 4. 

Cell culture and MERS-CoV 

Vero E6 cells were cultured as described in Chapter 3. MERS-CoV 

Qatar15/2015 and Egypt/2013 stocks were prepared as indicated in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 

Animal infection and sampling 

Two llamas were experimentally infected with the Qatar15/2015 strain 

(Chapter 3) and two other llamas with the Egypt/2013 strain (Chapter 

4). Infection was monitored for 3 weeks. Nasal swabs samples were 

obtained daily until 15 dpi, plus at 17 and 22 dpi. Sera samples were 

obtained before MERS-CoV challenge and at 7, 14 and 22 dpi, when 

animals were euthanized and necropsied. 

Cervical lymph node cell isolation 

Cervical LNs were collected in RPMI supplemented with 100 U/mL 

penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 2 mM glutamine and 10% FCS and 

kept at 4°C until transferred to the lab. LNs were mechanically 

disaggregated. Cells were filtered through 70 µm strainers (Corning, 

USA) and concentrated by centrifugation. Red blood cells were removed 

using ACK lysing buffer (ThermoFisher Scientific, USA), according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. LN cells were resuspended and cultured 

in RPMI (Lonza, Switzerland) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum 

(FCS; EuroClone, Italy), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin, 
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2 mM glutamine (all ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) and 5×10-5 M β-

mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, USA).  

MERS-CoV exposure to lymph node cells 

After isolation, LN cells were cultured in triplicates. One million cells 

were seeded onto 24-well plates in 1 mL final volume of cell culture 

medium alone (mock) or containing MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 or 

Egypt/2013 strain (MOI of 0.1) and cultured for 48 h at 37ºC and 5% 

CO2. Culture supernatants and cells were collected at 0, 24 and 48 hpe. 

Additional fresh control LN cells were also collected prior culture. 

Viral and cellular RNA extraction 

Viral RNA was extracted from supernatant samples using the IndiMag 

pathogen kit (Indical Biosciences, Germany) and a Biosprint 96 

workstation (Qiagen, Germany), according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Total RNA was extracted from llama LN cells using the 

Direct-zol RNA Miniprep (Zymo research, USA), following the 

manufacturer’s protocol. After RNA extraction, an additional HL-

dsDNase treatment using the Heat&Run gDNA removal kit 

(ArcticZymes Technologies, Norway) was performed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol to completely remove the reminiscent genomic 

DNA. Finally, 1 U/µL RNase inhibitors (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, 

Waltham, USA) were added. Samples were stored at -75°C until further 

analyses. The purity and quantity of the extracted RNA were assessed 

using a BioDrop µLITE Spectrophotometer (BioDrop Ltd, UK). 

A260:A280 ratio ranged from 1.6 to 1.8. 

MERS-CoV RNA detection by RT-qPCR 

Viral genomic RNA was detected in culture supernatant by performing 
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the UpE RT-qPCR assay 354, with minor modifications as previously 

described in Chapter 3. Samples with a Cq value ≤40 were considered 

positive. 

cDNA synthesis 

cDNA was generated from as previously described in Chapter 5.  

Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic RT-qPCR 

Transcription of cytokines and immune-related genes were quantified 

using a previously validated protocol to study camelid immune 

responses (chapter 5). A Fluidigm Biomark microfluidic RT-qPCR 

assay was used to quantify immune-gene expression of LN cell samples. 

As described in Chapter 6, specific primers for the quantification of 

MERS-CoV subgenomic RNA were added to the assay 362. 

Amplification reactions were coupled with Tm analyses to ensure that 

specific amplifications occurred. Non-template controls were also 

included in the assays. 

Relative quantification and data analysis 

Gene expression analyses and data analyses were performed as 

previously described in Chapter 6. The relative expression of each gene 

in a particular sample was expressed in mean Fc values and are shown 

in Appendix Table 7.1.  

7.3 Results 

Four llamas were primed by experimental inoculation with MERS-CoV 

Qatar15/2015 (n = 2) or Egypt/2013 (n = 2) strains, causing productive 

infection resolved at 8 to 9 dpi. None of the inoculated llamas displayed 
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clinical signs throughout the study. Genomic and subgenomic viral RNA 

were detected for both strains at similar levels in nasal swabs (Fig. 7.1a 

and b). Thus, llamas shed high titers of infectious virus independently of 

the strain causing infection (Fig. 7.1c). Animals from both groups 

seroconverted to MERS-CoV with similar levels of nAbs that were 

detected from 2 weeks after infection onwards (Fig. 7.1d). Overall, 

llamas followed similar trends in viral shedding and development of 

humoral responses regardless of the MERS-CoV strain inoculated. 

Three weeks after infection, llama cervical LN were collected and their 

cells were cultured in the presence of MERS-CoV for 0, 24 and 48 h, as 

schematically represented in Figure 7.1e. Cells were exposed to the 

same MERS-CoV strain used for priming. We monitored viral titres in 

culture supernatants and seeded cells. Importantly, MERS-CoV was not 

found in cervical LN cells at 22 dpi, as evidenced by the absence of viral 

RNA in mock-treated cells (Figure 7.1f and g). Independently of the 

strain used to pulse cells, viral loads in supernatant samples decreased 

over time, as determined by RT-qPCR for genomic RNA detection 

(Figure 7.1f). Also, microfluidic RT-qPCR results indicated that cell-

associated MERS-CoV RNA declined (Figure 7.1g). Therefore, cervical 

LN cells of llama did not support MERS-CoV replication upon in vitro 

exposure. 
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Figure 7.1. Experimental inoculation of llamas with MERS-CoV and 

susceptibility of llama lymph node (LN) cells to infection. Llamas were 

intranasally inoculated (primed) with MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 (orange) or 

Qatar15/2015 (purple). Genomic (a) and subgenomic (b) viral RNA, and (c) 

infectious MERS-CoV titres were quantified in nasal swab samples collected 

at different days post-MERS-CoV inoculation (dpi). Plot (d) shows serum-

neutralizing antibodies elicited against MERS-CoV in experimentally 

inoculated llamas. Solid lines indicate mean values and light represent standard 

deviation intervals. At 22 dpi, llama LN cells were isolated and pulsed with the 

same MERS-CoV strain used for inoculation, as represented in panel (e). Panels 

(f) and (g) display data from llama LN cells seeded in triplicates and exposed 

for 24 and 48 h to MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 (purple rectangles), Egypt/2013 

(orange circles) or cultured in media only (green triangles). Mean values (± SD) 

of genomic viral RNA detection in culture supernatants (f) and cell-associated 

viral RNA (g) were monitored throughout the study. Grey dashed lines depict 

the detection limits of the assays. Cq, quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, Middle 

East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; PRNT50, 50% plaque reduction 

neutralization titre; TCID50, 50% tissue culture infective dose. 

We also studied whether LN cells could mount immune responses to a 

secondary viral exposure in vitro. Transcriptomic profiles from 43 

immune response genes were obtained using a previously described 

microfluidic RT-qPCR assay (Chapter 5), which included the 

quantification of type I, II and III IFNs, PRRs, TFs, ISGs, cytokines and 

chemokines involved in inflammatory responses, among other immune-

related genes (Figure 7.2a). Afterwards, gene expression levels of LN 

cells exposed to MERS-CoV and mock-treated samples were compared 

to those from freshly isolated cells. Mock-exposed cells experimented a 

mild increase of immune response genes transcription and this was more 

evident at 48 h post in vitro culture (Figure 7.2a and b). IFN-γ 

expression was significantly up-regulated in MERS-CoV-treated cells 

and progressively increased over time (Figure 7.2a and b). Although not 

statistically significant, a stronger induction of IFN-γ occurred in cells 
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exposed to the Qatar15/2015 strain than the ones exposed to the 

Egypt/2013 (Figure 7.2b). Expression levels of IL-2 and IL-12 similarly 

increased at 24 hpe and subsequently returned to basal levels (Figure 

7.2b). On the other hand, contrary to cells exposed to the MERS-CoV 

Egypt/2013 strain, an increase of IL-4 expression was only reported in 

cells treated with the Qatar15/2015 strain (Figure 7.2a and b). 

Remarkably, the induction of IL-10 mRNA was not detected in any llama 

cells. Overall, results are reminiscent of a Th1 response elicited in LN 

cells after re-exposure to MERS-CoV, regardless of the strain used for 

stimulation. 

Innate immune gene responses were also monitored. Transcription of 

IFN-λ3 mRNA was markedly upregulated in cells treated with both 

MERS-CoV strains, being significantly higher in those stimulated with 

the Qatar15/2015 strain (Figure 7.2b). However, type I IFNs (IFN-α and 

IFN-β) were only upregulated in LN cells exposed to the Qatar15/2015 

strain at 24 hpe (Figure 7.2b). Expression of TFs (STAT1 and IRF7), 

ISGs (CXCL10, MX1, OAS1 and ISG15), and PRRs (RIG-1, MDA-5 and 

TLR-7) was enhanced in cells according to levels of IFNs (Figure 7.2a 

and b). Thus, the Egypt/2013 strain moderately induced the above-

mentioned genes at 24 hpe, while higher upregulations occurred in cells 

exposed to the Qatar15/2015 strain that waned over time for both strains 

(Figure 7.2b). In addition, a mild but significant upregulation of 

TRIM25, CCL3, and IL-15 was mostly observed at 24 hpe by cells 

exposed to the Qatar15/2015 strain (Figure 7.2a). Importantly, pro-

inflammatory responses were not induced throughout the study. These 

results evidenced that early and transient antiviral cellular immune 

responses were effectively triggered in LNs of llamas re-exposed to 

MERS-CoV. Responses induced by the MERS-CoV Qatar/2015 strain 
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were significantly more pronounced than those provoked by the 

Egypt/2013 strain. 
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Figure 7.2. Expression of immune response genes by llama lymph node (LN) 

cells pulsed with MERS-CoV. A microfluidic RT-qPCR assay was used to 

quantify transcripts of immune-related genes at different h post MERS-CoV 

exposure (hpe). (a) After relative normalization, mean expression values 

(triplicates) of llama LN cells exposed for 24 and 48 h to MERS-CoV 

Qatar15/2015 (purple rectangles), Egypt/2013 (orange rectangles), or cultured 

in media only (NS, green rectangles) were calculated respective to non-cultured 

control cells. Mean log2 fold-change expression values of each studied gene 

are represented in a heat-map plot with colour variations; blue for up-regulated 

and black for down-regulated gene expression, respectively. Panel (b) display 

the relative expression values of some differentially regulated genes at 24 and 

48 h after exposure to MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 (purple), Egypt/2013 (orange) 

or cultured in media only (green). Boxes indicate mean expression values and 

error bars represent SD intervals. Individual relative expression measurements 

are shown as empty circles. Grey dashed lines display basal expression levels 

from freshly isolated control cells. *, p-value < 0.05; **, p-value < 0.001; ***, 

p-value < 0.0001; ****, p-value < 0.00001; ADs, adaptors; IFNs, interferons; 

ISGs, IFN stimulated genes; LL, llama; NK, natural killer T cells, PRRs, 

pattern-recognition receptors; TFs, transcription factors; Th1, T-helper 1; Th2, 

T-helper 2. 

7.4 Discussion 

In this study, we demonstrated that cervical LN cells from llamas do not 

support MERS-CoV replication in vitro. There is no data on the 

replication of MERS-CoV in LNs of other susceptible species. 

Nonetheless, our findings support the concept that camelid dendritic-like 

cells carry MERS-CoV to LNs 207,208,236 without active viral replication, 

and they might be the drivers of potent immune responses that prevent 

virus spread. 

We investigated if llamas could mount cellular adaptive immune 

responses to counteract MERS-CoV infection. Indeed, llama LN cells re-

exposed to the virus developed an early induction of IL-12 in all MERS-

CoV pulsed cells, suggesting that both Qatar15/2015 and Egypt/2013 
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strains were effectively mounting an immune response accompanied by 

an increase of IFN-γ over time. The concomitant induction of IL-2 

suggested activation of Th1 lymphocytes, similar to previous findings in 

PBMCs from convalescent human patients pulsed with MERS-CoV 

peptide pools 246,247. Alternatively, or in addition, NK cells residing in 

camelid LN could be responsible for the up-regulation of IFN-γ, as 

previously described in cattle and human 418,419. On the other hand, the 

absence of IL-10 up-regulation would indicate that Th2 cells were not 

induced or recalled. Further detailed studies are needed to deeply 

characterize T- and B- cell responses in LNs. 

Importantly, significant induction of type I, II and III IFNs was noticed 

in LN cells of animals primed and re-stimulated with at least the 

Qatar15/2015 isolate, with a consequent up-regulation of ISGs, PRRs 

and TFs involved in antiviral responses. Strikingly, pro-inflammatory 

cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8), CARD9 (an activator of NF-

κB) and components of the inflammasome (NLRP3, CASP1, PYCARD) 

remained at basal transcription levels or were slightly up- or down-

regulated. This would imply specific mechanisms of camelids for 

dampening inflammation as observed in bats 279,280. In these virus-

tolerant animals, NF-κB-dependent inflammatory genes are inhibited 

under the action of C-Rel 279. Similar studies should be performed in 

camelid species to precisely determine mechanisms controlling 

inflammation and their similarity to those engaged in bats. Nonetheless, 

like bats, camelids can control inflammation mediating an impaired  

NLRP3 inflammasome. In the present study, IFN-λ3 but not IFN-λ1 was 

highly up-regulated and might contribute to counterbalancing the 

inflammatory effects of type I IFNs 420. Moreover, control of 

inflammation is not specific to LN cells, since we previously described 
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dampened inflammatory responses in the nose, trachea, and lungs of 

MERS-CoV-challenged alpacas. Early and transient type I and III IFNs 

were also produced by the nasal epithelium of these animals 8,32. A 

previous study unravelled the high production of type I and III IFNs by 

human pDCs in the absence of productive MERS-CoV replication 199. 

Camelid pDCs sensing MERS-CoV might also contribute to the 

pronounced IFN-λ3 response in LNs. Altogether, our results highlight  

that IFN-λ3 might have a key role in bridging innate and adaptive 

immunity from the infected respiratory mucosa to secondary lymphoid 

organs, as previously described for other viral infection 421,422. Thus, 

camelid species own key mechanisms to host MERS-CoV in the absence 

of clinical disease. 

At 24 hpe, the Qatar15/2015 strain induced higher antiviral transcripts 

than the Egypt/2013 strain, while levels of cytokine mRNAs decayed 

thereafter except for IFN-γ. Possibly, pathogen-associated molecular 

patterns (PAMPs) of the Qatar15/2015 strain better activated type I and 

III IFN pathways. Alternatively, the peak of antiviral responses could be 

elicited earlier with the Egypt/2013 strain. However, our observations 

should be confirmed with samples from a larger number of animals, 

being also collected at early time points after viral exposure. Overall, 

llama cervical LN cells elicited early antiviral responses in the absence 

of inflammation to MERS-CoV re-exposure, which were higher for the 

clade B strain compared to its clade C counterpart. Although animals 

inoculated with a high dose of either MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 or 

Qatar15/2015 had similar levels of viral shedding, Chapters 3 and 4 

provide experimental data supporting an increased replication, shedding 

and transmission potential of MERS-CoV clade B viruses compared to 

clade C strains in llamas. Further studies are needed to understand if a 
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differential viral replication and tropism in respiratory tissues could 

explain the differential immune response intensities observed between 

MERS-CoV strains. 

A potential limitation of our study is the lack of comparison with LN 

cells from healthy, non-convalescent animals, which may help to discern 

unique features of camelid memory T-cell responses versus those 

occurring in a primary infection. Further studies using this experimental 

control would complement our work. Finally, the use of peptide pools to 

stimulate camelid LN lymphocytes would reveal the most immunogenic 

MERS-CoV-specific T cell epitopes, and thus, improve animal vaccine 

design. 

In conclusion, we found that MERS-CoV does not replicate in camelid 

LN cells. Also, convalescent llamas develop strong cellular antiviral 

responses that are rapidly activated in vitro following a secondary viral 

exposure, in the absence of inflammation. 

Appendix 7 

Appendix Table 7.1 is available online at: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Ltz1bGtYWrmTBvfYz2YBalGhXT1

azwIC 
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8.1 Introduction 

MERS-CoV is associated with severe pneumonia and lethal disease in 

humans with high case-fatality rates in the Middle East 423. The virus still 

poses a public health concern since ongoing zoonotic transmission 

events from dromedary camels, the main source of infection, and several 

major travel-associated outbreaks have been documented 26. 

Dromedaries are the main reservoir, although other camelid species such 

as llamas and alpacas are also susceptible to MERS-CoV 

8,16,65,115,116,234,235. Camelids, as opposed to humans, undergo a mild to 

subclinical infection upon MERS-CoV infection, characterized by upper 

respiratory tract replication and rapid clearance of the virus within 1-2 

weeks after infection 207,208. Robust and timely innate immune responses 

occurring in camelids might play a crucial role in controlling MERS-

CoV infection and disease development 8. Importantly, animals showing 

nasal discharges and asymptomatic carriers shed abundant quantities of 

MERS-CoV 65,207,208, which may result in a potential spillover to humans.  

To date, commercial vaccines and therapeutics against MERS-CoV are 

lacking, and the World Health Organization has advised animal 

vaccination as a strategy to control the spread of MERS-CoV to animals 

and humans 237. Different vaccine prototypes have been tested in 

camelids to counteract MERS-CoV, all of them focusing on the full-

length or specific regions of the S protein 203,207,209. This protein mediates 

viral entry by binding to the host cell receptor dipeptidyl peptidase-4 47 

and subsequent fusion of the viral and cellular membrane. The spike 

protein is highly immunogenic and the main target of neutralizing 

antibodies and, therefore, the antigen of choice for vaccine development 
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against MERS-CoV and other betacoronaviruses 285. Viral-vector 

vaccines expressing the full-length S protein induced partial immunity 

and, in some instances, when exposed to MERS-CoV, reduced 

rhinorrhea and viral shedding in dromedaries 203,207. Importantly, an 

increase in nAb titers was observed after one vaccination of seropositive 

animals, resulting in minimum excretion of viral RNA after exposure to 

naturally infected camels 203. This fact is of special relevance due to the 

high prevalence of seropositive camels found in the Middle East.  

Further, to mimic the natural transmission occurring in the field, we 

previously developed a direct-contact llama transmission challenge 

model to demonstrate that can be a useful setting for vaccine efficacy 

studies. Here, we used the same direct-contact model to assess the 

efficacy of a virus-like particle vaccine to block MERS-CoV 

transmission in llamas. The vaccine was composed of self-assembling 

multimeric protein scaffold particles (MPSP) expressing the RBD of the 

MERS-CoV S protein 226. The MPSP vaccine prototype allows the self-

assembly of antigens into 60-mer particles and offers enhanced immune 

responses in comparison to other multivalent and monomeric 

recombinant vaccines 226,424,425. Indeed, the proposed vaccine prototype 

induced strong protective immune responses that reduced MERS-CoV 

replication in the upper and lower respiratory tract of experimentally 

infected rabbits 226. Since rabbits do not develop severe disease upon 

MERS-CoV inoculation as occurs in humans, nor a subclinical infection 

with high viral secretions that camelid reservoirs experience 232, this 

study provided a rationale for testing the MPSP-RBD vaccine prototype 

in camelids. 
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8.2 Material and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 

Animal experiments with MERS-CoV were performed at the BSL-3 

facilities of the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA. The present 

study was approved by the CEEA-IRTA and by the Ethical Commission 

of Animal Experimentation of the Autonomous Government of 

Catalonia (file No. CEA-OH/10942/1). 

Cell culture and virus  

Vero E6 cells were cultured as described in Chapter 3. The MERS-CoV 

Qatar15/2015 stock was prepared as indicated in Chapters 3. 

Vaccine design and expression 

The vaccine immunogen was prepared by coupling purified RBD of 

MERS-CoV spike onto the surface of the mi3 60-mer MPSP using the 

SpyTag-SpyCatcher strategy 226,426. Recombinant mi3 fused to the 

SpyCatcher was expressed in E. coli cells, as follows. A bacterial culture 

with an OD600 of ~0.5 was induced for expression with 0.1 mM IPTG 

(isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) and incubated overnight at 

18°C in a shaking incubator. Next the bacteria were pelleted by 

centrifugation at 8,000×g, incubated for 30 min in lysis buffer at 25°C, 

followed by sonication on ice. Unlysed bacteria, debris and the insoluble 

protein fraction were removed by centrifugation 

(100min/4°C/18,000×g). Purification was performed by an initial heat 

treatment step (30 min, 60°C), followed by another centrifugation step 

(see above) and size exclusion chromatography (SuperdexTM 75). 

Recombinant RBD of MERS-CoV spike with a C-terminal SpyTag was 

expressed and purified as previously described 226 and coupled to the 
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SpyCatcher containing mi3 MPSP at a molar ratio of 1:3 RBD:mi3, in 

DPBS without calcium and magnesium (Lonza). Concentrations of all 

purified proteins were determined with the NanoDrop ND-1000 

spectrophotometer. 

Study design 

Seven healthy llamas were purchased from a private animal facility and 

housed at the IRTA farm of Alcarràs (Catalonia, Spain) during the 

immunization period. Animals were transferred to the BSL-3 animal 

facilities of the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA for experimental 

procedures involving MERS-CoV.  

Three llamas were intramuscularly immunized in the right side of the 

neck with 40 µg of a MERS-CoV RBD coupled with 120 µg mi3 and 

emulsified (1:1 volume) with Montanide™ ISA 206 VG (Seppic, 

France) adjuvant, administering a total volume of 2 mL per animal and 

dose. A second immunization was conducted 3 weeks later as described 

above but in the left side of the neck. Two other animals received an 

emulsion of PBS and Montanide™ ISA 206 VG (1:1 volume) at the 

vaccination days, while the two remaining animals were kept naïve. Five 

weeks after the first immunization, two naïve llamas were intranasally 

inoculated with a 107 TCID50 of MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain 

(GenBank Accesion MK280984) in 3 mL saline solution using a 

nebulization device (LMA® MADgic®, Teleflex Inc., USA), 

administrating 1.5 mL into each nostril. At 2 dpi, vaccinated (n=3) and 

naïve llamas (n=2) were brought into contact with inoculated llamas 

(Figure 8.1). The box in the BSL-3 facility was set up as in previous 

MERS-CoV transmission study in Chapter 3 and as represented in 

Figure 8.1. 
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Animals were monitored daily for respiratory clinical signs, including 

sneezing, coughing, nasal discharge and/or dyspnea. Rectal 

temperatures were recorded with a fast display digital thermometer 

(AccuVet®, Infratec, Italy) until 15 dpi plus the day of necropsy. NS 

were obtained daily until 15 dpi, and then at 17 and 22 dpi (Figure 8.1). 

Whole blood samples of all animals were collected from the jugular vein 

using Vacutainer® tubes (Beckton Dickinson, USA) and serum samples 

were obtained before the first and the second immunizations, prior to 

challenge, and weekly after the MERS-CoV challenge (Figure 8.1). 

Animals were euthanized at 22 dpi with an overdose of pentobarbital 

and a complete necropsy was performed, with special emphasis on upper 

and lower respiratory tract lesions. 
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Figure 8.1. Schematic representation of the experimental design. Two llamas 

(black) were intranasally inoculated with MERS-CoV (Qatar15/2015) and 

placed in contact with two naïve (grey) and three vaccinated (red) 

llamas. Experimental groups were kept in different compartments of an 

experimental box separated by a tarpaulin to prevent animal contact until two 

days after inoculation procedure, when the tarpaulin was removed, and 

experimentally infected llamas were brought in direct contact. Immunization 

dates are shown in red timeline points and with grey syringes. MERS-CoV-

inoculation procedure is stressed as a gold time point. Blood collection days are 

represented with a red syringe symbol on the weeks scale. Sampling scheme of 

nasal swabs in all animals is shown using black lines in a daily scale. Dpi, days 

post-inoculation; i.n., intranasal. 

MERS-CoV genomic and subgenomic RNA detection 

Viral genomic and subgenomic RNA was extracted from nasal swab 

samples as previously described in Chapter 4. Samples with a Cq value 

≤40 were considered positive for MERS-CoV genomic or subgenomic 

RNA. 

Virus titration 

Nasal swabs samples with lower Cq value ≤ 30 to MERS-CoV RNA, as 

determined by RT-qPCR, were evaluated for the presence of infectious 

virus by titration in Vero E6 cells, as previously reported in Chapter 3. 

Plaque reduction neutralization assay 

The levels of nAbs in serum samples collected at different time-points 

were determined as previously described in Chapter 4. with minor 

modifications. The PRNT titre was calculated using GraphPad Prism 9, 

calculating a 50% reduction in infected cell counts based on non-linear 

regression with bottom constraints of 0% and top constraints of 100%. 
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8.3 Results 

Rectal temperatures of all animals remained basal (37-40°C) throughout 

the study (Figure 8.2a). None of the inoculated llamas showed clinical 

signs at any dpi. One contact-control animal showed moderate 

rhinorrhea at 5-9 dpi, and one vaccinated animal from 8 to 19 dpi (Figure 

8.2b and c, respectively). MERS-CoV-inoculated llamas had detectable 

genomic and subgenomic viral RNA in nasal swabs for a period of 2 

weeks (Figure 8.3a and b) and shed high titers of infectious virus during 

the first week after inoculation (Figure 8.3c). These animals 

seroconverted for MERS-CoV and nAbs were detected from 2 weeks 

after infection onwards (Figure 8.3d).  
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Figure 8.2. Temperature and rhinorrhoea after MERS-CoV exposure to llamas. 

MERS-CoV experimentally inoculated llamas (black) were, two days later, put 

in contact with naïve (grey) and vaccinated (red). (a) Rectal temperature was 

measured daily after MERS-CoV. Each line/sign represents an individual 

animal. One naïve (b) and one vaccinated, contact animal (c) showed moderate 

mucus excretion at 5-9 and 8-19 days post-inoculation procedure, respectively. 

As determined by RT-qPCR and virus titration in cell culture, MERS-

CoV was transmitted to all adjuvant-administered and two out of three 

vaccinated, in-contact animals at 5-7 dpi (Figure 8.3a, b and c). With 

the exception of one vaccinated llama, all animals had similar profiles in 

the duration and levels of viral RNA and infectious virus shedding 

(Figure 8.3a, b and c). These results are comparable to previous ones 

obtained in inoculated and naïve contact animals (Chapter 3); therefore, 

individual differences observed in the current study may account for 

minor variations in viral shedding patterns of vaccinated and control-

contact animals. The remaining vaccinated-contact llama was protected 

against MERS-CoV infection. Only minor traces of MERS-CoV 

genomic RNA were detected in nasal swabs of this animal along the 

experiment, evidencing its exposure to the virus (Figure 8.3a). 

Moreover, subgenomic RNA was not detected at any time point of the 

study in this vaccinated llama and the animal did not shed infectious 

virus (Figure 8.3b and c). Furthermore, all inoculated and in-contact 

naïve llamas developed a comparable neutralizing humoral response to 

MERS-CoV (Figure 8.3d). MPSP-RBD vaccination induced high titres 

of virus nAbs in sera, which were boosted in 2 out of 3 animals three 

weeks after contact with MERS-CoV-inoculated llamas shedding high 

titres of infectious virus (Figure 8.3d). Thus, the MPSP-RBD vaccine 

candidate was able to partially prevent MERS-CoV transmission among 
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camelids, being effective in 1/3 of the animals vaccinated in this 

exploratory study.  

Figure 8.3. MERS-CoV RNA and infectious virus shedding and development 

of neutralizing antibodies in llamas. Experimentally infected llamas (black) 

were placed in contact with naïve (grey) and vaccinated (red) animals two days 

after MERS-CoV inoculation. Genomic (a) and subgenomic (b) viral RNA was 

quantified in nasal swab specimens collected at different times after MERS-

CoV inoculation. Plot (c) show infectious MERS-CoV titres in nasal swabs 

collected on different days after MERS-CoV inoculation. Plot (d) displays 

serum neutralizing antibodies elicited against MERS-CoV in vaccinated, 

experimentally inoculated and in-contact naïve llamas. Each line represents an 

individual animal. Dashed lines depict the detection limits of the assays. Red 

and yellow arrows indicate the two MPSP-RBD immunizations and MERS-

CoV inoculation days, respectively. Cq, quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, 

Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus; PRNT50, 50% plaque 

reduction neutralization titre; TCID50, 50% tissue culture infective dose. 
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8.4 Discussion 

Vaccination of livestock reservoir species is a recommended strategy to 

prevent spread of MERS-CoV among animals and potential spillover to 

humans 170. Based on the enhanced immune response offered by MPSP-

displayed immunogens and the in vivo protective capacity of the MPSP-

RBD vaccine prototype against MERS-CoV 226, we evaluated its 

potential to inhibit MERS-CoV transmission among camelid reservoirs. 

While MERS-CoV was transmitted to naïve animals exposed to virus-

inoculated llamas, immunization with the MPSP-RBD formulated with 

a commercial adjuvant elicited robust nAbs to MERS-CoV and 

prevented transmission in 1/3 vaccinated, in-contact animals. Since high 

MERS-CoV seroprevalence and evidence of reinfection have been found 

in camelids 121, further studies would be needed to investigate whether 

MPSP-RBD administration can boost sufficient protective immune 

responses to MERS-CoV and decrease the transmission rate in 

previously exposed animals. Our exploratory study supports further 

improvement of the RBD-based vaccine to reduce MERS-CoV 

transmission. The monomeric RBD displayed by MPSP may induce 

lower protective responses than a prototype shaping a trimeric 

conformation or the combination with other S subunits. Nonetheless, the 

capabilities of MPSP-RBD to prevent animal-to-animal transmission of 

MERS-CoV and, eventually, human spillover, seem limited. 
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9.1 Introduction 

The current MERS-CoV vaccine candidates mainly use the entire or sub 

regions of the S protein or its coding gene. This virus surface structural 

glycoprotein binds to the host receptor, the DPP4 47, through its S1 subunit 

and is therefore the target of choice to raise nAbs 285,290. The S1 subunit 

protein is immunogenic and can induce both T-cell mediated and NAb 

responses mainly directed towards the RBD (or S1B domain) 285,286. 

Recently, it was reported that although most nAbs target the S1B domain, 

antibodies targeting the sialic acid-binding S1A domain can also provide 

protection against lethal MERS-CoV challenge in a mouse model 288. 

Several vaccine prototypes to control MERS-CoV have been tested using 

a wide variety of delivery systems, including DNA vaccines, protein-based 

vaccines, vector-based vaccines and live attenuated vaccines 290,427. 

Vector-based-vaccines have been developed using the orthopox modified 

virus Ankara (MVA) 207, different host-origin adenovirus (AdV) 

316,317,319,428, measles virus (MeV) 325, rabies virus (RABV) 328, and 

Venezuelan equine encephalitis replicons (VRP) 227,428, all expressing 

different lengths of the S protein. These vector-based candidates were 

tested in hDPP4 transgenic or transduced mice, except the orthopox-based 

recombinant vaccine, which expresses the full-length MERS-CoV spike 

protein and induced efficient protective immunity in dromedaries 207. Due 

to reticence in applying live genetically modified organisms, protein 

recombinant subunit or DNA vaccines mainly based on the S1 protein or 

gene, respectively, are also under study. A DNA-based vaccine expressing 

the full-length S protein was shown to induce MERS-CoV specific nAbs 

and confer protection in rhesus macaques 334. In addition, MERS-CoV 

protein-based vaccines using the full-length or fragments of the S protein 
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were produced in the form of virus-like particles, nanoparticles, peptides, 

or recombinant protein. Partial protection efficacy for some candidates has 

been demonstrated in NHP 332,347 and hDPP4 transgenic mice 

229,287,342,346,429–431. A more recent study demonstrated that an S protein 

subunit vaccine conferred protection to MERS-CoV (EMC/2012 strain) in 

an alpaca model, although in dromedary camels the vaccine was only able 

to reduce and delay viral shedding 209. However, there is no evidence that 

any of the MERS-CoV vaccine candidates developed so far can block 

MERS-CoV transmission in camelids when tested in a direct-contact virus 

transmission setting, mimicking natural transmission in the field. 

Vaccinating the MERS-CoV animal reservoirs can potentially reduce 

transmission to humans and provide a simple and economical solution to 

avoid expansion of this threatening disease. 

In the present study, we have successfully used a llama direct-contact 

transmission model (described in Chapter 3) to demonstrate the efficacy 

of a recombinant S1-protein vaccine, using a registered adjuvant, to block 

MERS-CoV transmission.  

9.2 Materials and methods 

Animal welfare and ethics 

Experiments with MERS-CoV were performed at the BSL-3 facilities of 

the Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA. The present study was 

approved by the CEEA-IRTA and by the Ethical Commission of Animal 

Experimentation of the Autonomous Government of Catalonia (file No. 

FUE-2017-00561265). 

Cell culture and MERS-CoV  
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Cell culture and preparation of viral stocks were performed as described 

in Chapter 3. 

Vaccine 

Full-length MERS-CoV S1 recombinant protein, including A and B 

domains, was produced in house using baculovirus and HEK 293T cells 

production systems as previously described 54,288. In brief, to produce 

soluble MERS-CoV S1 using the baculovirus expression system, the gene 

fragment encoding the MERS-CoV S1 subunit (amino acid 19 – 748; 

EMC/2012 isolate; GenBank Accession YP_009047204.1) was codon-

optimized for insect cell expression and cloned in-frame between 

honeybee melittin secretion signal peptide and a triple StrepTag 

purification tag in the pFastbac transfer vector. Generation of bacmid 

DNA and recombinant baculovirus was performed according to protocols 

from Bac-to-Bac system (Invitrogen), and expression of MERS-CoV S1 

was performed by infection of recombinant baculovirus of Sf-9 cells. 

Recombinant proteins were harvested from cell culture supernatants 3 

days post infection and purified using StrepTactin sepharose affinity 

chromatography (IBA).  

Production of recombinant MERS-S1 in HEK 293T cells was described 

previously 54,288. In brief, the MERS-S1 (amino acid 1-747; EMC/2012 

isolate; GenBank Accession YP_009047204.1) encoding sequence was C-

terminally fused to a gene fragment encoding the Fc region of human IgG 

and cloned into the pCAGGS mammalian expression vector, expressed by 

plasmid transfection in HEK-293T cells, and affinity purified from the 

culture supernatant using Protein-A affinity chromatography. The Fc part 

of S1-Fc fusion protein was proteolytically removed by thrombin 

following Protein-A affinity purification using the thrombin cleavage site 
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present at the S1-Fc junction. 

Animals, vaccination and experimental design 

Eight healthy llamas were purchased and housed at IRTA farm facilities 

at Alcarràs (Catalonia, Spain) during the immunization period and 

transferred for challenge at the BSL-3 animal facilities of the 

Biocontainment Unit of IRTA-CReSA, in Barcelona (Spain). 

Five llamas were prime vaccinated each with 35 µg of a recombinant S1 

protein produced in a baculovirus system, emulsified (1:1 volume) with 

Montanide™ ISA 206 VG (Seppic) adjuvant and intramuscularly 

administered (2 mL per animal and dose) in the right side of the neck. A 

boosting immunization was conducted 3 weeks later as above (left side of 

the neck) but with 50 µg of recombinant S1 protein produced in HEK 

293T cells, emulsified (1:1 volume) with Montanide™ ISA 206 VG 

(Seppic) adjuvant. The correct structure of the S1 antigens was previously 

confirmed by reactivity of conformational antibodies, DPP4 solid phase 

and sialic acid binding assays 288. Two weeks later, MERS-CoV challenge 

was performed. A group of llamas (n=3) were intranasally inoculated with 

a 107 TCID50 dose of MERS-CoV Qatar15/2015 strain (GenBank 

Accesion MK280984) in 3 ml saline solution (1.5 ml in each nostril) using 

a nebulization device (LMA® MADgic®, Teleflex Inc.). At 2 days post-

inoculation (dpi) vaccinated llamas (n=5) were put in contact with infected 

llamas (Figure 9.1, see also Figure 3.1 from Chapter 3). Llamas from the 

previous study on transmission to naïve in-contact animals (Chapter 3) 

were used as control group; both studies were performed concomitantly.  
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Fig. 9.1. Schematic diagram of the llama vaccination study. Vaccination, 

challenge and sampling scheme showing vaccinated llamas (red, n=5, LL12-16) 

and directly inoculated llamas (black, n=3; LL9-11) used as a transmission 

challenge model for MERS-CoV. Dpi, days post-inoculation. 

Regarding to the nomenclature used in this study, animals 9-11 

corresponded to intranasally inoculated llamas. Llamas 12-16 were 

immunized contact animals. 

Animals were monitored daily for clinical signs (sneezing, coughing, 

nasal discharge, or dyspnea). Rectal temperatures were recorded with a 

fast display digital thermometer (AccuVet®) until day 15 post-inoculation 

(pi). NS were collected daily until day 15 pi and two extra collections were 

performed on 17 and 19 dpi. Serum samples were obtained before the first 

and the second immunizations, prior to challenge, and weekly after the 

MERS-CoV challenge. Animals were euthanized 3-weeks after challenge, 

with an overdose of pentobarbital. An extra sampling of NS was 

performed prior to necropsy procedures. 

Viral RNA detection by RT-qPCR 

MERS-CoV RNA extraction from NS and genomic RNA detection by 

RT-qPCR were performed as previously described in Chapter 3. Viral 

replication was assessed with an RT-qPCR for subgenomic RNA 

detection performed as indicated in Chapter 4. 
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Viral RNA Sequencing 

Viral RNA was extracted from llama NS using the QIAamp viral RNA 

mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. cDNA was 

produced from RNA using Superscript III first strand synthesis system 

(Invitrogen Corp) using random hexamers. The cDNA was then used as a 

template to PCR amplify the MERS-CoV spike S1 encoding region 

(nucleotides positions 21,304 to 25,660, GenBank Accession JX869059) 

using the PfuUltra II Fusion HS DNA polymerase (Aligent Technologies). 

The PCR was carried out as follows: 95°C for 5 min, 39 cycles of 20 sec 

at 95°C, 20 sec at 48°C, and 45 sec at 72°C, and a final extension at 72°C 

for 1 min. The amplicons were sequenced bidirectionally using the BigDye 

Terminator v3.1 cycle sequencing kit on an ABI PRISM 3130XL Genetic 

analyzer (Applied Biosystems). 

Virus titration 

Presence of infectious MERS-CoV titres in NS collected at different times 

pi were determined as previously described in Chapter 3. 

MERS-CoV S1-ELISA  

Specific S1-antibodies in serum samples from all collected time-points 

and from all animals were determined by a MERS-CoV S1-ELISA as 

previously described in Chapter 3.  

MERS-CoV N-LIPS 

Llama sera was tested for MERS-CoV N antibodies using a luciferase 

LIPS assay, as previously described in Chapter 3.  

HI assay 

Llama sera was assayed for the presence of functional antibodies against  
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the S1A domain of the S protein using a nanoparticle-based HI assay, as 

previously described in Chapter 3. 

RBI inhibition assay 

We tested llama sera from the vaccine efficacy study for antibodies able 

to block MERS-CoV binding to DPP4 as indicated in Chapter 3. 

Plaque reduction neutralization assay 

Serum samples and nasal swabs were tested for neutralizing antibodies 

against MERS-CoV (Qatar15/2015 and EMC/2012 isolates) using a 

PRNT assay, as previously described in Chapter 3. 

9.3 Results 

Clinical signs 

Two directly-inoculated llamas (No. 9 and 10) showed moderate nasal 

mucus secretion from 9 to 13 dpi. No clinical signs were noticed in any of 

the five vaccinated llamas throughout the study. Body temperatures in 

inoculated and vaccinated in-contact llamas remained constant all along 

the experiment and never exceeded 39.5ºC. 

MERS-CoV RNA and Infectious Virus 

All MERS-CoV inoculated llamas shed viral RNA in the nasal cavity 

during a 2-week period (Figure 9.2a). The amount of viral RNA was still 

high (Cq values < 25) in all inoculated llamas at 6-7 dpi, but a decrease in 

RNA load was observed from 8 dpi onwards. Only one out of the five 

vaccinated llamas (No. 15) had viral RNA in the nasal cavity to levels 

comparable to non-vaccinated in-contact animals, while the other four 

animals had very low levels of viral RNA (Figure 9.2a). Additionally, the 
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viral RNA from this llama was sequenced at days 9-12 pi and used for 

comparative analysis of the S1 protein (see Figure 9.3). A substitution of 

serine for phenylalanine was found at the amino acid position 465 (S465F) 

in comparison with the inoculum isolate S1 protein (see Figure 9.3a). This 

mutation was also found in another vaccinated llama (No. 13) at 10 dpi. 

Interestingly, we identified the S465F mutation arising at 5-6 dpi in two 

directly inoculated llamas (No. 9, 10). Furthermore, the same mutation was 

found in animals from the transmission control group (described in 

Chapter 3), including an inoculated llama (No. 1) and a sentinel (No. 6) 

llama (see Figure 9.3b). To ensure that this mutant is not a neutralization 

escape mutant, the mutant virus was plaque-purified form the nasal swab 

of llama No. 9 at 6 dpi. The virus was sequenced (Llama-passaged-

Qatar15; GenBank Accession MN507638) to ensure no other mutations 

were present in the spike protein and then used to carry out neutralization 

assays. The virus was neutralized by serum of all five vaccinated animals 

(Figure 9.4a). 

RT-qPCR positive nasal swab samples were tested for the presence of 

infectious virus. All intranasally inoculated llamas excreted infectious 

MERS-CoV at some point until 8 dpi (Figure 9.2b). The duration of 

infectious virus shedding varied among individual animals ranging from 1 

up to 6 consecutive days. One inoculated llama (animals No. 10) shed 

infectious virus continuously from days 1 to 6 pi (Figure 9.2b). The peaks 

of viral RNA coincided with the highest levels of infectious virus shed. 

Although llama No. 15 had MERS-CoV mRNA indicative of replication 

in the nasal cavity to levels comparable to non-vaccinated in-contact 

animals (Figure 9.5), as assessed by the specific RT-qPCR described by 

Coleman and collaborators41, none of the vaccinated animals (including 

llama No. 15) shed infectious virus at any point in the study (Figure 9.2b).  
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Fig. 9.2 Viral shedding in llamas after experimental inoculation or contact with 

MERS-CoV-infected llamas. Viral RNA detected in nasal swab samples 

collected from S1 vaccinated (a) llamas at different time points after contact with 

directly inoculated animals. Panels b) display infectious MERS-CoV in nasal 

swab samples collected from S1 vaccinated animals at different time points after 

inoculation. Each line/bar represents an individual animal. Orange lines/bars 
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indicate experimentally inoculated llamas, while purple lines/bars indicate 

vaccinated llamas. Dashed lines depict the detection limit of the assays. Cq, 

quantification cycle; MERS-CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus; TCID50, 50% tissue culture infective dose. 
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Figure 9.3. Sequence analysis of the spike S1 protein of MERS-CoV. (a) The 

amino acid sequence of the S1 domain of MERS-CoV spike protein obtained by 

sequencing of the viral RNA isolated from an S1- vaccinated llama (LL15) at day 

11 post-inoculation was compared to the sequence of the S1 of the virus used to 
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directly inoculate the animals (Qatar_15/2015; GenBank Accession MK280984). 

(b) Sanger sequencing chromatograms of MERS-CoV spike S1 subunit from four 

directly inoculated llamas (No. 1 at day 5 pi and No. 9-11, day 6 pi), one in-

contact naïve animal (No. 6 at days 10 and 11 pi) and two in-contact vaccinated 

llamas (No. 13 and 15, at 10 and 9-12 dpi, respectively). Arrows indicate 

emerging mutations. 

Figure 9.4. Virus neutralizing antibodies against MERS-CoV (a) Llama-

passaged-Qatar15 isolate and (b) EMC/2012 strain elicited in sera of directly 

inoculated (LL9-11; black) and in-contact MERS-CoV S1 vaccinated (LL12-16; 

red) llamas. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the cutoff of the assay. LL, llama; 

PRNT, plaque reduction neutralization assay; W, week. 
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Figure 9.5. Viral M mRNA detected in nasal swab samples collected from S1 

vaccinated llamas at different time points after contact with directly inoculated 

animals. 

Humoral immune response 

We evaluated the MERS-CoV specific antibody responses induced in 

llamas following infection and MERS-CoV S1 vaccination. All vaccinated 

animals (Figure 9.6a-d, red) developed high titres of serum S1-reactive 

antibodies (Fig. 9.6a) and virus neutralizing antibodies against both clade 

B Qatar15/2015 and a clade A EMC/2102 isolates as detected by PRNT 

(Fig. 9.6b, Figure 9.4b). In particular, the vaccination induced antibodies 

against the two functional domains of S1, the S1A binding N-terminal 

domain as detected by HI assay (Fig. 9.6c) and the RBD as detected by a 

competitive RBI ELISA (Fig. 9.6d). Additionally, only one directly 

inoculated but none of the vaccinated animals developed antibodies 

against the N protein (Figure 9.7). Aiming to assess mucosal immunity 

elicited upon vaccination, we evaluated the presence of antibodies in the 

nasal cavity. Remarkably, we detected low levels of both MERS-CoV S1-

directed and neutralizing antibodies in the nasal swabs of three out of the 

five vaccinated animals (Fig. 9.6e, f). 
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Figure 9.6. Antibody responses to MERS-CoV elicited in directly inoculated 

(LL9-11; black) and in-contact MERS-CoV S1 vaccinated (LL12-16; red) llamas 

in sera (a-d) and nasal swabs (e,f). (a,e) MERS-CoV S1-reactive antibodies, (b,f) 

MERS-CoV neutralizing antibodies (Qatar15/2015 strain), (c) hemagglutination 

inhibition (HI; anti-S1A N terminal domain) antibodies, and (d) receptor binding 

inhibition (RBI; anti-S1 receptor binding domain) antibodies. The horizontal 

dotted lines indicate the cutoff of each assay. HI, hemagglutination inhibition; 

LL, llama; PRNT, plaque reduction neutralization assay; RBI, receptor binding 

inhibition; W, week. 
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Figure. 9.7. Sera MERS-CoV nucleocapsid (N)-directed antibodies elicited in 

directly inoculated (LL4-6; black) and in-contact MERS-CoV S1 vaccinated 

(LL12-16; red) llamas. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the cutoff of the assay. 

LU, luminescence units; N-LIPS, nucleocapsid luciferase immunoprecipitation 

assay; W, week. 

9.4 Discussion  

Based on the in vivo protective capacity of monoclonal antibodies directed 

against different domains of the spike protein 288, a broader protective 

immune response can be achieved using multi-domain vaccines (S1A and 

S1B domains) compared to RBD-focused vaccines. Thus, the efficacy of 

an S1 recombinant protein emulsified with the adjuvant Montanide™ ISA 

206 VG was evaluated as a potential vaccine candidate. We showed that 

immunized llamas were efficiently protected against MERS-CoV 

infection; no infectious virus was detected in the nose of any of the 

vaccinated animals and viral RNA shedding remained low (Cq ≥ 34), 

except for one llama (No. 15). Viral mRNA was also detected in the nasal 

cavity of this llama, which might be from intracellular viral mRNA from 

cells harvested in the nasal swabs; nonetheless, we could not detect any 

infectious virus. Neutralization of the virus by antibodies at mucosal level 

may have inhibited infectious viral particle production. The lack of 
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detectable infectious virus in the vaccinated llamas despite being infected, 

renders these animals unlikely to transmit the virus further to other animals 

and thus blocking the transmission chain. In addition, our studies revealed 

a mutation (S465F) in the spike protein encoded by this viral RNA, which 

may suggest a potential escape variant being produced. However, the 

emergence of the same mutation in another vaccinated llama, in one naïve 

in-contact animal and in other three directly inoculated llamas was 

revealed. In addition, the capacity of vaccinated animals to induce nAbs 

against this variant when isolated, indicate that it is unlikely an escape 

variant induced under antibody pressure. Mutation at this site (S465F) is 

not directly involved in receptor binding but has been previously reported 

to occur as a result of virus adaptation to its host receptor 432. Overall, this 

indicates a probable adaptive mutation rather than a vaccine escape 

mutation.  

Immunization with the S1 protein induced antibodies against the RBD as 

confirmed by the RBI and virus neutralization assays as well as antibodies 

to the S1A domain as confirmed by HI assay. These latter antibodies may 

be important in blocking virus attachment to sialic acid present in 

camelids, as it has been demonstrated in the dromedary camel upper 

respiratory tract 51. Importantly, serum nAbs were generated in all 

vaccinated animals after the boosting immunization and were maintained 

during challenge. Therefore, a correlation of nAb levels in serum upon 

vaccination and protection occurred, as previously described in another 

vaccination study in camelids 209. Notably, we detected mucosal nAb in 

the nasal cavity of 3 out of 5 vaccinated llamas, as also reported in 

dromedary camels immunized with an MVA-based candidate 207. In 

addition, we demonstrate that vaccination of llamas with a spike protein 

from a clade A MERS-CoV (EMC/2012 isolate) provides protection 
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against a challenge with a clade B virus (Qatar15/2015 isolate). Since 

evidence of MERS-CoV reinfection has been reported in camels in the 

field 121, further studies to determine whether intramuscular administration 

of the subunit vaccine can boost mucosal immunity in the upper respiratory 

tract of animals that have been previously exposed to MERS-CoV are 

needed.   

A critical component of a vaccine that influences the duration and the 

quality of immune responses is the adjuvant. Here we used the 

Montanide™ ISA 206 VG adjuvant, which was shown to induce long-term 

protective immunity in large animal species by stimulating both cell-

mediated and humoral immune responses 433. Further studies should be 

conducted in target species to determine the optimal antigen dose and the 

persistence of NAb following S1 recombinant vaccination. In fact, here, 

two doses of 35 and 50 µg were enough to induce protection, as opposed 

to a recent study which used 3 doses of 400 µg of the S1 antigen with a 

combination of adjuvants37. Unlike vector-based vaccines, protein-based 

vaccines do not require safety testing in high containment facilities and 

field studies could be directly conducted; thus, reducing the cost of the 

proposed vaccine. The registered adjuvant used in this study, Montanide™ 

ISA 206 VG, offers economical and practical use for field applications. 

Therefore, the S1 recombinant vaccine tested in this study appears as a 

good candidate to prevent animal-to-animal and, eventually, animal-to-

human transmission. 

Overall, immunization with the MERS-CoV S1 recombinant protein, in 

combination with a commercial adjuvant, efficiently limits infectious viral 

shedding from vaccinated llamas upon exposure to directly inoculated 

ones. 
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The ongoing zoonotic spread of MERS-CoV to the human population 

poses a serious public health risk, not only locally but worldwide, as 

demonstrated in a travel-associated outbreak in the Republic of Korea in 

2015 26. Infected humans can develop fatal pulmonary disease due to the 

massive infiltration of inflammatory leukocytes into the lungs, which 

produces a dysregulated inflammatory cytokine storm 189,190,239. 

Particularly, MERS-CoV-infected macrophages produce high and 

prolonged amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines that 

exacerbate lung pathology 200–202. Nonetheless, humans are merely dead-

end hosts suffering from disease and possibly playing a fairly neglectable 

role in MERS-CoV evolution 127. MERS-CoV is known to be carried and 

evolve in a singular animal reservoir, the dromedary camel 16,127. 

Dromedaries, as well as other camelid species 8,32,65,209,233–235, only 

experience a subclinical MERS-CoV infection, characterized by high viral 

loads in the URT and abundant infectious viral shedding 141. 

At the beginning of the current Ph.D. thesis, there was a lack of reagents 

and little bibliographical information to study innate and adaptive immune 

responses of camelid species. Therefore, we developed and validated a 

panel of primers to monitor camelid immune responses at the 

transcriptomic level, which were used to understand how camelids respond 

to MERS-CoV. Local, robust, and timely antiviral innate immune 

responses (IFNs and ISGs) are thought to be key determinants for viral 

clearance in less than a week 8,32. Like in bats 7,280, dampened pro-

inflammatory responses during MERS-CoV infection prevent the 

development of severe lesions in the respiratory tract of camelids 8,32. 

During the peak of infection, mononuclear leukocytes infiltrate into the 

lungs of alpacas concomitant with a transient induction of pro-
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inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α¸ IL-1β and NLPR3) 8,32. In addition, using 

llamas, we elucidated that alveolar macrophages do not support MERS-

CoV replication in vitro. Opposed to the productive viral replication 

described in human MDMs 200–202, we determined that LAMs capture, 

internalize, and degrade MERS-CoV particles. Moreover, these cells did 

not produce efficient antiviral or pro-inflammatory responses upon viral 

sensing. Importantly, IRF5, a relevant marker of inflammatory M1 

macrophage polarization 274,275, was not upregulated in LAMs sensing 

MERS-CoV in vitro or in lungs of infected animals 8,32. Thus, alveolar 

macrophages could be important mediators of MERS-CoV clearance in 

respiratory tissues while poorly participating in the mild pro-inflammatory 

responses described in the LRT of camelids in vivo.  

Additionally, previous studies using experimentally-inoculated camelids 

showed that dendritic-like cells carried MERS-CoV antigen to cervical 

LNs 207,208,236, from where infectious virus could be isolated 207,208. 

Consistent with the absence of tissue damage in secondary lymphoid 

organs, we determined that MERS-CoV replication does not occur in 

camelid LNs, at least using an in vitro approach. We used cervical LN cells 

from previously inoculated llamas to mimic a secondary exposure to 

MERS-CoV (clade B and C strains) in vitro. In particular, LN cells pulsed 

with a MERS-CoV clade B strain induced remarkable antiviral responses 

involving various innate immune pathways, including type I and III IFNs, 

ISGs, PRRs and TFs. Nonetheless, independently of the MERS-CoV used, 

viral re-exposure did not elicit pro-inflammatory responses, such as 

expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-8). 

Also, the NF-κB activator CARD9 and different components of the NLRP3 

inflammasome (NLRP3, CASP1, PYCARD) remained at baseline levels in 

all studied conditions. Thus, not only MERS-CoV-infected respiratory 
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tissues 8,32, but also secondary lymphoid organs, exhibit high and transient 

inductions of IFN-λ3 and dimmed pro-inflammatory responses to MERS-

CoV. Of note, relative expressions of IFN-λ3 were higher for LN cells re-

challenged with the MERS-CoV clade B strain. Such differences between 

strains need to be clarified but might be related to the display of different 

PAMPs or, alternatively, to genetic variations between animals. These 

hypotheses should be tested in a larger number of animals. Indeed, despite 

numerous efforts to understand pathological mechanisms in humans or 

animal models, the exact nature of MERS-CoV PAMPs remains elusive. 

A comparative study of PAMPs interactions with molecules from species 

resistant or susceptible to disease might shed light on the host pathways 

conducting to different pathological fates. Nonetheless, IFN-λ3 might have 

a key role in bridging innate and adaptive immunity from the infected 

respiratory mucosa to secondary lymphoid organs, as described in other 

viral infections 421,422. We hypothesize that the high relative expression of 

IFN-λ3 upon viral sensing might counterbalance the inflammatory 

responses elicited by type I IFNs 420. Moreover, since inflammation was 

controlled in these relevant anatomical compartments for MERS-CoV 

pathogenesis, camelid species own specific mechanisms for dampening 

inflammatory processes and consequently experience asymptomatic 

MERS-CoV infection. Similar mechanisms for inhibiting inflammation 

have been described in bats 279,280, which allow viral replication in the 

absence of clinical disease. Further research is needed to identify key 

immunological mechanisms of camelids that confer tolerance to MERS-

CoV. Such mechanisms might also account for the absence of disease in 

camelids after being infected with a variety of viruses (i.e., RVFV, HEV 

or CCHFV) that are of serious human health concern 365,366,434,435. Camelid 
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species might restrict the development of acute disease by controlling 

inflammatory processes upon viral infection. 

Regarding adaptive immune responses, the development of T-cell 

responses were required to fully achieve viral clearance in hDPP4-

transduced mice 227, but cell-mediated immunity to MERS-CoV had never 

been studied in camelids. We indirectly demonstrated that successful viral-

antigen presentation occurs in camelid draining LNs, probably prompting 

the development of efficient T- and B-cell adaptive immune responses to 

MERS-CoV. Importantly, immunologically recalled llama LN cells 

mounted appeared to mount a Th1-skewed cellular immune response, as 

evidenced by the enhanced transcription of IL-12, IL-2 and IFN-γ in LN 

cells exposed to both clade B and C viruses. Activation of Th1 responses 

was also described in PBMCs from recovered MERS patients 246,247. As 

previously described in humans and cattle 418,419, functional NK cells 

residing in LNs could also contribute to IFN-γ up-regulation in camelids. 

More studies using camelid LN cells combining flow cytometry 436 and/or 

single-cell RNA sequencing would help in characterizing which immune 

cell subsets play a key role in the development of innate and adaptive 

immune responses in camelids. Furthermore, the high prevalence of 

MERS-CoV antibodies found in African and Arabian dromedaries 23,110 

indicates that camelids develop efficient B lymphocyte responses.  

Camelids can elicit protective humoral immunity, including nAbs, after 

natural and experimental MERS-CoV infection 65,115,116,208,234,235. All 

llamas used in the current Ph.D. thesis developed moderate levels of nAbs 

and binding-antibodies directed to the S1A and S1B domains of the S 

protein. Nonetheless, studies in dromedary camels from endemic countries 

reported a significant waning of humoral responses over time 120, as well 

as the rapid re-infection of seropositive animals (re-infection has been 
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described in less than a month since the previous infection) 23,120–122,130–133. 

Thus, camelid species mount effective T- and B-cell responses with 

relatively short memory that contribute to viral clearance and host disease 

resistance while not interfering with MERS-CoV circulation within 

dromedary populations. 

Intrinsic immunological characteristics of dromedary camels would allow 

MERS-CoV persistance, evolution and spread. Infected dromedaries shed 

abundant infectious virus with a high transmission potential to animals and 

humans 134,140,141,207,208. High seroprevalence and active circulation of 

MERS-CoV have been determined in dromedary camels from the Arabian 

Peninsula and African countries 23. However, despite that more than 80% 

of the camel population is found in Africa (https://www.fao.org/faostat) 

and that MERS-CoV infection is widespread in African dromedaries, 

zoonotic disease has only been reported in the Arabian Peninsula. There is 

serological and molecular evidence of MERS-CoV infection in camel 

handlers of Africa 358–360 but no zoonotic MERS has been reported across 

this continent so far. Despite a continuous trade of dromedaries into the 

Arabian Peninsula 33,135, no African clade C MERS-CoV strains have been 

detected in this region. One explanation for the dominance of clade B 

strains in the Middle East could be their increased fitness compared to the 

African clade C viruses. A recent study demonstrated increased replication 

competence of MERS-CoV clade B Arabian viruses compared to different 

clade C African strains in human lung ex vivo cultures and in a transgenic 

mouse model expressing the hDPP4 receptor 30. However, the differential 

replication and transmission competence of Arabian and African viruses 

in camelid reservoir species remained unknown before the current Ph.D. 

thesis. Llamas were proposed as valuable surrogates for dromedary camels 

because they reproduce a very similar MERS-CoV infection and shedding 
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than dromedary camels 65. Here we demonstrated efficient MERS-CoV 

(clade B and C) transmission from experimentally-inoculated llamas to 

naïve in-contact animals. Furthermore, we used the llama model to set up 

a valuable direct-contact transmission scenario that mimics field-like 

conditions and is useful for MERS-CoV transmission and vaccination 

studies.  

To understand differential transmission patterns between MERS-CoV 

clades, we retrieved experimental data from previous MERS-CoV 

Qatar15/2015 (clade B; Chapters 3, 8 and 9) and Egypt/2013 (clade C; 

Chapter 4) transmission studies and performed comparative analyses of all 

naïve and non-protected llamas. Animals inoculated with a high dose of 

either MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 or Qatar15/2015 had similar levels of 

genomic and subgenomic viral RNA, as well as infectious viral shedding. 

Data analyses showed no significant differences in viral shedding of 

llamas inoculated with high doses of MERS-CoV regardless of the strain 

used. Instead, comparative analyses revealed a statistically higher and 

extended shedding of the MERS-CoV clade B strain in naïve-contact 

llamas than the clade C strain (Figure 10.1). Therefore, the Egypt/2013 

strain seemed to have a lower transmission potential than the Qatar15/2015 

strain in a camelid model. Additionally, IHC studies in animals inoculated 

with the Egypt/2013 strain would be required to monitor virus replication 

and tropism in respiratory tissues, revealing the differential fitness of both 

strains in camelids. Nonetheless, our results might explain why MERS-

CoV clade C strains are unable to establish themselves in the Arabian 

Peninsula after being introduced via imported camels and competing with 

enzootic clade B viruses. However, further studies are needed to determine 

whether this potentially reduced transmissibility is a common feature of 

the diverse MERS-CoV lineages found in African dromedaries. Specific 
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amino acid substitutions in the S protein or in other genomic regions of 

African clade C viruses might be determinant of the low replication 

phenotype observed in in-contact camelids, as previously observed in 

human cells 30. However, viral or host factors that play a key role in 

conferring replication and transmission competence remain to be explored 

in camelid reservoirs. Nonetheless, studies of the present Ph.D. thesis 

provide in vivo experimental data demonstrating reduced MERS-CoV 

fitness of one African clade C isolate to in-contact camelids compared with 

an Arabian Clade B isolate. In addition, if confirmed in the field , the 

reduced MERS-CoV Clade C shedding from infected camels might limit 

spillover to humans. Importantly, introduction of MERS-CoV clade B 

strains to Africa through infected camelids must be avoided as they might 

outcompete African MERS-CoV clade C strains and pose greater zoonotic 

and pandemic threat in Africa. 
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Figure 10.1. Mixed model to statistically analyse the transmission competence 

of each MERS-CoV strain over time. A mixed model was adjusted using the 

shedding data of each individual as a fixed factor and the corresponding MERS-

CoV strain and days post-inoculation as random factors, along with a contrast of 

the estimated marginal means. Only the days whose values differed from the limit 

of detection were used for the mixed models are represented. The boxplot shows 

daily virus shedding of sentinel llamas infected with MERS-CoV Egypt/2013 

(red) or Qatar15/2015 strains (blue), after direct exposition to inoculated llamas. 

Panels a) and b) show genomic and subgenomic viral RNA quantification in nasal 

swabs collected throughout the study, expressed in Cq values. Panel c) displays 

infectious MERS-CoV titres in TCID50/mL. The p-values obtained in the models 

are indicated above the boxes. The p-values shown at the top right corner of the 

plots determine statistical differences between areas under the curve of the 

experimental groups, as calculated in the Wilcoxon test. 

Nowadays, MERS-CoV clade B strains are dominant among dromedaries 

from the Arabian Peninsula and cause continuous human outbreaks. These 

strains have an increased replicative fitness and pose a higher epidemic 

and pandemic threat 32,169. 

Due to the current absence of vaccines or treatments to counteract MERS-

CoV, Middle Eastern countries implemented measures to control MERS 

outbreaks 27,28. Strengthening diagnosis and surveillance improved human 

outbreak control, preventing human-to-human transmission and deaths 168. 

Nonetheless, further preparedness and efforts are required to prevent 

MERS-CoV spillover from animal reservoirs to humans. Enhanced 

surveillance in dromedary populations and restriction of camel movement 

in affected areas could rapidly help in preventing animal-to-human 

transmission 170. Moreover, the WHO, the FAO and the WOAH 

recommend dromedary camel vaccination to prevent primary human cases 

170, which may be a less costly and faster solution than licensing human 

vaccines 237. In this regard, effective vaccine prototypes were developed 

for camel use, which elicited protective humoral immunity and reduced 

MERS-CoV shedding after infection 203,207,209. Although they are useful 
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vaccine candidates to be evaluated in animal clinical trials, none of them 

impeded infectious viral shedding in dromedary camels, implying that 

MERS-CoV transmission among animals and to humans would still be 

possible during a limited window of time. 

In the current Ph.D. thesis, we explored the possibility to completely block 

MERS-CoV transmission among camelids using two different vaccine 

candidates. Both vaccine efficacy studies used the llama direct-contact 

transmission model to simulate MERS-CoV infection as it occurs under 

natural conditions. The first vaccine candidate was based on self-

assembling MPSP expressing the RBD domain of the MERS-CoV S 

protein 226, formulated with a registered adjuvant (Montanide™ ISA 206 

VG). Immunization with MPSP-RBD induced humoral immunity and 

reduced MERS-CoV replication in experimentally-inoculated rabbits 226. 

Antigens delivered with the MPSP platform were shown to enhance 

immune responses compared to other multivalent and/or conventional 

recombinant protein-based vaccines 424,425. Indeed, MPSP-RBD 

immunization elicited high levels of MERS-CoV nAbs in all vaccinated 

llamas and partially blocked viral transmission (one out of three vaccinated 

animals) in our exploratory study. Thus, the potential of MPSP-RBD to 

prevent MERS-CoV transmission to animals or humans seems limited. We 

hypothesized that a monomeric RBD may confer reduced protection to 

MERS-CoV infection than a vaccine prototype displaying the natural 

trimeric conformation. Also, based on the protective capacity of 

monoclonal antibodies targeting different domains of the S protein 288, 

broader protective immune responses could be achieved using multi-

domain (S1A and S1B) vaccines compared to others based on the RBD 

only. Then, we evaluated the efficacy of a recombinant S1 protein 

emulsified with the Montanide™ ISA 206 VG adjuvant as a potential 
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vaccine candidate. Immunization with the S1-based vaccine induced high 

levels of humoral responses toward S1A and RBD, including nAbs to 

MERS-CoV. Antibodies targeting S1A could expand protective responses 

by impeding viral attachment to sialoglycans present in the upper 

respiratory tract of camelids 51. Furthermore, nAb responses were 

generated both systemically and at the mucosal level. We demonstrated 

that S1-immunized animals were efficiently protected against MERS-CoV 

infection after being in contact with inoculated llamas shedding high titres 

of infectious virus. Although viral replication was found in the URT of one 

out of five vaccinated llamas, none of the immunized animals shed 

infectious at any point of the study. Neutralizing Abs elicited at the nasal 

cavity of the animal shedding viral RNA might have been immune 

complexed with MERS-CoV particles, preventing infection of Vero cells.  

Alternatively, generation of defective viral particles in this animal might 

explain shedding of viral RNA without presence of infectious virus. Thus, 

the recombinant S1 vaccine candidate completely prevented infectious 

MERS-CoV shedding and, consequently, interrupted viral transmission in 

this experimental setting. 

Technical issues are key to license and market an efficient vaccine 

prototype, such as the recombinant S1 prototype. Immunization studies in 

dromedary camels would confirm that the target species responds to 

vaccination similar than llamas. Further studies should be performed to 

establish the optimal immunization dose, as well as to assess the duration 

and quality of immune responses. The absence of immunity might explain 

the higher incidence and viral loads found in juvenile animals compared 

to adults 23,98,106,112,128,129, thus, the vaccination of newborn camels or 

young calves is recommended to reduce MERS-CoV shedding in camel 

herds. Nonetheless, a previous study showed a narrow window of 
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opportunity for vaccinating seronegative dromedary camels 129. Due to the 

high MERS-CoV seroprevalence in endemic countries 23, the vaccination 

of seropositive animals must also be considered. Additional field studies 

would be needed to ascertain whether vaccination can boost protective 

immunity and reduce MERS-CoV transmission from seropositive animals. 

Overall, our immunization studies support that vaccination can curtail 

virus transmission among dromedary reservoirs and, eventually, prevent 

zoonotic spillover to humans. Vaccine formulation with a new generation 

of approved adjuvants would probably improve our experimental vaccine 

by conferring long lasting immunity 437. 

The next MERS-CoV zoonotic outbreak is only matter of time; the 

challenge remains in anticipating when and where it will occur, whilst 

being prepared. Exploring camelid reservoirs and exploiting their inherent 

biology would aid in finding solutions for MERS-CoV control. The 

research performed in the current Ph.D. thesis is highly devoted to the ‘One 

Health’ initiative. The global community bear a collective and shared 

responsibility for containing MERS-CoV, a major health security threat in 

the Middle East, Africa and beyond. 
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1. A comprehensive set of primers for the simultaneous quantification of 

cytokines and immune-related genes involved in major innate and 

adaptive immune response signalling pathways, which can be used for 

all camelid species, has been successfully designed and validated with 

state-of-the-art methodologies. The novel assay appears as an accurate 

and easily reproducible tool that can be used to investigate camelid 

immune responses and is widely accessible to the veterinary and health 

research community. 

2. Llama alveolar macrophages do not support MERS-CoV replication, 

although these cells effectively capture, internalize, and degrade viral 

particles. Contrary to human MDMs, these cells do not produce pro-

inflammatory cytokine responses upon viral sensing. Thus, alveolar 

macrophages could be important effectors of MERS-CoV clearance in 

respiratory tissues of camelids during the early phase of infection. 

3. Cervical LN cells from llama do not support MERS-CoV replication. 

Convalescent llamas develop strong antiviral cellular responses (i.e., 

Th1-like, type III IFNs, ISGs) that are rapidly induced in vitro upon 

immunological recall, in the absence of inflammation. 

4. Llamas can be useful surrogates for dromedary camel in MERS-CoV 

transmission and vaccination studies. As such, currently circulating 

MERS-CoV strains (clade B and C) are efficiently transmitted among 

llamas in an experimental direct-contact set up. 

5. A MERS-CoV clade B strain (Qatar15/2015) exhibits extended viral 

shedding compared to an African clade C strain (Egypt/2013) in 

llamas. Introduction of MERS-CoV clade B strains to Africa should be 
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avoided as they could outcompete endemic clade C strains, 

potentiating the risk of zoonotic disease in this continent. 

6. The MPSP-RBD-based vaccine candidate showed limited capabilities 

to curtail MERS-CoV transmission among llamas, as infection was 

only prevented in 1/3 vaccinated, in-contact animals. However, the S1-

recombinant based-candidate formulated with a commercial adjuvant 

efficiently prevented infectious viral shedding in llamas and, thus, 

blocked MERS-CoV transmission among animals. This finding 

represents a step forward in the application of animal vaccines to 

prevent zoonotic spillover. 
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Passant pàgines 

Observes la portada ponderant 

si et ve de gust seguir endavant. 

El revers sembla prou bo, 

i la crítica el qualifica d'intens i interessant. 

El principi és temptador 

amb trames de tots colors. 

Cada frase ve de nou, sembla que el guió promet, 

i hi estàs enganxada per complet. 

I segueixes avançant, 

res és simple com abans. 

Hi ha camins que s'entrecreuen 

i contratemps inesperats. 

El batec se t'accelera amb cada gir argumental, 

i la por a topar-te amb la última pàgina al final, 

et recorda de tant en tant 

què segueixes fent allà. 

Poc a poc vas fent la història teva, 

descobrint-ne dins la trama 

com hi encaixa cada peça. 

Fins arribat al punt que 

t'atreviries a afirmar, 

que predir-ne em pròxim moviment 

no et seria complicat. 



 

 

Però segueixes avançant, 

res és simple com abans. 

Hi ha camins que s'entrecreuen 

i contratemps inesperats. 

El batec se t'accelera amb cada gir argumental, 

i la por a topar-te amb la última pàgina al final, 

et recorda de tant en tant 

què segueixes fent allà. 

I seguiràs devorant-me fins que un dia 

ja no tremolis al llegir-me, 

o jo ja no m'exalti en observar-te embadalida. 

Amb cada línia que escrivim, amb cada nova aportació, 

a vegades per més que s'intenti, la resposta sempre és no. 

I amb sort ho veurem a temps, 

i ens desfarem d'uns sentiments, 

d'estima i de 'carinyo' 

que ens lliguen al que coneixem. 

I sabrem dir-nos adéu. 

Despedint-nos però contents, tot esbossant, 

a corre-cuita, unes frases que deixaran 

l'obra a mitges. 

Qui sap si mai tindrem ganes de rellegir-nos. 

Adaptació de Bruç i Adriana Pla 
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